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Abstract 
EMERGING TRENDS OF THE OWNER-CONTRACTOR 
RELATIONSfflP FOR CAPITAL FACILITY PROJECTS: 
FROM THE CONTRACTOR PERSPECTIVE 
Cameron Jae Geertsema, M.S.E 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2003 
Supervisor: G. Edward Gibson, Jr. 
This thesis analyzes and documents the emerging trends and the changing 
nature of the contractor-owner relationship for capital facility projects from the 
contractor perspective. Specifically, this document will focus on how the 
outcome of capital facility projects are affected by human resources practices, and 
the management principles and practices of the contractor-owner relationship 
during performance of capital facility projects. Additionally, information will be 
provided to highlight the frends of how both collaborative and non-collaborative 
relationships impact the successful completion of a capital facility project. The 
intended purpose of this research is to provide the contractor-owner organizations 
with current trends and possible recommendations for fiiture decision making 
which will help to enhance the performance of firms as they work more closely 
with one another. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore at emerging trends within the 
owner-contractor working relationship and document the changing nature of the 
owner-contractor relationship towards the successful completion of capital facility 
projects. This is deemed the first step towards trying to understand the very 
dynamic nature of owner-contractor relationship and should aid in developing a 
set of industry specific management philosophies and principals for contractors. 
Ultimately, this should allow contractors, "to cope with the wider distribution of 
power and knowledge in this new era of partnership enterprise (Deering and 
Murphy, 1998,20)." 
Today's owners have adapted their engineering and management 
principles to reflect the changing environment of the construction industry. The 
owners, driven by changes in the global business environment have downsized 
capital facility engineering capabilities and outsourced capital project functions in 
an effort to leverage contractor manpower and expertise, reduce costs, and 
improve their competitive advantage. The overall impact of this shift in owner- 
contractor organizational functions in design, construction management, internal 
core management functions, and procurement of goods and services has had a 
significant impact on the contractors that service this industry. 
1.2 SCOPE 
The scope of this research is interested in identifying the organizational 
changes in the owner-contractor link caused by the increased use of business 
relationship networks to manage this "partnership," and the impact of these 
network business relationships on the contractor organizations in terms of 
structure, function, performance, and human resources. 
In addition to the parallel initiatives of the Owner-Contractor 
Organizational Changes study (from the Owner's Perspective), the Owner- 
Contractor Organizational Changes study (from the Contractor's Perspective) was 
developed. Contractor's Study Phase I was conducted in November of 1998 and 
was the subject of CCIS report No. 11. Subsequently, the follow on research. 
Contractor's Study Phase II, which are a of the findings from Phase I, are the 
subject of this thesis and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Two. 
This study's objectives include: identifying the nature of the changes in 
the owner-contractor relationship, understanding what practices contribute to the 
effectiveness of the relationship, and whether the nature of the relationship effects 
the tangible outcomes of a project and its human resource requirements. 
1.3 Hypotheses 
The primary purpose of this research is to build on previous research in 
the areas of organizational change, business relationship development, network 
management, and organizational learning to develop construction industry 
specific principals and practices to enhance the performance of contractor firms as 
they transition into "partnership enterprises." Consequently, the following 
hypotheses are given. 
1.3.1    Organizational Change 
Organizational Change - The Contractor Phase I Study noted that among 
the individuals interviewed, the single, most defining change in the owner- 
contractor organizational structure over the last five years has been the explosive 
increase in the outsourcing of design, engineering and construction management 
services by owner firms (Gibson and Ryan 2000). This increase in outsourcing by 
owner firms has been accompanied by changes in types of services requested and 
a change in the classification of these services fi-om a custom to a commodity 
product. All of the firms in the Phase I Contractor Study reported that they were 
involved in some form of owner-contractor collaborative relationship. Many 
noted that these relationships have become the major source of their business. 
Based on the general business and industry specific literature, this is 
representative of a transition in the marketplace to relational enterprises. 
HI: The outsourcing of design, engineering and construction management 
services by owner organizations has caused the relationship structure between 
owners and contractors to change significantly. The inability of the work 
processes and resources needed to manage these changes to keep pace with the 
changes in the relationship structure has created a secondary inter- 
organizational boundary that defines the owner-contractor work relationship 
continuum. 
1.3.2    Business Relationship Development 
The Phase II Owner Study found that the owner-contractor relationship 
appears to have many purposes, not all of which are fully recognized by owners. 
One of the things that makes managing the owner-contractor relationship difficult 
is that the kinds of leverage the owner firm expects are ofl;en not made explicit 
and may not even be agreed upon within the owner firm. Communication 
difficulties between the owner and contractor are the most commonly cited 
problem in the owner-contractor relationship (Davis-Blake et al. 1999). While 
owners and contractors use a wide variety of formal and informal coordinating 
mechanisms, it appears that existing coordination mechanisms are not sufficient 
to meet communication needs (Gibson et al. 1998). Although increasing 
dependence of owners on contractors means that good communication between 
owners and contractors is more critical than ever, there appears to be little 
systematic attention by owner firms to designing coordination mechanisms that 
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fully meet their communication needs. Monitoring and evaluating contractor 
performance is another area where work structures have not kept pace with the 
changing nature of the owner-contractor relationship. Although owners have at 
least some metrics for project performance, few instances were found where 
owners had clear metrics that could be used to assess the performance of 
relationships. 
The Phase I Contractor Study found similar issues with the owner- 
contractor relationship from the contractors' perspective (Gibson and Ryan 2000). 
All contractor firms interviewed in the Phase I Contractor Study reported formal 
processes for coordinating, monitoring and measuring project performance. 
Formal programs for coordinating, monitoring and measuring the performance of 
their strategic owner-contractor relationships were rarely reported. The contractor 
community also cited issues with the quality, frequency and timeliness of 
communications. Lack of familiarity with the project process by the owner, issues 
of staffing compatibility and organizational objective alignment fiirther 
complicate the confractors' abilities to service their clients. Each of these items 
can be a unique problem within the context of a collaborative relationship. The 
number of relationship issues and their existence as issues for both parties 
indicates symptoms of a larger problem. 
H2: Contractors and owners have different perceptions of the nature of 
collaborative relationships. Since neither party understands the intricacies of why 
a collaborative relationship is successful,  they are unable to manage their 
collaborative relationships. They default to managing the relationship outcomes. 
1.3.3   Network Management 
The Phase II Owner Study reported that many owner personnel saw goal 
conflict as a symptom of difficulty with the contractor or with the owner- 
contractor relationship. In fact, goal conflict may not be a symptom of difficulty 
but may instead be a natural outgrowth of the fact that owners and contractors 
have different business objectives (Davis-Blake et al. 1999). 
The Phase II Owner Study also found that owner personnel are unanimous 
in their view that changing owner-contractor relationships require owner 
personnel to have new skills. It is fairly widely recognized in owner firms that the 
skill sets required to manage and work on projects from the owner's side has 
changed dramatically (e.g., more "soft" skills are important; deep technical 
knowledge is less important). In order to work effectively in an environment 
where contractors are used extensively, owner personnel must possess a variety of 
skills. Although the skill set required of owner personnel has changed radically, 
owner firms have invested relatively little systematic effort into methods for 
ensuring that their personnel have the required skill sets. A major shift from 
technical skills to communication and interpersonal skills within the competency 
requirements for contractor project personnel was also noted in the Phase I 
Contractor Study (Gibson and Ryan 2000). Contractor personnel, regardless of 
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their position, have to "wear so many hats" and interface with so many different 
types of people that their primary skills have to be the ones that allow them to 
interface with the myriad of people who now compose the typical project team. 
H3: Contractor organizations have not provided their personnel with the 
human resource requirements or organizational structure required to transition 
to the network management of business relationships. 
1.3.4    Organizational Learning 
Although owners desire to learn from contractors and cite increased 
learning as an important benefit of alliance and preferred provider relationships, 
the Phase II Owner Study reported that owner firms still do not have systematic 
structures for assessing and documenting their learning from contractors (Gibson 
and Ryan 2000). The Phase I Contractor Study noted a similar trend in the 
confractor community. Contractor firms are currently much more adept at 
converting individual/»rq/ec? knowledge to organizational/7ro/ec? knowledge than 
they are at converting individual owner-confractor relationship knowledge to 
organizational or inter-organizational relationship knowledge (Gibson and Ryan 
2000). 
H4: The contractor community is still employing the "traditional" 
organization knowledge creation process but operating in an "imaginary 
organization " environment. 
1.4 Organization of Thesis 
Great attempts were made to organize this thesis into a logical and easy to 
follow document. Chapter Two will provide background information for this 
thesis as well as outline and discuss previous research studies which support this 
document. Chapter Three will provide information on how the study was 
organized, how the questionnaires for the human resource managers, 
management, and project managers of each company were developed, how the 
participants were selected, and how the study was executed. Chapters Four and 
Five will provide an analysis of the surveys for each of the three subject groups 
and discuss relationships existing between one another and those of the Owner 
Organizational Changes Study. In addition, all information will be discussed 
from a contractor's perspective and, where specified in the questionnaire, will 
involve whether a collaborative or non-collaborative relationship had any 
statistical significance on the outcome of the results. Chapter Six will present the 
conclusions and any recommendations for future research. 
Chapter 2: Background 
This chapter presents background information regarding previous research 
related studies from the Center for Construction Industry Studies (CCIS), 
specifically CCIS Report No. 11 (Gibson and Ryan 2000), on other Owner 
Organization related documents from CCIS, and from an unpublished manuscript 
created and researched by Mrs. Donna Jean Ryan-Rose (Ryan 2002). 
2.1     CENTER FOR CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY STUDIES (CCIS) 
The CCIS organization is a research center at the University of Texas at 
Austin's Construction Engineering and Project Management Program (CEPM). 
CCIS was initiated in 1996 with multi-year support from the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation and the Construction Industry Institute (CII). The center was created 
to perform multi-disciplinary, long-range studies addressing construction industry 
challenges in order to complement the traditionally short-term research process 
employed by CII and others. 
CCIS initially identified and pursued research in four areas of pressing 
interest for the construction industry. These four thrust areas have been identified 
as: Owner-contractor Work Study, Fully Integrated & Automated Project 
Processes (FIAPP), and Construction Work Force Issues and Technology. 
The Owner-Contractor Work Study initiative is the direct response of 
CCIS to a major strategic issue identified by CII.   Specifically, the nationwide 
downsizing of capital facility engineering capabilities has resulted in owner 
organizations outsourcing capital project functions in an effort to leverage 
contractor manpower and expertise (CCIS Website). 
However, it is within this Owner-Contractor Work Study initiative that the 
basis of this document is found. Two such studies, the Owner Organizational 
Changes Study and the Contractor Organizational Changes Study are within the 
Owner-contractor Work Study group and are considered to both be very important 
and parallel initiatives. The later of the two initiatives is the subject of this thesis 
and will be discussed in detail from the confractor perspective. 
2.1.1    Owner Organizational Changes Study 
The Owner Organizational Changes Study was the first initiative launched 
by CCIS to develop an understanding of the issues related to the changes in owner 
organizations occurring in the industry. Its focus was investigating the following 
questions from an owner perspective: What constitutes a successfiil owner- 
contractor relationship? What is "relationship success" and how can it be 
measured? How can owners and contractors develop appropriate skills in their 
engineering and managerial workforce? And how do owners ensure appropriate 
knowledge transfer to contractors? (Davis-Blake et al. 1999) 
The owner study team completed and published the results of two study 
phases. The findings of the Owner Phase I Study were published in March 1998 
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(Gibson et al. 1998). The Owner Phase II Study findings were published in April 
1999 (Davis-Blake et al. 1999). 
2.1.2 Contractor Organizational Changes Study 
The Contractor Organizational Changes Study was initiated in November 
1998. This investigation assesses the changing nature of the owner-contractor 
relationship fi-om the contractor perspective. Its objectives include: identifying 
the nature of the changes in the relationship, understanding what practices 
contribute to the effectiveness of the relationship, and whether the nature of the 
relationship affects the tangible outcomes of a project and its human resource 
requirements. 
To date, the study team has completed one phase, Contractor Phase I 
Study, published in April 2000 (Gibson and Ryan 2000). Contractor Phase II 
findings are the subject of this thesis, and research methodology was derived fi-om 
the findings and guidance of the Phase I Study and the Owner Organizational 
Studies. 
2.1.3 Outsourcing Trends (Benchmarking) and Demographics 
Benchmarks of demographics and owner outsourcing were the subject of 
several studies, together, these studies baseline the current status of many industry 
practices (Davis-Blake et al. 2001) and (Gibson et al. 2001). 
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One study by Davis-Blake et al., (2001) analyzed data received from a 
survey of Construction Industry Institute (CII) member firms concerning project 
engineering professional demographic data. It was conducted with the help of CII 
from October 2000 to April 2001. For the purposes of this research only the 
important findings pertaining to contractor firms will be discussed. Motivation 
for such a report was generated as a result of working closely with the 
construction industry and it became very apparent that serious problems may exist 
within the construction industry's professional engineering workforce. 
One problem is the bimodal age and experience profile of project 
engineering employees within both owner and contractor firms—i.e., their staffs 
are constituted primarily of highly experienced professionals and a few new 
recruits, with very few employees in the middle range of age and experience. The 
gap occurs in the 30 to 45 year age group and correspondingly in the 10 to 25 year 
experience level. Every organization that our team has investigated (over a dozen 
in the past year) has a significant gap in the age profile of its project engineering 
staff On the owner side, the strategy for dealing with this gap has been to 
outsource fianctions as senior staff members retire. On the contractor side, there is 
often littie strategy; contractor staffs are being asked to do more work, and they 
often lack the experience base to perform that work, especially as senior staff 
members retire. 
Findings of the study reflecting contractor related issues are as follows: 
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• Given high retention rates in owner firms, contractors will face 
increased difficulty in hiring from owners. Also, most engineers 
displaced by downsizing have probably already left the industry 
and are not available for rehire. Without active steps to develop 
new hiring sources, contractors will be unable to achieve their 
growth targets. 
• Retention in contractor firms is not high. Weak retention is also 
incompatible with growth. Contractors may need to take steps to 
improve retention, although this may be difficult given the project- 
based nature of their business. 
• For both owners and contractors, existing sources of new hires will 
be insufficient to replace departing employees and to support the 
level of growth desired by some owner firms and by nearly all 
contractor firms. Firms need to address possible new sources for 
hiring that have not been used in the past and create the structure 
needed to utilize any new potential hiring pools discovered. 
The second study of that developed outsourcing trends from 1994 to 1998 
was performed by (Gibson et al. 2001) and utilized the CII Benchmarking and 
Metrics database. Three project phases, pre-project planning, design, and 
procurement, were analyzed, along with a roUup metric that is a combination of 
the three phases. 
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The report also examined owner project practices and attributes in regard 
to their level of outsourcing for a sample of 365 capital projects representing over 
$18.3 billion in capital expenditures. Through a "three-tier" analysis, owners are 
compared on the basis of three project phases, five project attributes, five CII 
performance metrics, contract type selection, and three CII practice use indices. 
Conclusions that were drawn fi-om the analysis include: 
• Design is highly outsourced by most owners; 
• Owners using a combination of in-house work and outsourcing 
have the best relationships with their contractors; 
• Owners that outsource the most view their work as more complex; 
• The most outsourced owners have the least schedule control; 
• Less outsourced owners are less affected by project changes; 
2.1.4    Owner/Contractor Work Structure Process 
This section summarizes a Delphi study performed by Anderson et al., 
(October 2000). The findings of research conducted by the Owner/Contractor 
Work Structure (OCWS) Study Team of the Center for Construction Industry 
Studies, on the use and effectiveness of the OCWS process was jointiy fiinded by 
The Construction Industry Institute and the Alfi-ed P. Sloan Foundation. The 
OCWS process is a CII tool for determining work relationships between owners 
and contractors (Anderson et al. 2000). 
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Overall, the two reports stated and provided validation that organizations 
respond to the changing business environment by adapting to the demands of that 
environment. In the current highly competitive business environment, owner 
organizations developing capital projects have had to balance the demands for 
reduced costs and high profitability while delivering quality products and 
services. These effects have fi-equently been accompanied by: (i) downsizing; (ii) 
reducing or eliminating central project engineering organizations; (iii) shifting 
project responsibilities to business units or operating facilities; or (iv) outsourcing 
more work to contractors. Concurrent with this phenomenon is the gradual 
attrition through retirement of a whole generation of experienced managers 
having a solid background in engineering. The combined effect of such changes 
may leave owners inadequately equipped to develop and execute capital projects. 
The OCWS process (Anderson et al. 2000) provided a qualitative 
definition of the work relationship between an owner and contractor(s), depending 
on the extent of their individual involvement in the planning, design or execution 
of a competency for a particular project, or the capital program. Since the process 
was conceived of as an owner-driven process, it was developed fi-om the owner's 
perspective. 
The study provided valuable evidence and was subsequently validated, 
utilizing the Delphi Method, in support of the benefits of using the OCWS 
process. The nature of each of the applications provided during the research also 
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highlighted the flexibihty of the process. The following advantages of the process 
became evident during these applications: 
• The process provided a useful mechanism for generating 
discussions on strategic classification of capital project 
competencies and has the potential to make positive contribution to 
the capital facility process. 
• The process provided an excellent tool for communication when 
the participants come fi-om diverse backgrounds and their 
understanding of project development and execution differs 
significantly. 
• The process was particularly helpful in structuring capital project 
organizations, and aligns them with the strategic objectives of the 
company and the business units. 
• The process provides a mechanism for assessing alignment within 
the owner organization, and also between the owner and other 
stakeholders. 
• Overall, the process is a useful and flexible tool to provide 
assistance while structuring a capital projects organization at the 
corporate level as well as for a specific project. 
• The concept of owner-contractor work relationship fi-amework 
evoked positive response fi^om executive managers. However, the 
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response of non-executive managers suggested a lack of top 
management perspective towards owner-contractor work 
relationships. 
• The OCWS process may not help owner companies to mitigate the 
effect of knowledge lost due to retiring experts and the loss of 
experienced personnel to other companies. 
• Executive managers and non-executive managers have different 
perspectives on the use of OCWS for structuring alliances. 
However, specific differences could not be identified in this study. 
• The time required to implement the OCWS process may be 
different, depending on the objectives of each implementation 
effort. 
2.2     OWNER'S BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
This industry is a reactive industry. It reacts to what the owners want. 
Irvin Richter, CEO of Hill International Inc. (ENR, 1999) 
The focus of this research is the changing nature of the owner-contractor 
relationship in the construction industry fi-om the contractor's perspective. Since 
the construction industry is a relatively reactive industry, the contractor must be 
able to meet the needs of their customers and be able to react to their industry 
specific changes. It is their ability to operate efficientiy and effectively in this 
changing industry environment that determines their profitability and survival. 
Currentiy, there are three major forces at work in reshaping the structure 
and fimction of the owner's business envirormient: core competency and strategic 
outsourcing strategies, business and network relationships, and organizational 
learning.  How these three elements have impacted the owners general business 
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environment and how these changes have effected the owner organizations of the 
construction industry in the outsourcing of design, engineering, and construction 
services are described below (Ryan-Rose 2002). 
2.2.1    Core Competency and Strategic Outsourcing 
There were two prevailing strategic corporate strategies in the United 
States in the 1960s: unrelated diversification and vertical integration. An 
organization engaged in unrelated diversification sought to minimize business risk 
through diversification by holding a portfolio of unrelated, but profitable, business 
concerns. The vertically integrated industrial enterprise sought continuity and 
certainty through internal self-sufficiency (Edwards and Snyder, 1999). By the 
1970s however, neither one of these corporate strategies was yielding consistently 
high returns. In light of the increasing success of Japanese firms in the U.S. 
markets, analysts began to notice that many of these highly successfiil firms had 
very wide market lines, yet were not very vertically integrated. These companies- 
Sony, Mitsubishi, Matsushita, Honda and Yamaha in Japan and 3M and Hewlett- 
Packard in the United States- used a strategy where they leveraged a few core 
skills against multiple markets through extensive outsourcing of support activities. 
Thus began the move towards what is today known as the "core competency" 
strategy (Quinn and Hilmer, 1994). This process, also known as the dis- 
aggregation of organizations, is described as follows: 
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By partnering its own particular competencies with equally competent 
contract suppliers  of component parts  and constituent services,   a 
vertically-integrated industrial era enterprise can transform itself into a 
virtually   integrated  information   era   enterprise:   a   collaboration   of 
competent independent components. This on-going "dis-aggregation" of 
industrial era institutions has become the most palpable manifestation of 
the   drive   toward   competence-based   enterprises.    While   this   dis- 
aggregation and resulting "outsourcing" has existed in the United States 
since George III hired Hessian mercenaries to suppress the American 
Revolution, it has assumed revolutionary commercial scale only in the 
1990 's (Edwards and Snyder, 1999). 
This strategy manifested itself in three concepts that were to become the corporate 
buzzwords of 1990s: core competencies, corporate downsizing and strategic 
outsourcing. 
Downsizing, defined as "intended reduction of personnel," has rapidly 
swept across the landscape of corporate America (McKinley et al. 1997). Between 
1987 and 1991, more than eighty-five percent of the Fortune 100 corporations 
downsized their staff (McKinley et al, 1997). Downsizing was implemented with 
zeal in both the private and public sectors. In 1992, Amoco had a staff of 55,000 
employees. In 1998, it operated with 43,000 employees worldwide, a reduction of 
12,000 people in 6 years (FCC. 1998, 21). At Public Building Services (PBS), a 
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branch of the General Services Administration (GSA) and the federal 
government's real estate asset manager, employment is down 27 percent, from 
10,000 to 7,300 total employees, since the beginning of the Clinton 
Administration. As a benchmark, twenty years ago the staffing level was between 
18,000 and 20,000 (FCC 1998,33). 
As some or all of their in-house design, engineering and construction 
services were judged to be non-core or commodity competencies, virtually every 
owner organization has reengineered, reorganized, restructured, downsized, and 
"right sized". In their summary report, the Federal Facilities Council (FCC, 1998) 
noted the following significant effects of downsizing on owner organizations: 
• Downsizing was not a well-planned process; mistakes were made 
necessitating further changes to rectify them. 
• Technical competency to assist businesses in defining the most 
appropriate projects to meet the businesses' needs was lost. 
• As their experienced and skilled personnel retire, organizations are 
slowly losing their ability to define alternatives effectively. 
• Where downsizing has been accompanied by decentralization, the 
strong connection to the organization mission and vision was lost. 
Business units began developing their own mission and vision and 
losing their central focus. 
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• Business units develop a parochial mentality as their success is 
measured on their own results as a profit center. This discourages 
the support of other corporate objectives or other business units. 
• There was the loss of the layer that converts strategy to operations 
and operations into a corporate direction. 
• Communication now takes place between business people and 
contractors, because the former middlemen-the engineering staff- 
are no longer there to bridge the gap. 
In a separate study, it was reported that engineering cost for major projects 
continue to grow even as the amount of work performed in-house declines. When 
downsizing was implemented as a cost reduction strategy, evidence shows that 
downsizing does not reduce expenses as much as desired and that sometimes 
expenses may actually rise (McKinley et al., 1997). Downsizing only becomes an 
effective operational strategy when coupled with a means of replacing the 
functional capacity lost through eliminating human capital. 
To accomplish this, most organizations turned to a combination of 
technology and outsourcing. Outsourcing occurs when a company decides that an 
operation can be done more efficiently, effectively, and at a lower total cost by an 
outside entity. Outsourcing can be employed as a means of supplementing in- 
house resources or replacing them. The later occurs when outsourcing is used to 
implement   a   downsizing   strategy.   An   organization   evaluates   its   core 
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competencies, selects the functions that will continue to be handled in-house, and 
restractures them accordingly. It also identifies the activities for which it has 
neither the critical strategic need nor the special capabilities. These activities are 
then transferred, or "outsourced" to external suppliers, corresponding internal 
assets are eliminated, and the organizational structure consolidated or 
"downsized." 
This mix of core competency/strategic outsourcing varies from industry to 
industry and from organization to organization within industries. In 1990, 
outsourcing by U.S. corporations, government (at all levels), and nonprofits 
totaled less than $25 bilHon per annum; by 1996, it had climbed to $100 billion. 
The Outsourcing Institute projects that this will triple by 2001, to $318 billion 
(Edwards and Snyder, 1999). The Uterature is rife with articles describing the 
scope of goods and services outsourced. Among the most commonly outsourced 
functions are accounting, warehouse operations, purchasing, maintenance, 
auditing, fleet management, information technology, mail room, credit and 
engineering services (Underbill, 1996). The outsourcing of detailed engineering 
began a process of downsizing in-house engineering staff The outsourcing of 
design/engineering/construction services, coupled with the downsizing of in- 
house engineering staffs, has caused a major change in the owner organizational 
structure. It was in response to the impact of downsizing and outsourcing by 
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owner organizations that contractors were forced to undergo an organizational 
metamorphosis, as well. 
CCIS has been collecting data on trends in owner outsourcing since 1994. 
Their most recent study, based on data from the Construction Indusfry Institute's 
(CII) Benchmarking and Metrics database, confirms that owner organizations 
have embraced this industry outsourcing trend and between the years of 1994- 
1998 outsourced approximately 60% of the dollars that they spent on pre-project 
planning, design, and procurement. The data was based on a sample of 309 
owner-submitted projects, from 31 CII owner organizations, representing over 
$10 billion in capital facility expenditures (Graham, 1999). This data from the 
CII Benchmarking and Metrics database supports the literature in documenting 
the trend among owner organization of classifying design, engineering and 
construction services as non-critical products, most efficiently and effectively 
procured as external services. These CII owners have followed the industry trend 
of outsourcing the procurement of these services. As a consequence of owners 
downsizing and outsourcing services, they have changed the configuration of their 
procurement portfolio. Owners have replaced a few confractors supplying a 
limited range of goods and services with a network of contractors supplying 
everything from accounting to engineering services. This migration to networks 
of business relationships and the challenges associated with managing these 
networks are the topics of the next section. 
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2.2.2   Business Relationships and Networlcs 
As owner organizations implement the core competency strategy by 
downsizing and outsourcing non-critical functions, they are rapidly replacing 
traditional markets with networks of business relationships. The purchasing focus 
is "dramatically" shifting from a transaction to a relational oriented approach 
(Araujo, Dubois and Gadde, 1999). In their recent paper on this topic, they 
summarize the effects of this shift by pointing out that the emphasis has moved to 
the benefits that can be attained from collaborative relationships. They feel that 
the source of fiature competitive advantages will be the "type of relationship" that 
firms have with their suppliers. The control of resources, as well as access to 
resources controlled by other parties, will define a firm's competitive advantage 
(Araujo, Dubois and Gadde, 1999). 
As previously discussed, the implementation of the core competency 
sfrategy resulted in organizations outsourcing their non-critical fiinctions. This 
changed their corporate structure, which in turn changed their customer-supplier 
link from a collection of dyadic relationships to a portfolio of network 
relationships. Structuring and managing this portfolio of network relationships 
requires new individual and organizational skills. Just as this change in corporate 
sfrategy altered the structure of the organization, it also impacted the knowledge 
creation process, the process by which individuals and organizations acquire and 
maintain knowledge and skills. Since organizational knowledge determines how 
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effectively an organization can maintain its competitive advantages, this change 
in the knowledge creation process or organizational learning, dramatically affects 
an organizations ability to successfully implement and function within the core 
competency strategy. The next section discusses this transition in organizational 
learning. 
2.2.3    Organizational Learning 
The globalization of competition, tremendous improvements in global 
transportation, and the ever accelerating rate of technological advancement have 
made most materials, tools and processes available to all of the competitors within 
a given industry (Hakansson, Havila and Pedersen, 1999). Cutting edge 
technology has now become a short-term competitive advantage for organizations 
looking for long-term competitiveness and survival (Levy, 1996). Stata argues in 
his 1989 article that, "the rate at which individuals and organizations learn may 
become the only sustainable competitive advantage, especially in knowledge- 
intensive industries." 
The concept of organizational learning is difficult to define. In his article 
on this topic Stata contends. 
We tend to think of learning as a process by which individuals gain new 
knowledge and thereby modify their behaviors and actions. Similarly, 
organizational learning entails new insights and modified behavior. It 
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differs from individual learning in several respects. First, organizational 
learning occurs through shared insights, knowledge and mental models. 
Thus organizations can only learn as fast as the weakest link. Change is 
blocked unless all of the decision makers learn together... Second, 
learning builds on past knowledge and experience -that is, on memory. 
Organizational memory depends on institutional mechanisms used to 
retain knowledge. (Stata, 1989) 
As organizations transition from vertically integrated systems to a 
horizontally ordered network of systems through the implementation of the core 
competency and strategic outsourcing strategies, they must also change the way 
they organizationally learn. Like individuals, organizations have explicit and tacit 
knowledge. Examples of organizational explicit knowledge are checklists, design 
specifications, organizational charts, and procedures. The purpose of making 
organizational knowledge explicit is so that it does not depend on the actions of a 
single individual and can be disseminated to others. An organization's tacit 
knowledge is knowledge that is known by the organization without being 
expressed explicitly (Baumard, 1996). Organizational learning is derived from 
the transformation of individual knowledge into artificial memories and routines. 
It is important to create organizational knowledge for organizations to learn so 
that the individuals that make up the organization have a mutually understood 
framework within which they can efficiently cooperate and fiinction. Mutual 
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knowledge and organizational memory are also important to insure organizational 
consistency and continuity independent of individual affiliation and longevity. 
2.2.4   Owner Organizational Change Study 
As previously discussed the Center for Construction Industry Studies 
(CCIS) in conjunction with funding from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and 
Construction Industry Institute (CII) is currently conducting a parallel study to 
identify changes in the owner-contractor relationship from the owner perspective. 
The Owner Organizational Changes Study has completed a Phase I Pilot 
Stage and a Phase II Study. The Owner Phase I Study was a pilot stage study 
conducted over a 10 month period that allowed the study team to identify several 
critical findings that provided the basis for the next phase (Gibson et al. 1998). 
During Phase I of its work, the study team conducted one corporate site visit and 
11 interviews with seven companies. The results of the Owner Phase I Study were 
published in March 1998 and formed the basis for the Phase II study. The Owner 
Phase II Study findings were published in April 1999 (Davis-Blake et al., 1999). 
During Phase II of its work, the owner study team conducted in-depth telephone 
interviews and site visits at two owner firms. In total, the Owner Phase II study 
team conducted 42 interviews with 37 individuals. In some cases, the team visited 
multiple geographic locations for a single owner. Their research focused on the 
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changing nature of the Owner-contractor relationship for capital facility projects, 
from the owner perspective. 
The following is a summary of the findings from Phase II of the Owner 
Organizational Changes Study (Davis-Blake et al. 1999): 
• The owner-confractor relationship appears to have many purposes, 
not all of which are fiiUy recognized by owners. The basic purpose 
of the relationship is to allow the owner the flexibility to access the 
skills of large numbers of engineers as needed without retaining 
those engineers on the payroll. One of the things that makes 
managing the owner-contractor relationship difficult is that the 
kinds of leverage the owner firm expects are often not made 
explicit and may not even be agreed upon within the owner firm. A 
structured process to address this issue prior to beginning the 
relationship could help. 
• Goal conflict is a critical, but often-unrecognized feature of the 
owner-contractor relationship. The most common complaint that 
owners voiced about contractors was that confractors "don't think 
like owners." Many owner personnel saw this lack of goal 
congruency as a symptom of difficulty with the confractor or with 
the owner-confractor relationship. In fact, goal conflict may not be 
a symptom of difficulty, but may instead be a natural outgrowth of 
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the fact that owners and contractors have different business 
objectives. The owner-contractor relationship needs to be 
structured so that each party can meet their separate goals. 
Another defining feature of the owner-contractor relationship is the 
level of owner involvement in projects. At one extreme, the owner 
determines only the economic viability and key design features of 
the project. At this point, the owner basically turns the project over 
to the contractor. While the owner maintains oversight of the 
project, owner persormel are not involved in day-to-day decisions 
made by contractor personnel. At the other extreme, owner 
personnel maintain active involvement with the contractor 
throughout all phases of the project. 
The way in which the contractor's involvement with the owner is 
structured also plays a key role in the owner-contractor 
relationship. Models of contractor involvement could be arrayed 
along a continuum. At one extreme, the owner and the contractor 
have a formal, written highly specified alliance that is agreed upon 
and managed at fairly high levels in both firms. The other extreme 
model of contractor involvement consists of the owner getting bids 
for the design or construction of each facility and giving the 
contract to  the  low bidder  (other  factors  being  equal).  An 
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intermediate form of contractor involvement is the preferred 
provider relationship. In this method of organizing, the owner 
tends to work with the same small number of contractors over time 
to develop good working relationships with those contractors. 
However, the owner has no long-term contractual obligation to any 
of the contractors. 
• Communication difficulties between owner and contractor are the 
most commonly cited problem in the owner-contractor 
relationship. While owners and contractors use a wide variety of 
formal and informal coordinating mechanisms, it appears that 
existing coordination mechanisms are not sufficient to meet 
communication needs. Although increasing dependence of owners 
on contractors means that good communication between owners 
and contractors is more critical than ever, there appears to be little 
systematic attention by owner firms to designing coordination 
mechanisms that fully meet their communication needs. 
• The study team encountered many examples of attempts to 
increase knowledge sharing and learning between owner and 
contractor personnel. However, like coordination and monitoring, 
the area of learning is one where owner firms' work structures have 
not kept pace with the demands of new kinds of owner-contractor 
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relationships. Although owners desire to learn from contractors 
and cite increased learning as an important benefit of alliance and 
preferred provider relationships, owner firms still do not have 
systematic structures for assessing and documenting their learning 
from contractors. 
Monitoring and evaluating contractor performance is another area 
where work structures have not kept pace with the changing nature 
of the owner-contractor relationship. Although owners have at 
least some metrics for project performance, few instances were 
found where owners had clear metrics that could be used to assess 
the performance of relationships. Developing methods for 
assessing relationship success appears to be an important ftiture 
challenge for owners. 
The owners identified many specific attributes of successfiil 
owner-contractor relationships. Table 1 lists these attributes from 
the owner perspective into seven basic categories. 
It is clear that individuals use the term "alliance" to mean many 
different things. It is impossible to answer the question of whether 
alliances are beneficial without specifying in more detail the 
specific structure of the alliance and the behaviors that underlie the 
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alliance. One thing is clear:  simply calling a relationship an 
alliance does not increase the probability of relationship success. 
Table 1. Attributes of a Successful Owner-Contractor Relationship: 
The Owners Perspective 
Source: (Davis-Blake et al. 1999) 
Attribute Definition 
Contractor meets owner's 
project objectives 
The project is delivered on or ahead of schedule 
and budget targets with minimal rework in the 
field. Startup is smooth. 
Contractor understands owner's 
business 
Contractor personnel understand owner's business 
objectives and operating systems and procedures. 
Integration of owner and 
contractor personnel 
Owner and contractor work together repeatedly, 
using many of the same personnel from project to 
project. Owner and contractor develop effective 
communication structures, a shared vocabulary, 
and a common project culture. Owner and 
contractor systems are integrated to the extent 
possible. Trust develops between owner and 
contractor personnel. Multiple levels of personnel 
are involved in both the owner and contractor 
organization. 
Contractor responsiveness to 
changing conditions 
Contractor responds quickly and effectively to 
owner needs. Contractor informs owner as early as 
possible about upcoming difficuhies. 
Contractor willingness to 
innovate 
Contractor is willing to challenge owner ideas, 
recommend improvements, and take risks. 
Operating for mutual benefit The relationship benefits both owner and 
contractor. Gains made through a productive 
relationship, such as cost savings, are shared 
between the owner and contractor. 
Learning from the relationship is 
documented and used 
Owner and contractor explicitly discuss and 
document the lessons learned from each project. If 
possible, these lessons are integrated into systems 
and procedures that can be reused on subsequent 
projects. 
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Although individuals discussed the idea that alliances can create 
common interests between owners and contractors and improve 
information flow, there were no methods of documenting whether 
these benefits actually occurred. It is important to note that a 
successful relationship and successful projects are two different 
things. A successful relationship overall may still have projects 
with a variety of outcomes. 
To work effectively with contractors, owner personnel require a 
number of traits that are not easily developed after hiring. When 
owner personnel operated in a carefully controlled environment 
where their behavior was shaped by starting "at the bottom" with 
very little responsibility and taking on a gradually increasing 
amount of responsibility over the years, selection based on these 
traits would be less important. However, given that owner 
personnel may now have few peers to shape their behavior and 
operate autonomously from an early stage in their careers, 
selection based on these traits may be more essential. Table 2 lists 
the traits to be considered during the selection of owner project 
professionals. 
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Table 2. Traits to Consider during Selection of Owner Personnel 
Source: (Davis-Blake et al.l999) 
Trait Definition 
Agreeableness Ability to get along with others and be open 
minded to new ideas. 
Assertiveness Willing to take risks and aggressively pursue a 
goal to its completion. 
Confidence Trust in one's ability to perform the required 
tasks and in the abilities of others to fulfill 
their responsibilities. 
Judgment Ability to differentiate between trivial and 
important details. Awareness of abilities and 
limitations of people and ideas. 
Trustworthiness Personal integrity and honesty. Ability to 
inspire others to have trust in one's self. 
Owner personnel are unanimous in their view that changing 
owner-contractor relationships require owner personnel to have 
new skills. It is fairly widely recognized in owner firms that the 
skill set required to manage and work on projects from the owner's 
side has changed dramatically (e.g., more "soft" skills are 
important; deep technical knowledge is less important). It is widely 
recognized that, in order to work effectively in an environment 
where contractors are used extensively, owner personnel must 
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possess a variety of skills. Table 3 lists these skills and divides 
them into six categories. 
Table 3. Skills Required by Successful Owner Project Personnel 
Source: (Davis-Blake et al.l999) 
Category of 
Skills 
Examples of Skills 
Business Skills Writing and managing contracts 
Negotiation 





Cultivate broad network of relationships 
Influence Skills Mentoring 
Motivating 
Change management 
Managerial Skills Team building 
Delegating 
Politically aware/see big picture 
Problem Solving 
Skills 
Continually analyze options/iimovation 
Planning 
Consider both sides of issues, risk management 
Technical Skills Understand entire construction process 
Multi-disciplined (knowledge of several areas of 
engineering) 
Infoniiation technology skills 
Although the skill sets required of owner personnel has changed radically, 
owner firms have invested relatively little systematic effort into methods for 
ensuring that their personnel have the required skill sets. There is relatively little 
investment in formal training (either fi-om the owner's training organization or 
fi-om outside providers); owners rely almost exclusively on on-the-job training. 
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The issue of skill development of owner personnel is perhaps the most important 
difficulty facing owner firms. 
• Currently, the fixU impact of this lack of training has not affected 
owner firms. Owner firms currently rely on the few experienced 
persoimel that they have retained in-house. The tenure distribution 
is heavily skewed toward individuals with more than 15 years of 
experience and reflects very limited hiring during the past five 
years. As the current cadre of long-tenured individuals retire and 
need to be replaced, the effects of lack of training will become 
more critical. 
• At most owner firms, hiring of new engineers has been relatively 
limited. Thus, owner firms have had little chance to experiment 
with developing new career paths to train the next generation of 
project managers. It is unclear what career path and which 
experience leads to the project manager role, which makes fixture 
staffing of this role quite difficult. Similarly, there does not appear 
to be a career path out of the role, which may lead to problems 
with both burnout and retention. 
In  summary,  the  Owner Phase  II  Study found that owner project 
professionals face the daunting task of continuing to service capital programs with 
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a shrinking work force. Alliances are used to "fill the gap," but are not being 
systematically developed or measured. Revitalization of work force on the owner 
side is a pressing issue with few concrete solutions. New skills and worker traits 
are needed to manage the more complex relationships that have evolved. 
Contractors face many of the same issues and although opportunities for more 
work are available, the risk of doing business is increasing in many cases, as well. 
From the Owner Phase II Study, the teams overall conclusion was that the 
relationship structure between owners and contractors has changed significantly 
over the past several years, while the corresponding work processes and resources 
needed to manage these changes have been slow to catch up. 
2.3     CONTRACTOR'S BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
This section focuses on the industry-specific changes to which contractors 
must manage and adapt if they are to stay competitive within the construction 
industry. The following topics are discussed in greater detail in this section: 
• Construction Industry Trends 
• Partnering and Other Business Relationships 
This section should assist in establishing the industry stimuli the 
contractor community must manage to maintain a profitable, competitive position 
within their industry. The previous section discussed the three major forces at 
work in reshaping the structure and ftinction of the owners' business environment: 
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the core competency and strategic outsourcing strategy, business and network 
relationships, and organizational learning. It also explored the impact of these 
initiatives on the owners' general business environment and how these changes 
have impacted owner organizations as they interface with the construction 
industry in the outsourcing of design and engineering services. 
This section focuses on the industry-specific changes to which contractors 
must manage and adapt if they are to stay competitive within the construction 
industry. This section also discusses the use of collaborative relationships by the 
construction industry as an adaptive behavior mechanism in managing change. 
2.3.1    Construction Industry Trends 
To mark its 125th anniversary, Engineering News Record convened a 
panel of industry experts to explore the changes and issues ahead for the 
construction industry. The panel participants focused on past, present and future 
industry trends in five main areas: work force, project delivery, companies, 
economics, and technology (ENR, 1999). 
The recruitment of new employees and the retention of existing employees 
across all segments of the industry were cited as one of the major threats to the 
continued growth and development of the construction industry. Despite efforts to 
increase the level of industry automation, the construction industry still relies very 
heavily on its human capital. Among the reasons cited for the inability to attract 
and retain personnel were: 
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• The construction industry is now competing with many other 
industries for the "knowledge worker." In the race to recruit the 
best and brightest candidates from a diminishing supply of 
technical graduates, the construction industry cannot compete with 
the high-tech industries in terms of salary, benefits, career path, 
and career status. 
• The industry has been slow to encourage diversity within its ranks, 
especially among nontraditional groups like minorities and women. 
• Industry has done little to educate and inform potential ftiture 
employees about the industry and continues to view the 
professional growth and development of current employees as an 
individual responsibility. 
The industry's ability to develop a supply of talented educated people and 
to retain their current talent is considered a factor in determining whether the 
construction industry stagnates or continues to grow. 
Most of the discussion regarding changes in the project delivery system 
really served as a platform from which to explore changes in the owner 
organizational structure, particularly owner outsourcing and downsizing. The 
comments show an industry struggling to understand this trend, perplexed by the 
extent of its impact on the construction industry and trying to ascertain an 
appropriate response. Norbert Young, president of the Construction Information 
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Group of McGraw-Hill summed the industry confusion up best, "I think the 
industry should stop worrying about different project deliveries and putting things 
in boxes and figure out what the client is really after and how you deliver that 
(ENR, 1999)." 
This confusion regarding their client base is only compounded by 
uncertainty within the construction industry. The industry is under increasing 
economic pressure. The commodity pricing of services has held down profit 
margins. The entrance of new competitors has threatened market share for some. 
Increasing costs due to a shrinking labor supply and the need to be a player in the 
global market have increased operating costs. Opinions are mixed on whether the 
industry will remain fragmented with a Darwinian approach to survival, or it will 
respond with a mega roll-up (ENR, 1999). These issues have only been 
exacerbated by the economic downturn in the past two years. 
Owner firms are expanding the types of services that they are looking to 
contractors to supply. "Project financing is fast becoming as important a factor in 
winning jobs as low price and high technology. Knowing how to bring money to 
the table is critical for many firms and communicating numbers with owners a 
must (ENR, 1999, 53)." This is requiring contractor firms to broaden their areas 
of expertise beyond those associated with traditional construction means and 
methods, with sometimes disastrous results as in the case of ENRON's 
bankruptcy. 
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In construction, technology is transforming the industry. Its influence 
reaches into every facet of the industry. It is causing changes in workforce 
management through 24-hour engineering, work sharing, and improved access to 
information and communication. It is creating cost savings by increasing 
productivity, shrinking the globe and reducing the impact of time and distance. It 
is improving a firm's competitive advantage by insuring that critical information 
is updated and widely available. Yet amidst this unprecedented progress, the 
panelists sounded a word of caution. In an industry notoriously resistant to 
change, there is concern about the widening management gap and those 
associated barriers to progress caused by technology challenged boardrooms. The 
ability of the industry to manage the changing skill base required of the new 
technocrats and provide the training to update the skills of their existing 
employees is of concern. 
2.3.2    Collaborative Business Relationships 
Until a few years ago, the large, integrated organization was the 
undisputed king of the business jungle. Now, its crown is being contested by more 
sociable corporate creatures, hunting in packs. The intensity of the competition is 
not abating -quite the contrary - but the primary competition agent is changing. 
Co-operation is ceasing to be the opposite of competition, and is becoming 
instead one of its preferred methods. (Deering and Murphy, 1998) 
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The ability to create value through the development and management of 
portfolios of business relationships is becoming fundamental to an organization's 
ability to compete effectively in the global market. In the major financial 
newspapers, the Wall Street Journal, The Financial Times and Reuters News-Far 
East, mentions of partnerships, joint ventures and strategic alliances quadrupled 
between 1987 and 1995 (Deering and Murphy, 1998). Recent studies by Booz- 
Allen & Hamilton (1995) showed that US companies formed only 750 
collaborative relationships, e.g. licensing agreements, collaborative research, joint 
ventures, technology exchanges etc., in the 1970s, but are now forming thousands 
each year. The study estimated that the top 1000 US companies now draw 6% of 
their revenue from alliances, compared with 1.5% in 1987 (Deering and Murphy, 
1998). 
In response to increased global competition, eroding profit margins, the 
fragmentation of the design and construction industry, changing client 
organizations and increased reliance on formal litigation to resolve disputes, a 
partnering movement emerged in the construction industry (Larson, 1995). 
Partnering is based on the realization that the fraditional adversarial relationships 
between owners and contractors are ill-equipped to survive major disputes. As 
litigation became the industry's solution to dispute resolution, it was increasingly 
apparent that there were no winners, except perhaps the attorneys. Abraham 
Lincoln offered the following advice to attorneys, widely quoted in the legal 
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community today, "Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors to compromise 
whenever you can. Point out to them how the nominal wirmer is often a real loser 
in fees, expenses and waste of time." 
According to the Construction Industry histitute (CII) (In search, 1991), 
partnering is "a long term commitment between two or more organizations for the 
purpose of achieving specific business objectives by maximizing the effectiveness 
of each participant's resources." In 1994, CII commissioned the Partnering II 
Research Team. A key finding of this research was that the term "partnering" had 
become a generic term for a wide spectrum of collaborative relationships. 
Business literature is fiill of examples of models of the collaborative 
process within the owner-contractor relationship. They may vary in the number of 
steps, the tities of the phases and the verbiage used to characterize each phase. 
Fundamental to all of these models is that the development of a collaborative 
relationship between two organizations, much like human relationships, is a 
process. Underlying the process, is a series of steps, each step requiring the 
participants to make a greater commitment of resources based on a shared vision 
grounded in mutual trust to create a tangible benefit. So, how well do 
collaborative relationships work? Some of the literature suggests that 50 percent 
of the strategic alliances and as many as 80 percent of the supply chain 
partnerships fail to add value (Deering and Murphy, 1998). It is not clear fi-om the 
literature why the failure rate is so high. A hint may come fi-om the research 
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conducted on collaborative relationships that have been successes. In a research 
study conducted by Baker in 1994 and based on the study of more than 700 public 
projects that were completed using a partnering approach, one of the most 
commonly cited difficulties was measuring the specific benefits of partnering. 
This was cited as one of the most fi-equently occurring problems, both by the 
organizations that had measurement programs and those without (Baker, 1996). 
As the research focus shifts fi-om how the collaborative relationship process 
works to what makes the collaborative relationship process work, there is the 
dawning realization that this new model of collaboration requires a new set of 
principles and a different set of skills to make it work. 
2.4     SUMMARY 
Based on the literature review presented in this chapter, it is apparent that 
the construction industry and specifically the contractor community have been 
embattied in the marketplace on two fi-onts; first, by the changing structure of 
their market in the form of the customer-contractor link and second by the 
changing nature of their industry. Being able to successfully negotiate this 
dynamic market-industry interface will be fiindamental to the survival and success 
of the contractor community. Yet, the boundaries of this interface are becoming 
increasingly blurred as it is constantly reformed, becoming more dynamic and 
trying to keep pace with the ongoing changes in both the owner and contractor 
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components of this business environment. It is also apparent from the Uterature 
review, that scant research has been done on owner-contractor organizational 
changes in general, and no research on this subject from the perspective of the 
construction industry and the contractor community. Documenting the effect of 
this turbulence in the market-industry interface from the contractor's perspective 
is the initial step in developing an industry specific management philosophy, 
principals and practices. 
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Chapters: Research Methodology 
This chapter presents the methodology used to support and conduct the 
research contained within this thesis. The source of data for this research is from 
three surveys sent to various contractor owned companies, from information 
gathered from previous research related studies from the Center for Construction 
Industry Studies (CCIS), specifically CCIS Report No. 11, on other Owner 
Organization related documents from CCIS, and from an unpublished manuscript 
created and researched by Mrs. Donna Jean Ryan-Rose (Ryan 2002). 
3.1     METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW 
From a review of the business, management and engineering literature, it 
is apparent that there has been little research done on owner-confractor 
organizational changes in general, and no research on this subject from the 
perspective of the construction industry and the confractor community. Because 
of the lack of any substantive research in this area, the study team developed a 
two-phase research plan: a pilot study followed by a more comprehensive 
structured exploratory study based on the findings of the pilot study. 
The development, research, data analysis, and writing of the report for the 
Phase II study, subject of this thesis, was performed in two parts. The first part of 
this research study was performed by Mrs. Donna Ryan-Rose under the guidance 
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of Dr. G.E. Gibson, Professor at the University of Texas at Austin, and the second 
part of this research was performed under the guidance of Dr. G.E. Gibson, by the 
author, Mr. Cameron Geertsema. The non-highhghted areas in Figure 1 below 
are those research areas executed by Mrs. Ryan-Rose. Those areas shaded in 
Figure 1, such as data entry and analysis, and report generation were conducted 
by the author. The area of "Data Gathering & Entry" was a joint effort, however, 
with the exception of minor data entry was conducted by Mrs. Ryan-Rose. The 
work-flow diagram outlines the process from inception to completion. 
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• 
3.2     PHASE I CONTRACTOR PILOT STUDY 
Phase I of the Contractor Organizational Changes initiative was a ten 
month pilot study focused on identifying the trends in the contractor community 
developed in response to the changes in the owner organizational structure from 
the contractor's perspective. 
3.2.1    Phase I Contractor Pilot Study Objectives 
The Phase I Contractor Pilot Study had the following objectives: 
Identify how the use of contractors by owners has changed over 
the past five years, the cause of these changes and how the 
contractor has organizationally adapted to these changes. 
Identify changes in the nature of the current owner-contractor 
relationship precipitated by changes in the use of contractors by 
owners, the characteristics and attributes of these relationships, the 
benefits of these relationships and the measurement and evaluation 
methods used to coordinate and monitor these relationships. 
Identify the human resources impact on the contractor by changes 
in the use of contractors by owners. 
Identify the impact of changes in the use of contractors by owners 
on project performance. 
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• 
• Identify fiature issues and challenges facing the contractor 
community on capital projects resulting from the current or 
anticipated changes in the use of contractors by owners. 
3.2.2 Phase I Contractor Pilot Study Target Population 
The target population for this study consisted of organizations that are 
providers of architectural, engineering and construction management services to 
corporations that construct own and operate commercial or industrial facilities. 
For the purposes of this study, these contractor organizations must be independent 
legal entities separate and distinct from the owner organizations for which they 
provide services. 
Within the contractor organization, the target population consisted of those 
individuals responsible for developing, coordinating, and maintaining the client- 
contractor relationship interface or the client-contractor project interface. 
3.2.3 Sources of Error and Bias for Phase I Study 
The Phase I Contractor Pilot Survey yielded a wealth of information in the 
topic areas of interest to the researcher. However, the external validity of the 
Phase I Confractor Study is questionable due to the use of the non-probability 
sampling method. The consistent degree of response replication among the 
participants and the similarity of these findings to those from the Phase II Owner 
Study lend credibility to the internal validity of these data. The use of the same 
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interviewer to conduct all of the telephone interviews coupled with the 
interviewer's extensive experience in this field could have created interview 
competence bias. The design of the survey to utilize exclusively open ended 
questions, none dealing with socially acceptable responses or roles or requiring 
the rating or evaluation of statements, should have insulated it from change agent 
and response set bias. Despite its questionable external validity, the internal 
validity of these data from the Phase I Contractor Pilot Study makes it a suitable 
basis from which to formulate a more comprehensive initiative (Gibson and Ryan 
2000). The next section of this proposal presents the research plan for this more 
comprehensive initiative, the Phase II Contractor Study. 
3.3        PHASE II CONTRACTOR STUDY 
3.3.1    Phase II Contractor Study Investigation 
The population for this study is all of the organizations that are providers 
of commercial and/or industrial architectural, engineering and construction 
management services to owner firms. For the purpose of this study, an owner firm 
is defined as a direct user of these services for the development, construction, 
renovation or maintenance of facilities or infrastructure owned, occupied, 
operated and maintained directly or indirectly by the owner firm in support of 
their primary business fiinction. Commercial real estate developers are not 
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considered owner firms for the purposes of this study. Since they are not the end 
users of the facilities that they construct, their goals, objectives and priorities in 
the design and construction of these facilities tends to differ from firms that own, 
occupy, and are financially responsible for the operation and maintenance their 
facilities. The residential sector of the construction industry has also been 
excluded fi-om the investigative domain. The residential market lacks synergy 
with the commercial/industrial markets in terms of typical project cost, design, 
construction and operational complexity, project duration, facility lifecycle and 
investment criteria. 
3.3.2    Study Survey Population and Sample Selection 
Engineering News Record (ENR) is a trade publication for the 
construction industry. ENR armually ranks the major domestic and international 
design, engineering and construction management firms by dollar volume. For 
this study, the researcher selected as the sampling fi-ame the 1998 Engineering 
News Record listings of the top 100 domestic design, engineering and 
construction management firms. The sampling fi-ame was limited to domestic 
firms for expediency, convenience, access and cost. 
Based on the study schedule, a target sample size of 20 firms was 
established. The sample element for this study is a specific architectural, 
engineering or construction management firm. The study sample elements were 
selected from the sample frame using a non-probability convenience sampling 
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method. Starting with the number one firm, an architectural, engineering and 
construction management firm was added to the sample listing in alternating 
sequence until 23 firms or sample elements had been selected and the sample was 
reasonably balanced among firm types. Since participation in this research is on a 
strictly voluntary basis, over sampling was used in anticipation of attrition among 
the sample elements. See Appendix A for a list of the participating companies. 
Once the sample elements were selected, an appropriate contact within 
each candidate firm was identified either through industry sources or through the 
firm's literature. A solicitation letter was mailed to the contact person in each 
candidate firm. The letter provided background on the research, extended an 
invitation to participate, identified the resource commitment required of 
participants and explained the follow up procedure. Once the non-participants in 
the original sample have been identified, a second sample group of candidate 
firms will be selected using the same sampling fi-ame and method. The process 
will be repeated until the required sample size is achieved. 
3.3.3    Study Survey 
This section discusses the measures that were used by Ryan-Rose (2002) 
to collect data required to test the proposed research hypothesis. This research. 
Contractor Phase II Study, used a survey format combining Likert scale 
statements with open-ended questions administered via mail to obtain preliminary 
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data on the research hypotheses. With this information three surveys were then 
developed by Ryan-Rose in conjunction with the supervision of this thesis using a 
similar format. The first survey collected data on the strategic nature of owner- 
contractor collaborative relationships from management representatives of the 
candidate firms. The second survey collected data on the tactical nature of owner- 
contractor collaborative relationships and project specific data for projects 
developed and executed with and without the benefit of an underlying 
collaborative relationship. This survey was administered to project managers of 
the participating companies. The third, and final survey, targeted specifically 
information on the recruiting, hiring and career paths of the professional staff 
within the contractor organizations and was administered exclusively to the 
human resources representative for each candidate firm. Each of these surveys 
was piloted-tested on one or two respondents to ensure they worked effectively. 
Both the Management and Project Manager surveys contained face sheets 
that discussed anonymity and requested for generic professional information. The 
Management survey then requested project specific and owner-contractor 
strategic collaborative relationship information about each of a possible four 
candidate projects. The Project Manager survey requested project specific and 
owner-contractor tactical collaborative relationship information about the specific 
candidate project. Additionally, for cross validation with the human resources 
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survey,  both  surveys   concluded  with  several  questions  on  training,   skill 
development and career path opportunities. 
To provide a quantitative measure for this research study, the performance 
of capital facility projects in the candidate firms has been selected as the unit of 
analysis. As a result of studying capital facility projects the research might 
further identify how collaborative relationships exist in the business environment 
and achieve tangible results for their partners. 
The causal relationship that is the focus of this research is that capital 
facility projects developed and executed within a collaborative relationship are 
more successful. In order to test this relationship, there must be variability in the 
variables. To insure this variability, the management of each of the candidate 
firms for the Management and Project Manager surveys will be requested to select 
four capital facility projects for this study according to the following criteria: 
• Owner-contractor relationship: to provide variability within the 
independent variable, each candidate firm will be requested to identify 
four completed capital facility projects. Two of the capital facility 
projects should have been developed and executed with owner firms 
that the candidate firm had no formal or informal owner-contractor 
relationship. Two of the capital facility projects should have been 
developed and executed with owner firms with which the candidate 
firm had an existing formal or informal owner-contractor relationship. 
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• Project performance: to provide variability within the dependent 
variable and within each owner-contractor relationship category, each 
candidate firm will be requested to identify a completed capital facility 
project with an above average performance and a completed capital 
facility project with a below average performance. 
• Project size: the total project cost for each of the candidate projects 
should be at least $2 million dollars. This is to insure that the candidate 
projects are all of comparable strategic importance to both the owner 
and contractor firms. Projects at or above this threshold typically 
require formal management review and approval. 
• Project location: the project should have a domestic (North American) 
location. This requirement seeks to minimize variability in the project 
delivery process, project costs, construction means and methods, and 
team roles and responsibilities by taking advantage of the legislative, 
judicial and industry standardization that exists in the domestic 
construction industry. 
• Project timing: the project should have been completed within the last 
two years. This requirement seeks to minimize the variability in the 
project performance from the time series effects of changing monetary 
valuation, technology, labor availability, and other market factors. 
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• Project team: the primary project manager is- still employed by the 
company. This is to insure the study team has access to the 
relationship data for each firm. The Phase I Contractor Pilot Study 
indicated that contractor firms are very effective converting project 
performance data into organizational explicit knowledge, but 
relationship data is usually stored as individual explicit data. To 
recover this data, the study needs access to the repository. 
3.3.4    Study Data CoUection 
A two-stage data collection process was used in this research project, one 
for the collection the owner-contractor relationship and project performance data 
and one for the collection of human resources data. This section describes each 
stage of the proposed data collection process in detail (Ryan-Rose 2002). 
The Contractor Phase I Study found a distinct hierarchical component to 
the development and implementation of owner-contractor relationships. Almost 
without exception, the study found that these relationships were developed at the 
owner-contractor management level and implemented by owner-contractor 
project level personnel. 
As previously described, a multi-level data collection process is being 
proposed to collect the owner-contractor relationship and project performance 
data in this research project. A survey was developed and administered to the 
candidate firm management representative,  e.g.  Vice-President of Business 
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Development or Vice-President of Design/Engineering. A second survey was 
developed and administered to the project manager of each of the candidate 
projects. This survey focused on the tactical nature of the owner-contractor 
relationship and documented the tactical details of each of the candidate projects. 
Each of these surveys required approximately one hour to complete. Each survey 
was mailed to the candidate firm's and completed by a member of the contractor 
organization. The candidates did not receive an advance copy of the survey. 
The Human Resources data was collected using a separate survey 
administered to the human resources representative responsible for hiring project 
personnel. This survey was mailed, faxed or e-mailed to the candidate firm's 
Human Resources (HR) representative in advance of the site visit to the candidate 
firm. The HR representative was requested to complete the survey in advance and 
review their responses with a member of the study team during a brief face-to- 
face meeting while the study team is on site. Total sample sizes for all three 
surveys are given in Table 4. 





Management Interviews 9 
Project Management 
Interviews 
No Existing Collaborative Relationship 40 





3.3.5    Statistical Analysis 
The statistical analysis of this research was performed by the author of this 
thesis. When possible, the analysis utilized descriptive statistics to provide a 
breakdown of the respondent answers. Some of the descriptive statistics provided 
in the analysis of this thesis include: the mean, median, and standard deviation. 
Additionally, when applicable. Analysis of Variance-One way (ANOVA) was 
used (Albright et al. 2003). The reason for such measures was to provide a 
statistical verification of difference in means required to determine if a possible 
difference between various variables (factors) occurred. The author selected a 
level of significance of 0.05 for all ANOVA trials. This value represents a 
generated p-value or level of significance to determine whether or not the null 
hypothesis (Ho) is valid. The null hypothesis is that the means are all equal; 
whereas the alternatives, alternate hypothesis (Ha), are that they are not all equal. 
If the p-value of the analysis is less than the 0.05 level of significance and more 
importantly closer to 0.00, then you can conclude the there is a difference among 
at least two of the population means. However, it should be noted that many 
possibilities exist (Albright, et al.2003). Therefore, to analyze which possibilities 
might provide more significant results you then proceed to examine the individual 
confidence intervals to determine which population means are different. 
When the p-value was significantly small enough to reject the null 
hypothesis  the researcher provided  additional  analysis  utilizing  confidence 
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interval analysis with the Tukey method. The Tukey method is the most 
acceptable, a very robust test, and commonly used for pair-wise comparisons 
between differences of means when considering small populations. The researcher 
utilized a test confidence interval of 95 percent. If the test verified a significant 
difference upon utilizing the confidence interval then the associated factors could 
be explicitly separated between one another. Analysis of the data was done 
using a Microsoft Excel add-in called STATPRO™. 
3.3.6   Sources of Error and Bias 
As noted in the Contractor Phase I section on sources of error and bias, 
threats to the valid interpretation of a difference are broadly divided in to three 
groups: error fi-om those being studied, error fi-om the investigator and error 
associated with the sampling method (Webb et al., 1981). This section examines 
these categories of error as applied to the proposed Phase II Contractor Study 
(Ryan-Rose 2002). 
Error associated with the sampling method is usually categorized by 
assessing the internal and external validity of the sample estimators. The Phase II 
Contractor study employed a non-probability sampling method to establish the 
sample frame. The sample elements were then selected from the sample frame on 
a quota basis e.g. equal numbers of candidate firms were selected from the sample 
frame by firm type. As attrition occurs among the original sample elements, their 
replacements will be selected to maintain the firm type quota. This process should 
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result in a sample more representative of the population improving the external 
validity of the sample estimators. While the sample frame could have been 
randomized, and a probability sampling method applied, the research team felt 
that the reduction in external validity was justified by the access to more 
extensive project and owner-contract relationship data anticipated within the 
larger candidate firms. Despite this, the lack of external validity caused by the use 
of a non-probability sampling method will compromise the ability of the study to 
generalize about the population from the sample data. The Phase I Contractor 
Pilot Study and the Phase I, II Owner Studies will be available for use in 
establishing the internal validity of the Phase II Contractor Study findings. 
Unlike the Phase I Confractor Study that used open-ended questions as its 
primary measure, the Phase II Confractor Study will use a combination of Likert 
scale statements followed by open-ended questions. The open-ended questions are 
intended to give additional information and to clarify the Likert scale statements. 
Studies have shown that respondents more frequently endorse a statement than 
disagree with its opposite and have a preference for sfrong statements versus 
moderate or indecisive ones. Respondents were not given an advanced copy of 
the survey to avoid consultation with their peers regarding appropriate or 
acceptable answers. To fiirther guard against respondent error, all the data was 
considered to be confidential. Participants were assured that personal information 
and project specific information would be sanitized from the summary report. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis for Human Resources Survey 
4.1     OVERVIEW 
As previously stated in the background chapter, the Phase II Owner Study 
found that owner personnel are unanimous in their view that changing owner- 
contractor relationships require owner personnel to have new skills. Also, it is 
important to understand that just as the owner organizations change so must the 
contractor organizations to support the new working trends within the industry. 
So, in order to work effectively in the new highly dynamic environment, 
contractor companies and personnel must adapt and change in order to possess the 
variety of skills required to succeed in today's industry. 
The precursor to this study, CCIS report No. 11, reported that the future 
industry challenges will center on the following themes: 
• People are being asked to do things that they have never done 
before. 
• Finding qualified individuals to meet the demands of the industry 
at all levels, fi^om the trades through project managers, was cited as 
a key industry issue. 
• Availability of qualified senior personnel is already becoming an 
issue. 
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• With the escalating workload, several participants expressed 
concern and frustration about their limited ability to mentor 
subordinates, further eroding the pool of qualified individuals. 
• Entry level project staff will have different occupational status 
expectations than their predecessors. New employees enter the 
workforce with very clear ideas about what roles and 
responsibilities are position appropriate and are viewed to lack the 
"I'll do anything attitude" of their predecessors. 
Additionally, within the competency requirements for contractor project 
personnel, there has been a major shift in emphasis from technical skills to 
communication and interpersonal skills. Also, in the past, people rose through the 
industry ranks. Now, more people are entering the industry with a college 
education. 
Contractors increasingly view the owner representatives "as the 
organizational translator and guide." Since the project team is increasingly 
composed of non-owner personnel, a good grasp of the owner organization's 
goals, values and objectives by the owner's representatives are highly valued 
skills. 
Therefore, it is the purpose of this section to analyze whether the industry 
is providing their personnel with the requirements and organizational structure 
required to transition to the network management of business relationships. 
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4.2 SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
A total of 11 companies participated in the Human Resources (HR) 
portion of this research study. All but one company participating in this portion 
of the study provided information for the management and project management 
portions of this research. A complete list of participating companies can be found 
in Appendix A and an example of the HR survey is provided in Appendix B of 
this thesis. 
Of the 11 respondents six provided construction management services, 
three provide project engineering design services, one provided additional 
architectural design services, and two did not provide enough information to 
ascertain primary business focuses. 
4.3 SELECTION OF APPLICANTS 
Initially, it was found that of the 11 companies participating in this survey, 
when hiring for the project functions, received on average five applications per 
position, with a median value of three applications, and a standard deviation of 
5.4. 
When analyzing factors that the respondents utilized for various hiring 
practices, the following scale and question was formulated and utilized: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very Little Weight        Moderate Weight Very Heavy Weight 
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JVhat weight do you give the following factors when hiring for this project 
function? 
Table 5 presents in rank order those individual factors companies are 
currently searching for in applicants. 
Table 5. Hiring Factors for Applicants of Companies 
Factors Mean / Median 
General experience in your industry 6.4/6.0 
Ability to work with others 6.3 / 6.0 
Previous experience in this project function with a 
contractor finri 
6.0/6.0 
Willingness to learn new skills 5.4 / 6.0 
Previous experience in this project function with an 
owner finn 
5.0/5.0 
Quality   of  institution(s)   where   degree(s)   were 
received 
4.3 / 4.0 
Completion of a master's degree 2.5/2.0 
It should also be noted that the ANOVA test yielded a p-value of 0.000 
which fell below the 0.05 level of significance and therefore, resulted in a 
possible difference in means between at least one of the factors. When applying 
the Tukey method of analyzing confidence intervals a significant difference 
resulted between all factors listed above and the completion of a master's degree. 
Additionally, it should be noted that the quality of the degree from an institution 
was significantly different when compared to general industry experience, the 
ability to work with others, the willingness to learn new skills, and the completion 
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of a master's degree.   In summary, experience and ability to work with others 
generally outweigh education in choosing new employees. 
4.4     HIRING TOOLS 
When respondents were asked about what and how frequently they used 
various hiring tools during the interview process they responded with the 
following information provided in Table 6. The scale and question below were 
utilized for this portion of the survey. 
Very Little Use 
-3 4 5 6 7 
Moderate Use Very Heavy Use 
How frequently do you use the following tools when hiring for this project 
function? 
Table 6. Hiring Tools for Interviewing Applicants 
Tools Mean / Median 
Unstructured Interviews 5.5/6.0 
Structured Interviews 4.5/5.0 
Formal Records Review 3.4/3.0 
Personality Tests 2.0/1.0 
Skills & Abilities Tests 1.9/1.0 
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The ANOVA test yielded a p-value of 0.0002 and the resuhs of the 
confidence interval test demonstrated that a significant difference occurred 
between the Unstructured and Structured Interviews and the Personality, Skills 
and Abilities Tests. It is apparent that contractor companies are tending to hire 
applicants based on interviews without applying any additional focus to skills and 
personality tests which might possibly be utilized to further address the 
applicant's ability to work in collaborative relationships. 
4.5        PERSONALITY TRAITS FOR HIRING 
Regardless, of the methods of hiring or what background the applicants 
brought forth during the hiring and interview process it was important to look at 
what personality traits companies felt were important. Therefore, the survey 
further requested information on specific personality traits, if any, companies 
assessed when hiring. When asked the following question below they utilized the 
personality traits listed in Table 7, as a source for possible responses: 
Indicate whether or not you formally screen prospective applicants for the 
following personality traits. 
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Table 7. Traits to Consider during Selection of Owner Personnel 
Source; (Davis-Blake et al.l999) 
Trait Definition 
Agreeableness Ability to get along with others and be open minded to 
new ideas. 
Assertiveness Willing to take risks and aggressively pursue a goal to 
its completion. 
Confidence Trust in one's ovm ability to perform the required tasks 
and in the abilities of others to fulfill their 
responsibilities. 
Conscientiousness Perseverance, responsibility, and thoroughness in 
completing task. 
Judgment Ability to differentiate between trivial and important 
details. Awareness of abilities and limitations of people 
and ideas. 
Trustworthiness Personal integrity and honesty. Ability to inspire others 
to have trust in one's self. 
All the respondents in some form or fashion utilized at least one of the 
personality traits when hiring new applicants for specified project fiinctions. 
Figure 2 reflects the percentage, with the highest percentage reflecting most 
utilized, with regard to most important personality traits. 
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Hiring Practices: Formally Screened Personality Traits 
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Figure 2. Traits to Consider during Selection of Contractor Personnel 
The ANOVA test for this section of the survey resulted in a p-value of 
0.79 and therefore, we could not reject the null hypothesis. This indicates that the 
means of the sub-samples are equal and therefore, do not demonstrate a 
statistically significant difference between the personality traits. However, it 
should be noted that the traits important to fostering and developing stronger 
collaborative relationships (Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and 
Trustworthiness) are being utilized more often than the other three "individual" 
traits, but still, no formal method of employment or method of rating these traits 
are being utilized during the hiring process. 
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4.6     PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS 
When   analyzing   current   performance   appraisal   practices   for   the 
respondents the survey asked the following two questions. 
What percentages of the employees currently receive annual performance 
appraisals? 
What percentage of the employees have their annual appraisal used to 
determine compensation? 
For employees who receive annual performance appraisals, it was found 
that 81 percent of the respondents utilized annual performance appraisals. 
However, it should be noted that the median value for this question was 100 
percent, had a range of 0 percent to 100 percent, and a standard deviation of 39 
percent. 
For the second question, 73 percent of the respondents utilized annual 
performance appraisals to determine the appropriate level of compensation. The 
range of responses varied from 0 percent to 100 percent, had a median of 100 
percent, and a standard deviation of 47 percent. 
Additionally, companies were asked to provide information on specific 
factors utilized during armual performance appraisals.    The following list of 
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factors, in rank order, were provided by five of the eleven respondents. The list of 
specific factors used during annual performance appraisals are provided below. 
In your company, what criteria are used to evaluate personnel in this 
project function ? 
1) Management Skill 
2) Client Goals Attainment / Leadership / Communication 
3) Team Work / Experience with Technical Skill / Quality / Quantity 
of work / Professional Goals / Adaptability / Attitude / Creative / 
Innovative / Initiative 
For the performance appraisal criteria listed above those skills listed in 1) 
and 2) predominately represent skills required to develop and foster stronger 
collaborative relationships. However, as it will be seen in the following sections 
of the survey it is in stark contrast to how employees are trained and paid. 
4.7     TRAINING PRACTICES 
When looking at the current contractor company training practices the 
question below and the list in Table 8 were utilized to determine how these 
contractor companies were dealing with meeting owner company requirements 
for a broader range of project management functions. 
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Indicate how much training personnel in this project function receive for 
the following skills during their first year on the job and annually thereafter (in 
days). If training is ongoing over a person's career, please estimate the number 
of days of training in a given year. 
Table 8. Skills Required by Successful Owner Project Personnel 
Source: (Davis-Blake et al.l999) 
Category of Skills Examples of Skills 
Business Skills Writing and managing contracts 
Negotiation 





Cultivate broad network of relationships 
Influence Skills Mentoring 
Motivating 
Change management 
Managerial Skills Team building 
Delegating 
Politically aware/see big picture 
Problem Solving 
Skills 
Continually analyze options/innovation 
Planning 
Consider both sides of issues, risk management 
Technical Skills Understand entire construction process 
Multi-disciplined (knowledge of several areas of 
engineering) 
Information technology skills 
The results of the survey question were broken into two separate graphs 
and the figures on the following page, Figure 3, New Contractor Training, and 
Figure 4, Annual Contractor Training provided the following information: 
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• Contractor companies are placing a significant amount of emphasis 
on technical training. Companies on average spent 14 days 
training new employees on technical skills versus the next closest 
which was less than two days on new business skills. 
• For annual training, on average, no company provided more than 
one week of annual training in any skill category. Similarly, 
training for technical skills exceeded all other skills training by 100 
percent; approximately four days of training to the next closest, 
two days of training for business and managerial skills. 
Training for New Personnel 
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Figure 3. New Skills Training for Contractor Personnel 
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Annual Training 
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Companies are striving to improve their ability to meet owner 
requirements for additional skills needed by providing technical skills training. 
However, they are falling short on training new and current employees in those 
skills, designated by both owners and contractor companies, necessary to develop 
and maintain successful collaborative relationships. 
4.8        COMPENSATION 
For compensation purposes the survey analyzed what forms of 
compensation were presently being used for salary increases, and how it 
compared between project engineer and project manager. Additionally, the 
survey requested information for the level of importance when comparing the 
project engineer and project manager between business elements within the 
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company. The following information was gathered based on the questions listed 
below. 
Which of the following forms of compensation are used for this project 
function? COLA; Merit Increase; Bonuses; Stock Options/Grants; Incentive Pay. 
What percentage of pay for personnel in this project function is typically 
contingent on the factors listed below? 
It was found unanimously among all eleven respondents that merit 
increases and bonuses were 100 percent utilized with less than 30 percent utilizing 
COLA and Incentives and less than 10 percent utilizing Stock Options. 
For percentage of pay contingent on either corporate or individual goal 
attainment, it was apparent from the results presented in Table 9 that the current 
trend is to compensate project engineers and project managers based on individual 
performance on not on team factors. 
Table 9. Performance Pay for Business Elements of Contractor Personnel 
Business Elements Project Manager Project Engineer 
Individual Performance 71% 85% 
Project Performance 35% 19% 
Office or SBU Performance 16% 34% 
Corporate Performance 6% 3% 
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Additionally, when performing an ANOVA between business elements of 
the project management (PM) fonction and the project engineer (PE) function a p- 
value of 0.000 was recognized. Therefore, a difference in the means exists 
between at least one of the means (element). When further analyzed a significant 
difference existed between the PM individual performance and all other three 
business performance elements and the PE individual performance and the PE 
project and corporate performance element. 
Interestingly, the results of this question highlight that contractor 
companies are still placing a significant amount of importance on individual 
success and performance rather than on the other three "team" elements. With 
such emphasis being placed on team work and the goal of fostering new and 
stronger collaborative relationships, it might be important for companies to look 
at how individuals performance compares to team performance and if 
compensation and rewards for performance of duties should be realigned. 
4.9     CAREER PATHS 
For career paths it became apparent that all the companies participating in 
the research study had different names for similar positions. At times a title name 
utilized by one company was one or two levels below or above another company 
title name. So, for purposes of comparison the researcher provided generic job 
titles to allow for an even comparison of career progression.  Also, addressed in 
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this section was the percentage of internal hires working within each position. 
The following questions and Table 10 describe the results of current career 
progression within participating contractor companies. 
Describe the typical sequence of jobs through which personnel in this 
project function progress. 
Of the job titles listed above, what is the highest job title typically attained 
by personnel in this project function originally hired at the entry level? 
Table 10. Job Progression and Percentage of Internal Hires 
Job Title Time at job title 
(Years) 
(mean / median) 
% niled with internal hires 
(mean / median) 
Level I 5.13/5.00 22.1%/0% 
Level II 5.00/3.50 77.2% / 80.0% 
Level III 5.63 / 4.00 73.3%/77.5% 
Level IV 6.20 / 7.00 76.3% / 77.5% 
Level V 5.33/5.00 85.0% / 90.0% 
The amount of time spent within each job title and the percentage of 
internal hires progressing through company lines was very consistent between the 
respondents. A significant increase in the percentage of internal hires filling 
company positions between Level I and Level II was noted and the likelihood of 
hiring within the company for entry level positions has sharply decreased over the 
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years. Additionally, the data, on average, demonstrates that greater than 73 
percent and higher of those personnel attaining Level II to Level V were hired 
from within the company. 
4.10    ORGANIZATIONAL DIVERSITY 
Organizational diversity for age and gender are considered very important 
to the industry's future and was the subject of a past CCIS study (Davis-Blake et 
al. 2001). 
Four points of the study that should be noted are as follows: 
• Existing sources of new hires will be insufficient to replace 
departing employees and to support the level of growth desired by 
nearly all contractor firms. 
• Contractor firms are faced with a loss of project engineering and 
professional expertise. 
• Retention in contractor firms is not high. 
• Sectors of the population; women/minorities are under represented. 
Therefore, the survey addressed age distribution and percentage of gender 
(male) representation within each age group. The following question was asked. 
Describe the distribution of this project job function by age and describe 
the distribution of each age factor by gender. 
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The various percentages for age groups (10 year increments) and for 
gender (male) breakdown can be found in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. 
Analysis of the question with regard to the age distribution presented a 
similar percentage breakdown when comparing the results of the CCIS 
Demographics Study (Davis-Blake et al. 2001). The following survey data was 
extracted: 
• CCIS (2001), Age 39 years and under: 31% vs. 35% for this research 
• CCIS (2001), Age 40 years to 59 years: 62% vs. 59% for this research 
• CCIS (2001), Age 60 years and older: 7% vs. 5% for this research 
• CCIS (2001), Age 40 years and older: 69% vs. 65% for this research 
The results support previous work showing that contractor companies are 
not properly addressing the aging workforce and that the potential problem of the 
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Figure 5. Age Distribution for Contractor Personnel 
Interestingly, it was found in the analysis of gender distribution that for 
entry level personnel in this sample, women exceeded the approximate 9.0 
percent work force representation found in CCIS (2001) with an approximate 26 
percent representation. However, the percentage decreases significantly between 
the ages of 30 and 40 years and becomes nonexistent around 60 years of age; as 
shown in Figure 5. 
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4.11    SUMMARY 
As previously stated in the background chapter, the Phase II Owner Study 
found that owner personnel are unanimous in their view that changing owner- 
contractor relationships require owner personnel to have new skills (Davis-Blake 
et al. 1999). Additionally, it was found under CCIS, No. 11, Organizational 
Change Phase I Contractor study, that specific human resource issues are 
becoming increasingly relevant and need to be addressed (Gibson and Ryan 
2000). 
• Finding qualified individuals to meet the demands of the industry 
at all levels, fi-om the trades through project managers, was cited as 
an industry issue. 
• Availability of qualified senior personnel is becoming an issue. 
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• With the escalating workload, several participants expressed 
concern and frustration about their limited ability to mentor 
subordinates, further eroding the pool of qualified individuals. 
• Entry level project staff will have different occupational status 
expectations than their predecessors. New employees lack the "I'll 
do anything attitude" of their predecessors 
As these issues are being brought to light it is becoming ever more 
important that contractor companies adapt and change in order to succeed in 
today's industry. 
Although a small sample the results of this HR survey provided some 
interesting results on how contractor's are currently hiring new employees, 
developing new skills, addressing age and gender within the workforce, and how 
these areas apply to the fostering new and stronger collaborative relationships. 
The findings of the survey are as follows: 
• Experience and the ability to work with others generally outweigh 
education in choosing new employees. 
• When hiring new personnel, structured and unstructured interviews 
are much more utilized over skills and personality tests. 
• The higher percentage traits of "team work skills," agreeableness, 
conscientiousness, and trustworthiness, are being utilized more 
often than the other three "individual" traits of assertiveness, 
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confidence,  and judgment.     However, these traits are being 
assessed via interviews and without a formal method or process. 
• Company appraisal practices for performance are in contrast to the 
training and compensation practices of their companies. 
Appraisals are management-, client-, and, team-based while 
training and compensation are based on technical skills and 
individual performance, respectively. 
• A significant amount of new employee training and annual 
employee training is being provided to employees. Less emphasis 
is being placed on business, management, communication, and 
problem solving skills training. 
• All respondents indicated that merit increases and bonuses were 
utilized for salary compensation purposes, however, COLA and 
Stock Options were utilized less than 30 percent of the time. 
• Contractor companies are placing a significant amount of 
importance on individual success and performance over team, and 
corporate performance. 
• The amount of time spent within each job title was around five to 
six years and the percentage of internal hires progressing through 
company lines was very consistent at around 70 plus percent. 
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• Entry level employees, Level I, are being hired from outside the 
company while subsequent follow on positions, Level II and 
above, are generally hired from within the company. 
• The aging workforce is very similar to the previous CCIS study 
and will cause problems in the near fiiture. 
• Male gender distribution for entry level personnel has dropped 
since the last CCIS study (Davis-Blake et al. 2001). Women 
exceeded the approximate 9 percent work force with a 26 percent 
representation in entry level positions shown in previous reports 
(Davis Blake et al. 2001). However, the percentage reduces 
significantly between the ages of 30 and 40 years and becomes 
nonexistent around 60 years of age. 
In conclusion, the findings as related above are very similar to past studies 
of owner organizations conducted by CCIS. The issues seem to cut across both 
the owner and contractor community. 
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Chapter 5: Analysis of Management & Project Manager Surveys 
5.1     OVERVIEW OF MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT MANAGER SURVEYS 
The purpose of the Management and Project Manager survey's were to 
analyze current operating practices within contractor companies and provide 
feedback on the latest trends emerging within the industry from the contractor's 
perspective. Because they focused on the same sample of projects, they will be 
analyzed concurrently in this chapter. Additionally, the surveys provided 
information on the collaborative relationships that exist between design, 
engineering, and construction management contractors and owner or the 
construction of capital facility projects. A complete list of participating 
companies can be found in Appendix A, an example of the Management survey is 
provided in Appendix C and an example of the Project Manager's survey can be 
found in Appendix D of this thesis. 
As previously described, the standard baseline project for which the 
surveys requested information established the following guidelines: 
• Projects   are   either   above   average   or   below   average   for 
performance. 
• Completed during the period of 1995-1999 
• Domestic location within the United States 
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• Over $2 million total project cost (No dollar amount was specified 
for the project management survey) 
• Primary manager is employed by your company 
• Management - Project was executed for an owner organization 
with which you have a formal or informal collaborative 
relationship. 
• Project Manager - Project was executed for an owner organization 
with which you have either a collaborative or non-collaborative 
relationship. 
5.1.1    Sample Survey Data 
The sample for the Management and Project Manager survey's consisted 
of 16 companies resulting in responses (sample surveys) from nine and 40 
respondents, respectively. Each of the Management and Project Manager survey 
respondents, were asked to provide information on one to four projects. The nine 
total management surveys yielded data from 28 projects and the project manager 
surveys resulted in 40 projects. Therefore, for each of the sections within Chapter 
5, when differentiating between sample size of figures and tables for overall, 
collaborative, and non-collaborative relationships, it might be possible for some 
sub-samples to include more or less than the total sample size of the survey 
numbers listed above. 
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5.2     OVERALL OWNER-CONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIP 
As previously utilized under the Owner-Contractor Organizational 
Changes Study, five types of possible collaborative relationships exist (Davis- 
Blake et al. 1999). The five levels, and their collaborative relationships, described 
in Table 11 demonstrate models of contractor involvement, along a relationship 
continuum, with the owner. One extreme is noted when the owner and the 
contractor have a formal document providing terms for a highly specified alliance 
that is agreed upon and managed at fairly high levels in both firms. Such an 
alliance specifies many features of the owner-contractor relationship including 
mechanisms for sharing information about future construction needs with the 
contractor, methods for allocating work between different contractors, and 
payment and incentive plans that apply across projects. At the other end of the 
continuum, the contractor forms a relationship with the owner via a winning bid 
or first use. Typically, forms of these contracts are executed under the low bid 
premise. The intermediate form of owner-contractor relationships are classified 
as being the preferred provider. Under this method the owner tends to work with 
the same small number of contractors over time, thereby working to develop good 
relationships with those contractors. However, this type of relationship does not 
bind the owner to fiiture obligations with any other of the contractors. 
For the purposes of this research collaborative relationships will 
encompass the categories of formal alliance, informal alliance, and preferred 
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provider.   Non-collaborative relationships will entail winning bid and first use 
categories. 
Table 11. Possible Owner-Contractor Relationships 
Relationship Description                                                                                  1 
Collaborative                                                    1 
Formal Alliance You and tiie owner have an alliance with written terms and conditions. 
Informal Alliance The owner is considered an alliance partner but no written agreement exists. 
Preferred Provider Your organization is a &st choice contractor, but there is no alliance. 
Non-Collaborative                                                  1 
Winning Bid No special relationship. 
First Use No previous relationship. 
In each of the two surveys for management and project managers three, 
questions were asked to determine the following: the current type of relationship, 
whether the relationship with this owner has changed over time and if so, what 
was the relationship in the past. The three questions with associated data are 
presented below. Figures 7, 8, and 9 summarize the results of the question 
pertaining to the current relationship; Figures 10, 11, and 12 address if the 
relationship changed over time; and Figures 13, 14, and 15 address the 
relationship as it was in the past prior to the survey or current relationship. 
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What phase best describes the relationship between your employer 
and this project's owner organization? 
When respondents for both the Management and Project Manager surveys 
were asked to provide project information it was based on "current" relationships. 
The foUoM^ing information from the surveys was provided: 
The current relationships for management had 43 percent non- 
collaborative and 57 percent collaborative. Project manager data for current 
relationships with projects submitted under the title of "Current Collaborative 
Relationship" resulted in an 82 percent use of collaborative relationship categories 
vice a 16 percent usage of collaborative relationship categories used in "Current 
Non-collaborative Relationship." This confirms, somewhat, the internal 
consistency of these self-reported data. 
Current Relationship 
Formal 
First Use r Alliance 
14%   "\ /     110/          Informal 
\ /                 „-^ Alliance 
C^ [^^^^'^'^        18% 
Winning Bid^X^ L—1 — c;;^      Preferred 
29% ^~"~^ Provider 
28% 
N=28 
Figure 7. Management Survey: Current Owner-Contractor Relationship 
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Figure 8. Project Manager Survey: 
Current Owner-Contractor, Collaborative Relationship 














Figure 9. Project Manager Survey: 
Current Owner-Contractor, Non-Collaborative Relationship 
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Has the nature of your relationship with this owner changed over 
time? 
When addressing the question of "changed relationship," for this sub- 
sample it was found that both the management and the project manager's surveys 
had witnessed a relationship change from past relationships to current 
relationship. 
Management (in their survey) had witnessed 56 percent of the "current" 
projects submitted shifting from a non-collaborative relationship to a 
collaborative relationship. Of the projects submitted under the project manager's 
survey, 80 percent of either the collaborative or non-collaborative relationships 
witnessed a positive shift in the relationship continuum. 
Figure 10. Management Survey: Changed Owner-Contractor Relationship 
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Figure 11. Project Manager Survey: Changed Owner-Contractor, 
Collaborative Relationship 
Non-CoUaborative Changed Relationship 
N=5 
Figure 12. Project Manager Survey: Changed Owner-Contractor, 
Non-Collaborative Relationship 
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Figure 13. Management Survey: Past Owner-Contractor Relationship 















Figure 14. Project Manager Survey: 
Past Owner-Contractor, Collaborative Relationship 
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Figure 15. Project Manager Survey: 
Past Owner-Contractor, Non-Collaborative Relationship 
Data for Figures 7 through 15 suggests that working relationships over 
time have a natural tendency to progress towards positive working relationships. 
• Management past collaborative relationship categories increased 
from a usage of 18 percent to a current collaborative relationship 
value of 57 percent. 
• For project manager's the past collaborative relationship categories 
increased from a usage of 58 percent to a current collaborative 
relationship value of 82 percent. 
• For the past non-collaborative relationship projects discussed, only 
four samples were provided and this significantly skewed the data, 
however, it should be noted that the relationship category either 
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remained the same, from past to current, or noticed a reduction in 
positive collaborative relationship categories from past to current 
working relationships. 
Both the project managers and management demonsfrated that over time 
when working with the same confractor, that if a collaborative relationship exists, 
it either started out as such or was fostered and had shifted to a more positive 
collaborative relationship. Were as, for projects currently in a non-collaborative 
relationship, if not worked on, the relationship was likely to remain in a non- 
collaborative relationship. 
The shift from one end of the continuum to the other was in some cases 
highly significant and resulted in a positive working relationship. The 
collaborative working relationships shown in Figure 8 and Figure 14 provided the 
biggest gain when compared to the management and project manager non- 
collaborative relationship. Greater than a 32 percent gain was realized when 
moving from one continuum (First Use/Winning Bid) to the other 
(Alliance/Preferred Provider). 
The ANOVA between the past and current samples for the management 
data resulted in a p-value of 0.02 and the past and current samples for the project 
manager's data had a p-value of 0.3259. This demonsfrates that a significant 
difference between the past and current relationships for the Management survey 
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existed. However, for the Project Manager's survey it shows that the past and 
current samples are approximately equal and therefore, not significantly different. 
Regardless, all three categories had witnessed a shift in one form or 
another fi-om a non-collaborative nature to a more collaborative working 
relationship. Therefore, it is the opinion of this researcher that because of the 
shifting environment it is apparent that contractors are best served trying to foster 
stronger working ties with current and fixture owner companies. 
5.3     OVERALL SUCCESS FOR MANAGEMENT & PROJECT MANAGER 
To understand the overall success of the owner-contractor working 
relationship the respondents (Management and Project Manager survey's) were 
asked the following question and utilized the scale provided below: 
Indicate the success of the working relationship with this owner firm on 
this project. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all Moderately Very 
Successful Successful Successful 
The results fi"om the management and project manager's perspectives are 
presented in Table 12 and Table 13, respectively. 
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Table 12. Overall Success from Management Survey: 




















































6% Very successful 
25% 
0% Very successfiil 
16 100% 12 100% 
Table 13. Overall Success from Project Manager Survey: 




















































35% Very successfiil 
36% 
7% Very successful 
17 100% 14 100% 
For the management surveys, the overall success mean and median 
response for the collaborative relationship, seen in Table 12, was a 4.6 and 5.0, 
respectively. For the non-collaborative relationship, seen in Table 12, the mean 
and median were 3.8 and 4.0, respectively; these relationships did not demonstrate 
a significant difference statistically, as the ANOVA was found to have a p-value 
of 0.1861; note that the collaborative relationships appear to be slightly better. 
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As for the project manager surveys, the collaborative relationship results 
seen in Table 13 were more optimistic. The collaborative relationship mean and 
median were a 5.7 and 6.0, respectively, and the non-collaborative relationship 
mean was 4.8 with a median value of 5.0.   When the ANOVA was performed 
between the two samples the result was a p-value of 0.0865. Using a 95 percent 
level of significance, the results would lead one to accept the null hypothesis that 
the  two  sub-samples  are  equal  and,  therefore,  not  significantly different. 
However, with a value of 0.0865 and a stronger tendency of project managers to 
rate their projects "very successfiil" it is the opinion of the author that the use of a 
collaborative relationship affected the overall results of the final outcome of 
facility projects in this sample. 
For both the Management and Project Manager surveys, the outright 
difference between the collaborative and non-collaborative nature of their 
relationships was very visible when the "overall success" of the project was 
asked. Therefore, for this sample, it appears that it would benefit contractor 
companies to invest in practices and processes which foster more collaborative 
relations. 
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5.4     OVERALL WORKING EXPERIENCE WITH THE OWNER 
To understand the reasons why a contractor firm may or may not reach the 
goals and objectives of the owner firm, the following question was asked. 
How well do the statements below describe your experience with this 
owner? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
The results of the two surveys, Management and Project Manager, are 
provided in Table 14 and Table 15, respectively. The results of each table provide 
the mean and median values and are separated between collaborative and non- 
collaborative relationships. For these tables the bolded text values, fi-om the 
author's perspective, are areas of interest and demonstrate a significant level of 
difference. Detailed discussions on the significance of the overall, collaborative, 
and non-collaborative relationships are at the end of this section. 
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Table 14. Management Survey: Overall Working Experience with Owner 
Statements Collaborative 
(n=16) 
Mean / Median 
Non-Collaborative 
(n=12) 
Mean / Median 
We are the primary source of design, 
engineering and/or construction 
management services for this owner. 
4.2/4.5 N/A 
Tliis owner is requesting that we 
supply a more diversified assortment 
of services. 
3.7/4.0 N/A 
Our organizational cultures are 
strongly aligned. 3.9/4.0 2.7 / 2.0 
We entered our relationship with a 
strong-shared vision. 4.6/4.5 
4.6 / 5.0 
4.8/5.0 
3.7/4.0 
We meet regularly to address 
emerging issues. 4.2 / 5.0 
We defined specific goal for our 
relationship. 3.9 / 4.5 
The owner actively participates in 
the capital facility project process. 5.6 / 6.0 4.2 / 5.0 
We evaluate our relationship 
perfonnance against our goals on a 
regular basis. 
4.5/4.5 3.8/4.0 
We focus on learning and continuous 
improvement. 4.2/4.5 3.7/4.0 
The owner understands the capital 
facility project design and construction 
process. 4.4/4.5 3.8/4.0 
The owner provides positive 
feedback on our performance on 
regular basis. 4.6 / 5.0 3.2 / 3.0 
There is a budget set up to cover the 
internal costs of maintaining and 
developing this owner relationship. 2.8 / 3.0 N/A 
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Table 15. Project Manager Survey: Overall Working Experience with Owner 
Statements Collaborative 
(n=21) 
Mean / Median 
Non-Collaborative 
(n=15) 
Mean / Median 
We are the primary source of design, 
engineering and/or construction 
management services for this owner. 
4.7/5.0 3.3/2.0 
This owner is requesting that we 
supply a more diversified assortment 
of services. 
4.1/5.0 2.5 / 2.0 
Our organizational cultures are strongly 
aligned. 4.5/5.0 3.5/4.0 
We entered our relationship with a 
strong-shared vision. 5.8 / 6.0 4.3 / 4.0 
We meet regularly to address 
emerging issues. 5.4 / 6.0 5.3 / 5.0 
We defined specific goal for our 
relationship. 5.6 / 6.0 4.6 / 5.0 
The owner actively participates in the 
capital facility project process. 5.8 / 6.0 4.8 / 5.0 
We evaluate our relationship 
performance against our goals on a 
regular basis. 
5.0/5.0 3.1 / 2.0 
We focus on learning and continuous 
improvement. 5.2/5.0 4.1/4.0 
The owner understands the capital 
facility project design and 
construction process. 
5.7 / 6.0 4.1/4.0 
The owner provides positive feedback 
on our performance on regular basis. 5.6 / 6.0 3.9/4.0 
There is a budget set up to cover the 
internal costs of maintaining and 
developing this owner relationship. 3.6/4.0 
3.0 / 3.0 
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Table 14 and Table 15 present some interesting results. The overall 
analysis of the Management and Project Manager surveys, when looking at the 
data in its entirety exclusive of relationship, for each respondent group resulted in 
several statistically significant differences among the issues. The Management 
survey resulted in a p-value of 0.0038 and the Project Manager survey resulted in 
a p-value of 0.0000. However, the confidence interval test, utilizing Tukey's 
method did not provide additional insight as to which issues are statistically 
different. 
Therefore, to further analyze the question, the author broke down each of 
the Management and Project Manager surveys by collaborative and non- 
collaborative relationships. Interestingly, the Management survey had values of 
0.0004 and 0.4667, respectively and the Project Manager survey had values of 
0.0000 and 0.0019, respectively. 
For the collaborative and non-collaborative management relationships 
only the collaborative relationship demonstrated a significant difference when 
comparing the sub-sample means between the groups. As such, management was 
very adamant about their collaborative relationships. When the owner 
participates in the capital facility process, defines goals, shares a common vision 
with the contractor, meets regularly, and provides feedback then the relationship 
has a higher chance of being successful. However, money and time are not being 
invested by the owner to develop and maintain such relationships and it was 
found that owners and contractors cultures are still "misaligned."  Additionally, 
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for the non-collaborative portion of the management question, similar results were 
found to be true and are presented in bolded text as well. 
For both collaborative and non-collaborative project manager relationships 
a statistically significant difference occurred when comparing the sub-sample 
means between the groups of statements. The project manager's provided very 
similar results for this question when comparing between the two groups 
surveyed. Therefore, it could be said that the owners are doing the right things 
and contractors, regardless of the relationship, feel that both sides are working 
together once the project has started. It might be important to note that internal 
consistency exists for collaborative relationships. However, based on this sub- 
sample a place to invest more time and effort might be on learning processes, 
alignment of organizational cultures, continuous improvement practices, and 
additional funding towards fostering new and improved relationships. 
5.5     OVERALL GENERAL ATTRIBUTES OF A SUCCESSFUL OWNER- 
CONTRACTOR RELATIONSfflP 
As previously discussed, a successful relationship and a successfiil project 
are two different things (Davis-Blake et al. 1999). When owners were asked as to 
what attributes made for successful owner-contractor relationships a list of seven 
different attributes dominated their responses. To be consistent with what owners 
were asked and had provided, the survey asked each of the respondents to answer 
the following question: 
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Please rank the following list of relationship indicators based on their 
importance to the success of an owner-contractor relationship. (Using a scale of 
1 to 7, where 1 is the most important and 7 is the least important.) 
Table 16 represents the results from both the Management and Project 
Manager surveys and ranks the information in order of importance from highest 
importance to lowest importance. Note the consistencies for the areas between 
the most important and least important. Additionally, note the difference between 
the results for "operating for mutual benefit." See Table 16 on the next page. 
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Table 16. General Attributes of a Successful Owner-Contractor 
Relationship: The Contractor Perspective 




Mean / Median 
PM 
(n=26) 




The project is delivered on or ahead 
of schedule and budget targets with 
minimal rework in the field. Startup 
is smooth. 





Contractor responds quickly and 
effectively to owner needs. 
Contractor informs owner as early as 
possible about upcoming difficulties 
2.7/3.0 2.5 / 2.0 
Operating for 
mutual benefit 
The relationship benefits both owner 
and contractor. Gains made through 
a productive relationship, such as 
cost savings, are shared between 
owner and contractor. 




Contractor personnel understand 
owner's business objectives and 





Owner and contractor work together 
repeatedly, using many of the same 
personnel from project to project. 
Owner and contractor develop effective 
communication structures, a shared 
vocabulary, and a common project 
culture. Owner and contractor systems 
are integrated to the extent possible. 
Trust develops between owner and 
contractor personnel. Multiple levels 
of personnel are involved in both the 





Contractor is willing to challenge 
owner ideas, recommend 





Owner and contractor explicitly 
discuss and document the lessons 
learned from each project. If 
possible, these lessons are integrated 
into systems and procedures that can 
be reused on subsequent projects. 
5.4 / 6.0 5.0 / 5.5 
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When performing an analysis of variance, the Management survey sub- 
sample demonstrated a significant difference between the means of the attributes 
(p-value of 0.0113). The largest difference between the most important factor and 
least important factor for success between the owner and contractor was the 
ability to "meet the owner's project objectives" and the ability to "learn fi-om the 
relationship." 
In the Project Management survey, an ANOVA between the different 
factors resulted in a p-value of 0.0000 and, more significantly, was fiarther 
separated by p-values of 0.0069 for collaborative relationships and 0.0000 for 
non-collaborative relationships. The most important factor, as ranked in Table 16, 
was the "contractor's ability to meet owner's project objectives" and the least 
important factor, once again, was the ability to "learn fi-om the relationship." 
It should be of concern to contractor companies that "learning" is not of 
importance and "operating for mutual benefit" is not aligned with management's 
objectives for ranking "operating for mutual benefit" higher. Some would 
consider both of these categories as very important in developing and maintaining 
successful collaborative relationships. Both could potentially pose problems if 
not addressed with: goal conflict in internal relationships, their ability to learn 
from the past, and in their ability to meet corporate objectives. Though more 
importantiy, it is the opinion of the author that these two "least important" issues 
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should be addressed in an effort to improve or strengthen outside owner- 
contractor relationships. 
5.6     SKILLS &TRAITS OF SUCCESSFUL OWNER-CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL 
As was previously pointed out in Chapter 2.2.4, owner personnel have 
specific views of the skills and traits their personnel must have in order to be 
successful. For consistency within the CCIS work group, this research continued 
with the same list of skills and traits developed for owner organizations. 
To analyze the skills and traits necessary for owner-contractor personnel 
fi-om the contractor perspective the following question was asked: 
Rank the following list of skills and traits based on their importance to the 
ability of: (Scale ofl to 12, 1 is the most important and 12 is the least 
important.) 
• Contractor personnel in key project position to successfully fulfill 
their duties and responsibilities? 
• Owner personnel in a key project position to successfully fulfill 
their duties and responsibilities? 
The results of the Management and Project Manager surveys are shown in 
Table 17 and Table 18, respectively. According to the author, bolded areas 
represent the most important and least important areas between sub-sample 
means, within each category, of owner and contractor groups. 
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Table 17. Management Survey: General Skills & Personality Traits of a 
Successful Owner-Contractor Relationship 
Source: (Davis-Blake et al., 1999) 






Agreeableness Ability to get along with others and be 
open minded to new ideas. 7.4 / 9.0 7.3 / 7.0 
Assertiveness Willing to take risks and aggressively 
pursue a goal to its completion. 8.7 /10.0 8.7 /10.0 
Confidence Trust in one's own ability to perform 
the required tasks and in the abilities of 
others to fulfill their responsibilities. 
7.1/7.0 6.9 / 8.0 
Conscientiousness Perseverance, responsibility, and 
thoroughness in completing task. 5.7/8.0 6.7 / 7.0 
Judgment AbiUty to differentiate between trivial 
and important details. Awareness of 
abilities and limitations of people and 
ideas. 
5.6/6.0 5.3/5.0 
Trustworthiness Personal integrity and honesty. Ability 
to mspire others to have trust m one's 
self 
4.0/3.0 4.3 / 4.0 
Business Skills Writing and managing contracts 
Negotiation 






Cultivate broad network of 
relationships 
3.6 / 3.0 3.1 / 2.0 
Influence Skills Mentoring 
Motivating 
Change management 





Politically aware/see big picture 
4.1/4.0 3.3 / 2.0 
Problem Solving 
Skills 
Continually analyze options/mnovation 
Planning 
Consider both sides of issues, risk 
management 
4.6/4.0 4.4/4.0 
Technical SkiUs Understand entire construction process 
Multi-disciplined (knowledge of 
several areas of engineering) 
Information technology skills 
4.7 / 2.0 8.3 /10.0 
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Table 18. Project Manager Survey: General Skills & Traits of a Successful 
Owner-Contractor Relationship 
Source: (Davis-Blake et al., 1999) 






Agreeableness Ability to get along with others and 
be open minded to new ideas. 6.4 / 6.5 7.0/7.0 
Assertiveness Willing to take risks and aggressively 
pursue a goal to its completion. 7.3 / 9.0 7.4/8.0 
Confidence Trust in one's own ability to perform 
the required tasks and in the abilities 
of others to fulfill their 
responsibilities. 
6.6 / 7.0 7.0 / 9.0 
Conscientiousness Perseverance, responsibility, and 
thoroughness in completing task. 4.8/4.0 6.2 / 7.0 
Judgment Ability to differentiate between trivial 
and important details. Awareness of 
abilities and limitations of people and 
ideas. 
5.3/4.5 4.6/4.0 
Trustworthiness Personal integrity and honesty. 
Ability to inspire others to have trust 
in one's self 
3.5 / 2.0 3.1 / 2.0 
Business Skills Writing and managing contracts 
Negotiation 






Cultivate broad network of 
relationships 
4.6 / 5.0 4.2/3.0 
Influence Skills Mentoring 
Motivating 
Change management 
6.9 / 7.0 7.1 / 6.5 
Managerial Skills Team building 
Delegating 
Politically aware/see big picture 






Consider both sides of issues, risk 
management 
5.0/4.0 5.4/4.0 
Technical Skills Understand entire construction 
process 
Multi-disciplined (knowledge of 
several areas of engineering) 
Information technology skills 
4.1/3.0 6.0 / 6.0 
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When analyzing the Management survey, the ANOVA resulted in a p- 
value of 0.0086 for the owner and p-value of 0.0088 for the contractor. This 
demonstrates that there is at least one significant difference between the means. 
More specifically, it was found that for contractor personnel, a statistically 
significant difference occurred with trustworthiness and communication skills 
between the ability and skills necessary to influence. Additionally, in the opinion 
of the author, managerial skills should be included within the most important 
category and assertiveness should be included in the least important category. 
This is somewhat consistent with the emphasis placed on collaborative 
relationships, however, as previously stated in the HR portion of the survey very 
little training is being provided towards the development of communication skills 
(verbal or written) and management skills. 
Additionally, the ANOVA for the Project Manager survey resulted in a p- 
value of 0.0000 and therefore, results in at least one of the sub-samples being 
statistically different fi-om one of the other means. However, no statistically 
significant difference occurred as a result of the Tukey method test of confidence 
intervals. Regardless, it is the opinion of the author, based on this sub-sample, 
that similar results occurred between the owner studies and this research, and that 
both owners and contractors need similar sets of skills for either group to succeed. 
Therefore, project managers were fairly consistent in that they felt that 
trustworthiness, communication skills, and management skills were the most 
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important and that influencing skills and the ability to be assertive were the least 
important. 
An additional point should be noted, that the largest difference between 
the owner and contractor mean values occurred in the technical skills categories. 
This should come as no surprise since the results of this question are consistent 
with the owner's desire to procure technical services by outsourcing and the 
contractor's desire to keep owner personnel away from technical issues. 
5.7     MANAGEMENT SPECIFIC SURVEY RESULTS 
The next section provides results of questions asked specifically on the 
Management survey and not asked in the Project Manager survey. 
5.7.1    Employer Benefits from Management Perspective 
The following question was asked of management to demonstrate why it is 
important foster a positive working relationship in an effort to move towards a 
productive collaborative relationship. 
What are the benefits to your employer of this owner organization 
relationship? Rank in order of importance, #1 most important. 
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Referring back to section 5.2, Overall Owner-Contractor Relationships, it 
was found from the management perspective that a shift from past to current 
relationships, i.e. winning bid-first use to a preferred provider-alliance, had 
occurred. Table 19 lists the most important benefits and how they compare to one 
another. 
Table 19. Employer Benefits of Owner-Contractor Relationship 
Benefits Mean / Median 
(n=16) 
Early involvement in pre-project planning. 2.8/1.5 
Improved ability to match owner's needs with level of 
service provided. 
2.7 / 2.0 
Improved project performance 3.6/2.5 
Consistent flow of work 4.1/4.0 
Timely identification and resolution of problems 4.5/4.5 
Improved communications 4.7/3.5 
Improved exchange of business and project infoiniation 5.0/4.0 
Reduction in business development costs 5.1/5.0 
Timely decisions 6.1 / 6.0 
The ANOVA resulted in a p-value of 0.0342 and therefore, demonstrates a 
significant difference between at least one of the means within the groups. 
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However, the 95 percent confidence interval did not return any significant 
difference but a 90 percent confidence interval resulted in a significant difference 
between "Early involvement in pre-project planning and ability to match ovmer's 
needs" with "Timely decisions." Therefore, it could be said that timely decisions 
fi-om the contractor's perspective are not as important as the contractor's ability to 
participate in pre-project planning and the ability to match ovwier's needs. It is 
the opinion of the author that if companies focus attention on developing better 
collaborative relationships and work towards bettering non-collaborative 
relationships, then the ability to work on such "benefits" are more likely. 
5.7.2    Future Investments from Management Perspective 
Additionally, when management respondents were asked the question 
below the results tabulated in Figure 16 were found. 
Based on the results of the project, I would like to make investments in the 
following practices (either create or improve existing practices) to create a closer 
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Figure 16. Future Contractor Investment Practices 
The results provided in Figure 16, should be considered with the results 
from Section 5.2, Overall Owner-Contractor Relationships: Management 
Perspective. Of all the possible investment practices, the most important (highest 
percentage) of possible future investment practices was placed on utilizing a 
relationship coordinator. This would most likely be used to help maintain 
existing relationships and develop stronger ties with owner firms. This might be a 
possible reason for why past management relationships made a significant shift 
from "winning bid and first use" to the other, more positive relationships of the 
continuum.    Note that contractor management placed less emphasis on joint 
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strategic meetings and contract development and all most zero emphasis on co- 
location and shared information technology. 
5.8        PROJECT MANAGER'S SURVEY SPECIFIC RESULTS 
The next section provides specific results of questions asked in the Project 
Manager survey and not asked in the Management survey. 
5.8.1    Project Manager General Personal and Project Information 
The information in this section was developed directly from the project 
manager's survey. Predominately the project manager's survey focused on 
information from a collaborative and non-collaborative relationship. 
As previously addressed, it is very important to the success of a company 
to be able to develop and manage portfolios of business relationships. 
Additionally, collaborative relationships exist in business to achieve tangible 
results. So, it might ftirther be explained that a collaborative relationship could be 
defined as a relationship between two or more organizations, much like a human 
relationships, and should be addressed and handled as a process. Therefore, for 
the purposes of this research and for the responses contained within this section, 
each of the project manager's responses were divided into two categories of either 
collaborative or non-collaborative relationships, as determined by each of the 
companies. With a reasonable amount of certainty it could be said that the 
collaborative relationships when compared to the non-collaborative relationships 
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had some form of formal or informal partnership or common bond between 
owner-contractor organizations. 
Under this section personal project manager information and overall 
project information is provided. 
For experience within the construction industry, amount of time spent with 
their current employers, and in their present title it was found that the project 
managers who worked in collaborative relationships had more years of experience 
in all three categories. Table 20 on the next page presents the information 
provided by all participating project managers. 








Mean / Median 
Time Spent in 
Present Title 
Mean / Median 
Collaborative, n=20 26.0/25.0 15.3/12.5 6.2/4.0 
Non-Collaborative, n=16 22.3 / 20.5 16.5/15.5 4.2/3.0 
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Another question asked in the survey was asked to gain insight into the 
level of education the project managers participating in the survey have attained: 
What degrees have been earned and in what year were they attained? 
Figure 17 presents the data on highest degree attained by the survey's 
project managers. The range for such information provided was as early as 1964 
and as recent as 1996. More importantly, it should be noted that over 90 percent 
of the project managers, regardless of the relationship, had degrees from sources 
of higher learning. This would signify a substantial change from decades past 
were the percentage of degree holding managers were vastly different from 
project manager of owner companies. 
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Figure 17. Project Manager Education: Collaborative vs. Non-Collaborative 
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The characteristics of the project sample, including types, location, level 
of difficulty, size, and execution processes are provided in Figures 18-22. 
Approximately, 20 different project types were listed in the project 
management survey and the sample project breakdown is given in Figure 18. The 
type of facilities constructed and provided by the respondents ranged across the 
entire spectrum. Over 20 different categories of possible projects were provided, 
however, the ones listed in Figure 18 were provide as example projects. It is of 
particular interest that the "other" category had the most projects and such project 
submitted under the category were a nuclear plant, a hospital, a cinema and 
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Figure 18. Project Manager: Types of Facilities 
Additionally, it should be noted that facilities provided by the respondents 
spanned the United States and were constructed in the following locations: 
California, Georgia, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Nevada, New Jersey 
North Carolina, New York, Ohio, Tennessee, and Texas. 
As for project size, in dollars, of the capital facility projects executed 
under either a collaborative or non-collaborative relationships the following 
information was provided: 
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• Collaborative, (n=17): The average project size was $ 43.8M 
with a median of $ 26.2M and a standard deviation of $ 51.3M. 
The range was: $40,000 to $212,000,000. 
• Non-Collaborative, (n=13): The average project size was $ 
95.3M with a median of $ 25.5M and a standard deviation of $ 
238.9M. The range was: $188,470 to $884,000,000. 
One may infer that because of the high dollar amount and large standard 
deviation between the projects that this might be a reason for these projects being 
submitted under the non-collaborative relationships. However, the median for 
both project relationships are relatively the same, and a very large project of 
$880M skewed the average and standard deviation for non-collaborative 
relationships. Therefore, it is the authors' opmion that the size of the project is 
not a determination for type of relationship or level of achieved success for this 
sample, but rather these factors are subject to other variables, possibly discussed 
later as a part of this research. 
Also, it is important to understand how the projects were executed. It is 
common knowledge within the industry that retrofit/expansion projects are 
inherently more difficult to manage when compared to the typical "grass roots" 
projects and, therefore, it is understandable that more were executed under a 
collaborative nature. Additionally, it might also be said that the results of the 
survey have verified that more non-collaborative projects would be and were 
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executed imder the "grass roots" type.   Figure 19 is provided for a beak-out of 
"location" categories. 
Location of Projects 
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Figure 19. Project Manager: Project Site Location 
Figure 20 shows the types of contracts utilized to construct the various 
types of facilities described. It should be noted, and will be discussed later in this 
section of the report, that for collaborative relationships a cost plus or multiple- 
combination "other" was utilized where as, for non-collaborative relationships, 
the predominately utilized remuneration was lump sum. It could be said from 
the results below that a collaborative relationship spreads (shares) risk between 
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the owner and contractor vice the lump sum contract mechanism which places a 
considerable amount of risk on the contractor. 
Contract Mechanism 
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Figure 20. Project Manager: Type of Contract 
In an attempt to gain additional insight into the level of project difficulty 
the project managers were asked to describe whether the project or execution 
process was unique to either the industry or company. As shown in Figure 21, 
nothing was unique for a majority of the projects. Therefore, when performing 
analysis of the project manager data, unfamiliarity with the project management 
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Figure 21. Project Manager: Unique Project Execution Practices 
When describing how the sample projects were executed, utilizing either 
one or multiple contractors under numerous contracts, the non-collaborative 
relationship typically utilized "separate" contracts to complete a facility whereas, 
the collaborative relationship utilized both the single and separate contactor 
equally. Figure 22 demonstrates the type of execution plan and percentage used 
for each of the two types of relationships. The item of interest from the answers 
provided by the respondent project managers is that separate contractors, 
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designers and constructors, were used under non-collaborative relationships 
which would lead to less risk for the owner, and might possibly lead to a lower 
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Figure 22. Contract Execution Plan: Single vs. Separate 
5.8.2    Project Manager Expectations 
Project manager expectations might easily be considered similar to the 
question concerning "Overall Success." However, for this section the two 
questions utilized took into account cost and capacity as factors of success. Cost 
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data and change order data presented in Table 21 provide a baseline for future 
discussion purposes. 













Count 17 17 13 14 
Mean $43.8 M $ 3.22 M $95.3   M $ 1.85 M 
Median $ 26.2 M $ 1.28 M $25.5   M $ 0.65 M 
Standard Dev $51.3 M $ 3.98 M $ 238.9 M $ 2.52 M 
Range $40K-$212M $188K-$884M 
When asked two questions based on expectations pertaining to "facility / 
final cost" and "capacity achieved," the following results of the two questions 
were found. 








Indicate how the completed facility (considering the final cost) compares 
against expectations. 
Indicate how the achieved capacity of the completed facility compares 
against the expectations documented in the project execution plan. 
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The results of the means and medians for both the collaborative and non- 
collaborative relationships for achieving "expectations" were 5.4 and 5.0 and 4.8 
and 4.0, respectively. The ANOVA, however, resulted in a p-value of 0.2589, 
and therefore, did not a present a significant difference between the collaborative 
and non-collaborative relationship. Table 22 provides additional information 
concerning the percentages of how project managers met the owner's expectations 
when considering final cost. 
Table 22. Meeting Project Expectations: Collaborative vs. Non-Collaborative 
Collaborative Non-Collaborative                            | 
































29% Better Than Expected 
25% 
8% Better Than Expected 
17 100% 12 100%                                  1 
When looking at the capacity of the facility to "meet expectations 
documented in the project execution plan," the results of the collaborative and 
non-collaborative relationships were once again very similar. The mean and 
median for the collaborative relationship was a 4.6 and 4.5, respectively, while the 
mean and median for the non-collaborative relationship was 4.4 and 4.5, 
respectively.   The ANOVA for this question resulted in a p-value of .9613 and 
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therefore,   did  not  demonstrate  a  significant  difference  between  the  two 
relationships. 
Therefore, when using information provided in Table 21 and comparing 
with the data provided for both questions it becomes apparent that the 
"expectations" and "overall success" are two similar entities and that the size 
(cost) of the project and change order costs when answering a general "all- 
encompassing" question such as the one posed in this section might not be a 
factor in determining the "overall success" or "expectations" of a project. The 
mean cost for the collaborative relationship projects was 50 percent less than the 
non-collaborative relationships, but the collaborative relationships had a 100 
percent higher cost for change orders. Regardless, of the cost data, the 
collaborative relationships were considered more successful, as a whole. Based 
on this sub-sample other factors are considered more important than final project 
cost or change order cost. 
5.8.3    Importance of Project Related Issues 
In an effort to determine the similarity between factors that owners 
consider important and that contractors consider important, the following question 
was asked. The scale below was used and results are shown in Table 23. 
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To what extent did you and the owner place similar level of importance on 
each of the following issues? 







Table 23. Project Manager Survey: Level of Importance for Project Specific 
Issues between Owner-Contractor Relationship 
Project Issues Mean / Median 
(n=37) 
Project Cost 6.4/7.0 
Project Deadlines 6.4/7.0 
Quality of the completed project 6.2/6.0 
Responding to changes in project schedule H^[5^si   r 
Building an ongoing relationship :■■■'■-Sif/eio;; 
Responding to changes in project scope 5.2/6.0       1 
Not surprisingly, the results placed project cost and project deadlines as 
the two most important owner-contractor project related issues. The overall 
ANOVA (p-value of 0.0000) for this question, regardless of collaborative and 
non-collaborative relationships, did demonstrate a significant difference between 
means within the project issues (annotated by the lightly and darkly shaded areas 
of Table 23). Specifically, "project cost" and "project deadlines" were 
significantly more important than "responding to changes in scope and schedule" 
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and "building an ongoing relationship." Additionally, "building a quality project" 
was significantly more important than "building an ongoing relationship" and 
"responding to changes in scope." 
When separating and analyzing only the collaborative relationship: the 
ANOVA p-value was 0.0074 and resulted in a significant difference between 
"project cost," "project deadlines," and "buildmg a quality project" with 
"responding to changes in scope." 
However, with the non-collaborative relationship the ANOVA had a p- 
value of 0.0006 and add "building an ongoing relationship" to the list of issues 
listed in the collaborative list as not significantiy important. 
An mteresting point to note is that "buildmg an ongoing relationship" was 
rated relatively low overall and not significant in the non-collaborative 
relationship. In previous sections of the thesis, respondents fi^om both the 
management and project manager side had rated areas of communication, 
developing relationships, and having relationship coordinators as important. The 
results might be considered consistent if companies want to improve their 
relations with owners, then a shift to fostering better relationships needs to take 
place. 
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5.8.4    Project Processes 
To control the outcome of capital facility projects various tools and project 
controls can be enacted to improve the owner-contractor chances of success. 
Therefore, to understand what contractors are currently employing on projects the 
survey asked the following question and utilized the scale provided below: 
To what extent were the following processes used on this project? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not To Some To a 
at All Extent Large Extent 
Table 24 shows the processes as they were presented to the project 
managers and ranks the data giving priority ranking to the collaborative data. 
The ANOVA for both the collaborative and non-collaborative 
relationships resulted in p-values of 0.0106 and 0.0005, respectively. This 
demonstrated a significant level of difference between the means (bold areas). 
When the collaborative data was fUrther analyzed at a 95 percent 
confidence interval, the relationship had a significant difference between several 
of the means. Priority project processes for collaborative relationships were given 
to   "long   lead/equipment   listings"   and   "documented   change   management 
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processes" with less emphasis being place on "formal vendor selection 
processes," a "documented quality control program," and over "resource loaded 
schedules." 
For the non-collaborative relationships, at the 95 percent confidence 
interval level, similar results were found that more significance to the processes of 
"long lead/equipment listings" and a "documented change management process" 
is more important over the processes of "vendor bid analysis," "documented 
quality control program" and "resource loaded schedules." One additional 
process of "bid analysis and award process" was included in the non-collaborative 
relationship that was not included for the collaborative relationship. This would 
account for the level of risk and trust involved in non-collaborative relationships. 
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Table 24. Project Manager Survey: Project Processes 
Processes Collaborative 
(n=21) 
Mean / Median 
Non-Collaborative 
(n=15) 
Mean / Median 
Long lead/critical equipment listings were 
developed for this project and used in the 
procurement process.  
6.4 / 6.0 6.0 / 6.0 
A formally documented change 
management process was used to actively 
manage the changes on this project. 
6.0 / 6.0 6.1 / 6.0 
Clear, comprehensive and project specific 
material and equipment specifications were 
developed and incorporated into the 
procurement packages. 
5.8/6.0 5.5/6.0 
A constructibility review was performed with 
the design team. 5.8/6.0 4.7 / 6.0 
A system was in place to ensure the timely 
communication of change information to the 
proper design disciplines and project 
participants.  
5.5/6.0 5.4/6.0 
Bid analysis and award processes were 
developed and actively applied to each bid 
package. 
5.4/6.0 6.2 / 6.0 
A formally documented materials 
management and tracking process was used 
to actively manage the procurement process 
on this project.  
5.0/5.0 5.4/6.0 
Formally documented vendor pre- 
qualification and selection criteria were 
developed and actively used in this project. 
4.7 / 5.0 4.1 / 4.0 
A formally documented quality control 
program was used to actively manage 
design quality on this project. 
4.7/5.0 4.6 / 5.0 
A resource loaded schedule for the design 
phase of this project was followed.  4.6 / 5.0 3.6 / 4.0 
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5.8.5    Project Stage Involvement 
To acquire an idea about the level of involvement throughout the life cycle 
process of a capital facility project the project managers were asked the following 
question using the scale below. Table 25 demonstrates the findings. 
During which stages of the project were personnel from your firm 
involved? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
None Partial FuU 
When performing an ANOVA on the overall survey sample data for this 
question (p-value of 0.0000) a significant difference between full, partial, and no 
participation within the various stages of the life cycle process was demonstrated. 
Additionally, it was found with a 95 percent level of confidence using 
Tukey's method that a significant level of difference of means occurred with full 
involvement of "construction," "procurement," and "start-up" and with relatively 
no involvement on "feasibility/business-planning," "pre-project planning," and 
"operation." 
With the two planning stages of the life cycle process ranking at the 
bottom of the list for this section and first in section 5.7.1, Employer Benefits, it is 
the researcher's opinion that more emphasis needs to be placed on developing and 
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fostering positive working relationships. These should include early involvement 
in project and scope development and constructibility reviews of drawings and 
specifications. It should be noted that this question and the research study did not 
take into account the difference between design-bid-build and design-build 
projects. The bolded areas in Table 25 below reflect areas of significant 
difference between fiall participation and no participation. 
Table 25. Project Manager Survey: Project Stage Involvement 
Project Stage Mean / Median 
Construction 
Building, including support required to install facility 
equipment/materials.  6.5 / 7.0 
Procurement 
Planning and control to ensure the correct materials and installed 
equipment are specified in a timely manner, obtained at 
reasonable cost, and available when needed.   
5.9 / 7.0 
Start-up 
Period from mechanical completion of the project to operation or 
occupancy.    5.8 / 7.0 
Detailed design 
The process of transferring the scope of the project into plans, 
material, and equipment specifications and drawings.  5.2/6.0 
Pre-project planning 
Acquiring strategic information to address benefits and risks and 
commit resources that increase the chance of project success. 
Also, project site and technology selection and detailed project 
scope development.  
3.8 / 4.0 
Feasibility analysis/business planning 
The preparation of the conceptual project design, scope, cost 
estimates, and risk scenarios.  3.6 / 3.0 
Operation 
Use of the facility for its intended purpose. 2.7 / 2.0 
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5.8.6    Pre-Project Planning 
As outlined in earlier sections of the management and project manager's 
survey involvement in the earlier portions of the project (life cycle) might 
positively impact the successful outcome of a capital facility project. Therefore, 
project managers were asked to respond to three sets of questions pertaining to 
pre-project planning. The first two are listed below and the third pertained to a 
scale to define a list of technical and business elements which make project 
definition more complete and the outcome of a project more successfiil. 
1. Quality of the pre-project plan 
2. Composition of the pre-project planning team 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Poor Neutral Excellent 
Definition Definition Definition 
When project managers were asked about the quality of the pre-project 
plan and quality of the planning team the following results were found. The 
responses for both questions were very similar. The collaborative relationship 
mean and median value for the quality of the pre-project plan was 4.7 and 5.0, and 
for the team composition was a  1.3  and  1.0.     For the non-collaborative 
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relationship the mean and median for the pre-project plan and team composition 
was 4.4 and 5.0 and 1.1 and 1.0, respectively. 
Table 26. Project Manager Survey: Pre-Project Planning Success 
Technical Elements Mean / Median 
(n=40) 
Site location 5.4 / 6.5 
Mechanical equipment list 4.9 / 6.0 
Plot Plan 4.7 / 6.0 
Utility sources with supply conditions 4.7/5.5 
Specifications 4.6/5.0 
Equipment status 3.9/4.0 
Environmental assessment 3.8/4.0 
Process and information diagrams 3.7 / 4.0 
Process flow sheets 3.5/4.0 
Heat and material balances 2.4 / 2.0 
Business Elements Mean / Median 
(n=40) 
Technology 5.1/6.0 
Project strategy 5.1/5.0 
Project design criteria 5.0/6.0 
Project objectives statement 4.9 / 6.0 
Site characteristics (available vs. required) 4.9 / 5.0 
Capacities 4.7 / 6.0 
Processes 4.6/5.0 
Products 4.2 / 5.0 
Reliability philosophy 4.1/5.0 
Risk analysis for alternatives 3.4 / 4.0 
Market strategy 3.1 / 5.0 
Additionally, when project managers were asked to address the level of 
definition applied to both the technical and business elements of pre-project 
planning they responded with the results listed in Table 26.   The results for each 
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element are listed in rank order according to mean and median with the most 
important features of the survey question in bolded text. When the ANOVA was 
performed (p-value of 0.0000) a difference between at least one of the sample 
means was found to be significantly different fi-om another. However, when 
analyzing the confidence interval for the sample mean none of the means were 
found to be significantly different fi^om the others. 
It is important to note is that contractor companies feel that when they 
participate in the pre-project planning process the team is either not properly 
organized or aligned and that the plan is rather average (some definition) for 
being developed before execution of procurement or construction. This is fiirther 
emphasized by only one activity, site plan, receiving a high score (excellent 
definition) and the relatively low scores of the following technical and business 
elements: process and information diagrams, process flow sheets, heat and 
material balances; and risk analysis and market strategy, respectively. 
5.8.7   Project Manager Personal Experience 
For a look at the personal experience of each of the project managers a list 
of questions were generated and each respondent was asked to provide feedback 
utilizing the scale given below. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
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Table 27 presents the responses in rank order by mean and median from 
the most agreed upon comments to the least agreed upon comments. The 
ANOVA for each sample population resulted in a p-value of 0.0000 which 
demonstrates a significant difference between at least one of the mean sub- 
samples. However, when performing the Tukey method on each question, the 
confidence interval for the overall, collaborative, and non-collaborative 
relationships did not result in a significant difference. 
Overall, the relationships indicated by the project managers of the survey 
for both the collaborative and non-collaborative relationships were relatively 
good. The data below suggests that the project managers are in the position to 
positively affect the outcome of their respective projects. 
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Table 27. Project Managers Personal Experience Working with the Owner 
Personal Experience Mean / Median 
(n=37) 
My authority matched the responsibihties assigned to me. 6.2 / 6.0 
My responsibilities were clearly defined. 6.1/7.0 
Conflicts about this project were handled appropriately through proper 
communication channels. 6.1/6.0 
I feh that die project team accomplished its goals in a timely manner. 5.9 / 6.0 
I look forward to working with this owner in the future. 
I look forward to working with the people fi-om this owner in the future. 5.8/7.0 
I didn't know what was expected of me as a member of this team. 5.7 / 6.0 
I felt that the project team used its resources effectively. 5.7 / 6.0 
I felt that the combined owner and contractor companies involved in this 
project worked well together. 5.6/7.0 
The communication between owner and contractor made me feel a vital 
part of the project. 5.6/6.0 
I would have been comfortable giving the contractor team members a task 
or problem which was critical to the project, even if I could not monitor 
them. 
5.5 / 6.0 
I felt that my firm's project team worked well together. 5.5/6.0 
I felt tiiat the project team rapidly and effectively solved problems. 5.5/6.0 
I worked with two or more groups on the team who operated quite 
differendy. 5.4/6.0 
Explanations were clear of what had to be done as a member of this team. 5.4 / 6.0 
Communication practices between owner and conttactor were adaptable to 
emergencies. 5.3 / 6.0 
Informal communication between owner and conti-actor was active and 
accurate. 
5.2 / 6.0 
The   commimication   between   owner   and   contractor   stimulated   an 
enthusiasm for meeting the project's goals. 5.2/5.0 
The   owner   and   contractor   team   members   had   great   ability   as 
communicators. 5.0/5.0 
I would have been comfortable giving the conti-actor team member's 
complete responsibility for the completion of this project. 5.0/5.0 
The owner had a good way to oversee the detailed work of the contractor 
team members on the project. 4.7 / 5.0 
I received the information needed to do my job fi-om the owner in a timely 
manner. 
4.5 / 5.0 
I received incompatible requests about this project fi-om two or more 
people. 4.4 / 4.0 
I received an assignment without adequate resources and materials to 
execute it. 3.9/4.0 
The owner wouldn't let the contractor team members have any influence 
over issues that were important to the project. 2.7/2.0 
I worked under unclear policies and guidelines. 2.5/2.0 
I often found myself involved in situations in which there were conflicting 
requirements. 1.8/1.0 
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5.8.8   New Methods and Debriefing 
Continuing with the same theme from the previous question, the survey 
asked the project manager respondents if their working relationship with the 
specific owner, mentioned in the survey, had used or developed new discoveries 
or changed operating / interaction / and communication methods and or 
procedures. The questions required a "yes" or "no" answer and if a yes was 
given, the respondent was asked to provide a description. The responses to the 
questions below are provided in a yes/no format, and give a breakdown of the 
number of responses between collaborative and non-collaborative relationships, 
and include some general comments for clarification of changed areas. 




• Collaborative: Partnering and conflict resolution was 
incorporated into the management process. More use of 
electronic forms of communication in project management. 
• Non-Collaborative: Partnering was used for one company. 
Most utiUzed means of electronic communication. One firm 
mentioned a successful venture of owner-contractor co- 
location. 
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• Collaborative: Incorporated action item lists with assigned 
responsibility and due dates. Noticed increased use of video 
teleconferencing. 
• Non-Collaborative: Two contractors used submittal parties 
which are meeting for submittals of equipment, materials, and 
administrative requirements of the contract. 
3. Did the project team develop new methods for scheduling activities 
during projects ? 
Collaborative Non-Collaborative 
9/12 9/7 
• Both: Generally, for all companies Primavera'^'^ was the 
scheduling software of choice. 
• Collaborative: One company used online scheduling software. 
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• Collaborative: Numerous meetings typically in the form of 
weekly meetings were held with subcontractors, vendors, 
owners, and engineers. Specific meetings for change orders 
were held. 
• Non-Collaborative: Bi-weekly meetings were held. One 
successful venture had the company place the owner and 
project manager both on-site. 
5. Did the project team have a debriefing session of the entire project 




• Collaborative: Many companies had two meetings-one after 
design and one at project completion. Some additional 
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companies held both informal and formal meetings with all 
members of the team and senior management present. Some 
included the owner during these meetings. Some companies 
utilized metrics to track performance. 
• Non-Collaborative: Typically a meeting "lessons learned 
session" was held, some with the owner, some with project 
team, others only had the project manager generate the "after- 
action" report, 
6.   Was any information gained from this debriefing recorded in some 
form for future retrieval? 
Collaborative Non-Collaborative 
13/2 9/2 
• Collaborative: Several companies had intranets and / or 
databases established to manage information. Some utilized 
metrics and others utilized some form of written critique. 
• Non-Collaborative: Utilized personal logs, final job reports, 
and internal emails. 
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7.   Has any information gained from this debriefing been integrated 
into future projects? 
Collaborative Non-Collaborative 
11/4 9/3 
• Collaborative: Importance and adherence to corporate policies 
was important (i.e. change management process). Companies 
provided distribution to similar company projects. Improved 
processes were: better project planning; simplified drawings, 
specifications, and requirements. 
• Non-Collaborative: Increase the involvement of top level 
management; and utilize cost and schedule project controls. 
5.9        SUMMARY 
As stated in Chapter One of this document, it is the purpose of this thesis 
to analyze and document emerging trends and the changing nature of the 
contractor-owner relationship for capital facility projects fi-om the contractor 
perspective. This chapter specifically focused on how the outcome of a capital 
facility project is affected by either management or project manager principles or 
the practices incorporated by either collaborative or non-collaborative 
relationships.  This research was to provide contractor-owner organizations with 
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current   trends   from   the   contractor's   perspective   and   provide   possible 
recommendations to help enhance future project performance. 
Overall, from the analysis it could be stated that when comparing the 
results of both the Management and Project Manager survey's, the results of 
collaborative relationships generally faired better than the non-collaborative 
relationships. Additionally, it is the opinion of the author that projects that 
encompass some form of a collaborative relationship have a better chance for 
success than those that have a non-collaborative relationship. 
Finally, as a result of the analysis for the two surveys encompassing over 
30 projects, specific issues that might be addressed to evaluate current operating 
practices are as follows: 
• Project Managers involved in collaborative relationships with their 
current employers had more years of industry experience, time 
spent with current employer, and time spent in current title. 
• Approximately, 95 percent of the project mangers had degrees of 
higher learning. 
• For this sample cost (size) was found not to be a determining 
factor for both collaborative and non-collaborative relationships in 
the contractor's ability to meet owner expectations. 
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• Collaborative relationships utilized more cost plus or multiple- 
combination "other" types of contracts. Non-collaborative 
relationships predominately utilized lump sum contracts. 
• Analysis of project execution processes were found not be an 
issue for this sample. 
• Separate contracts were predominately utilized for projects with a 
non-collaborative relationship. Both single and multiple 
contractor execution contracts were utilized for collaborative 
relationships. 
• The sample results demonstrated that over time, when working 
with the same contractor a shift from a non-collaborative 
relationship to a collaborative relationship was Ukely to be 
established. Both management and project managers in 
collaborative relationships had a significant shift from one end of 
the relationship continuum (non-collaborative relationship to 
collaborative relationship) when addressing past and current 
relationships. Therefore, it is recommended that relationships be 
developed and maintained for a better chance of project success 
and more importantly within the industry. 
• When asked about "they overall success" of a project, both 
management  and  project  manger  survey's  demonsfrated  an 
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outright difference between the collaborative and non- 
collaborative nature of their relationships. The difference in 
percentage of responses between what was termed "not at all 
successful," and "moderately successful" against "very 
successful" was significant. More responses for the "very 
successful" (percentage noted) were noted between the 
collaborative relationship and non-collaborative relationship. 
• Both management and project manager respondents agreed that 
for their collaborative relationships when the owner participates in 
the capital facility process, defines goals, shares a common vision 
with the contractor, meets regularly, and provides feedback into 
the relationship, a higher chance of being successful results. 
• Both management and project manager respondents stated that 
money and time were not being invested by the owner to develop 
and maintain such collaborative relationships. It could be pointed 
out that owners and contractors cultures are still "misaligned." 
Funding for fostering new and improved relationships might be a 
place to invest time and money, including improved learning and 
continuous improvement. 
• When addressing the general attributes of a successful project, the 
management respondents identified the contractor's ability to 
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"meet the owner's project objectives" as the most important, and 
to "learn from the relationship" as the least important. 
• For project manager respondents the most important factor was 
the "contractor's ability to meet owner's project objectives" and 
the least important factor, once again, was the ability to "learn 
from the relationship." 
• "Learning from the relationship" is not important to either sets of 
the respondents and this is in sharp contrast to the goals of many 
owners in outsourcing services rather that performing those 
services in-house. 
• All respondents were fairly consistent in their view in importance 
of required skills and traits necessary of project owners and 
contractor persormel. It was found that trustworthiness and 
communication skills were the most important skills necessary to 
manage a project and develop collaborative relationships, with 
skills needed to influence being the least important. 
• The results of the survey verified that these answers provided by 
the contractor respondents are consistent with the owner's desire 
to procure technical services by outsourcing and the contractor's 
desire to keep owner personnel away from technical issues. 
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Management specific results: 
o "Early involvement in pre-project plaiming" and "Timely 
decisions" provides significant benefit to the contractor, 
and therefore, might benefit all parties involved in the 
project. 
o Management respondents indicated that the most important 
practice in fostering collaborative relationships was 
utilizing a relationship coordinator with less emphasis 
placed on joint strategic meetings and contract 
development and all most no emphasis on co-location and 
shared information technology. 
Project manager specific results: 
o The mean cost for the collaborative relationship projects in 
this sample was 50 percent less than the non-collaborative 
relationship projects, but the collaborative relationships 
had a 100 percent higher cost for change orders. However, 
the analysis in this research suggests that collaborative 
relationships were considered more successful. Therefore, 
it might be possible that other factors are considered more 
important than cost or that the costs associated with the 
change    orders    were    necessary.    Data    on    specific 
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information pertaining to change orders was not gathered 
as a part of this study. 
o Project cost and project deadHne related issues were the 
two most important owner-contractor project related 
issues, regardless of collaborative and non-collaborative 
relationships. 
o Less important project related issues were "responding to 
changes in scope and schedule," "building an ongoing 
relationship," and "building a quality project." This 
should be of concern to management when "building an 
ongoing relationship is mentioned as a "less" important 
issue. 
o Project processes for collaborative relationships with a 
high level of importance were given to "long 
lead/equipment listings" and "documented change 
management processes" v^th less emphasis being place on 
"formal vendor selection processes," a "documented 
quality control program," and "resource loaded schedules." 
o For the non-collaborative relationships the project 
processes "long lead/equipment listings" and "documented 
change management process" were more important than 
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the processes of "vendor bid analysis," "documented 
quality control program" and "resoiirce loaded schedules." 
o   Contractor companies felt that when they participated in 
the pre-project planning process, in this sample the team 
was either not properly organized and aligned, and that the 
pre-project plan was rather average, 
o   Low scores for the following pre-project planning issues of 
the following technical and business elements were 
identified for this sample: process and information 
diagrams, process flow sheets, heat and material balances; 
risk analysis and market strategy, respectively 
o   Overall, the working relationships indicated by the project 
manager   respondents   of   the   survey   for   both   the 
collaborative  and  non-collaborative  relationships  were 
relatively good.     The  data  suggests  that the project 
managers  are in the position to positively affect the 
outcome of their respective projects. 
Finally, additional comments from both management and the project 
managers can be found in Appendix E of this thesis.   The comments provide 
additional insight in to the trends that have occurred over the past five years and 
the contractor's insight into the most significant trends in the next three years. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 
This chapter presents conclusions based on the results of 60 surveys and 
16 different companies representing 40 projects. The statistical analysis provided 
extensive insight into current emerging trends within the construction industry 
from the contractor's perspective, using this exploratory sample. 
The scope of this research was focused on identifying the organizational 
changes in the owner-contractor linkage caused by the increased use of business 
relationship networks to manage this "partnership," and the impact of these 
network business relationships on the contractor organizations in terms of 
structure, function, performance, and human resources. 
Objectives of the research were: identifying the nature of the changes in 
the relationship, understanding what practices contribute to the effectiveness of 
the relationship, and whether the nature of the relationship affects the tangible 
outcomes of a project and its human resource requirements. 
Four hypotheses were created to encompass, characterize, and capture 
potential areas of future conflict with owners and within contractor organizations. 
Those four hypotheses for this research are as follows: 
The first hypothesis: ''The outsourcing of design, engineering and 
construction management services by owner organizations has caused the 
relationship structure between owners and contractors to change significantly. 
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The inability of the work processes and resources needed to manage these 
changes to keep pace with the changes in the relationship structure has created a 
secondary inter-organizational boundary that defines the owner-contractor work 
relationship continuum." 
For this sample, it was found that a significant shift in both collaborative 
and non-collaborative relationships has taken place fi-om the "winning bid-first 
use" type of relationship to a more positive relationship of "alliance-preferred 
provider." So, for contractors to succeed it vAW be even more important for them 
to adjust, develop, understand, and maintain such collaborative relationships. 
Owners are continuing to outsource technical aspects of capital facility 
projects and contractors are adapting to meet the requirement. Additionally, the 
relationship structure for both collaborative and non-collaborative owner- 
contractor relationships has changed and should continue to change over time. 
The second hypothesis: ''''Contractors and owners have different 
perceptions of the nature of collaborative relationships. Since neither party 
understands the intricacies of why a collaborative relationship is successful, they 
are unable to manage their collaborative relationships. They default to managing 
the relationship outcomes." 
As for project execution, processes, and resources it was found that project 
managers sometimes are aligned with management views and at other times have 
different views from management on what is important to the success of 
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collaborative relationships, success of a project, and success of the contractor 
organization. The underlying differences between management and project 
managers for this sample were: understanding why it is important to be involved 
in the earlier stages of the construction process and how to establish mechanisms 
for current and future collaborative relationships. Until such issues are properly 
addressed the imaginary boundaries that exist between the various levels of 
management and the owner-contractor organizations will continue to expand and 
possibly at the expense of project success. To manage such issues the industry 
must get "smarter" and "leaner" in its ability to adapt to the current and future 
economic climate and the possible global changes. 
The third hypothesis for the management and project manager surveys 
was: ''The contractor community is still employing the "traditional" organization 
knowledge creation process but operating in an "imaginary organization" 
environment." 
It was found that the collaborative relationships in general as a part of this 
survey sample are typically more successful than the non-collaborative 
relationships. However, the results of why such relationships are more successful 
are still rather elusive to the owner-contractor industry. The various processes, 
skills, traits, and attributes that were consistently found to be important to the 
success of such collaborative relationships were also found to not be practiced 
consistently. The contractor industry seems to understand the importance of such 
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relationships but some firms still lack the "link" to bridge the gap for improving 
such relationships. It was found that the practices for project operations and 
personnel management being conducted by the contractor firms were found to be 
at times in conflict with the owner organizations, within corporate practices of the 
human resources department, and more importantly between the various levels of 
management. Contractors continually stated that developing and maintaining 
collaborative relationships was important to their success. However, little time, 
effort, and money had been placed on the importance of aligning the objectives 
and goals for various levels of management with current hiring techniques, 
corporate training practices, performance appraisals, and compensation practices. 
Finally, the last hypothesis addresses the human resource issues of the 
research and posed that "Contractor organizations have not provided their 
personnel with the human resource requirements or organizational structure 
required to transition to the network management of business relationships. " 
For this sample, respondents have not properly addressed the continued 
prospect that the industry is aging and the loss of knowledge and expertise will 
retire in the coming decade and that new recruits needed to fill the gap of 
retirement age individuals will be inadequate to meet industry requirements for 
professionalism and expertise. This finding corresponds to the other studies. 
In conclusion, it was determined upon analysis of the sample data that all 
four hypotheses of this sample were proven to be true. Throughout the analysis of 
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the sample data the underlying themes of the how owner-contractor organizations 
are operating from the contractor's perspective were found. The data highlighted 
trends between owner-contractor organizations, factors important to collaborative 
relationships, and how those relationships vary among the human resources, 
management, and project manager elements within contractor companies. 
Therefore, it is recommended that additional research be pursued in the 
following areas as discussed below. When conducting future research the sample 
size should be increased and the survey questions should be reduced to only those 
elements that were found to be significantly different (or demonstrated an obvious 
difference in this exploratory study). 
It should be considered important to address the shortfalls of the human 
resources chapter in terms of hiring practices, new and annual training, 
performance appraisal process, and how the aging workforce's knowledge is 
going to be passed-on and individuals are going to be replaced. 
As for Chapter Five, additional research projects could investigate how to 
shift more effectively from non-collaborative to collaborative relationships and 
why these might ultimately become successfiil. Based on the sample data it could 
be said that collaborative relationships are more successfiil than non-collaborative 
relationships in terms of project success. 
It is of the opinion of the author that management, rather than project 
managers, should work more closely to align themselves and their respective 
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organizations to the needs of the owners. This should be used as a starting point 
for future work and additionally those researchers should work to understand how 
best to align other levels of management within contractor organizations between 
one another and in concert with owner organizations. 
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Participation Table 









(Number of respondents 
equal to Number of 
projects) 
Austin Brothers 1 
Beck Group 4 
BE&K Eng., 
Birmingham 
1 1 4 2 
BE&K Inc., 
Louisville 
1 1 2 1 
Bums & Roe 1 1 4 3 
CUH2A 1 1 
Day Zimmerman 1 
Faulkner 1 1 4 1 
J.G. Kennedy 1 
KB&R 3 
Kvaemer 1 1 2 4 
Morrison-Knudson 1 2 3 
Rust Engineering 1 3 
Syska & Hennessey 1 1 4 2 
TDI 1 1 4 7 
Turner Corp 1 1 2 4 
Totals: 11 9 28 40 
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CENTER FOR CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY STUDIES 
The University of Texas at Austin 
Owner/Contractor Organizational Changes Study Team 
Contractor Capital Facility Project Survey 
I am one of a group of researchers from the University of Texas at Austin studying collaborative 
relationships between design, engineering and construction management contractors and ov/ners for 
the construction of capital facilities. As part of our research, we are collecting data on the human 
resources requirements and practices in approximately 20 contractor organizations. You have been 
invited to participate because you provide the human resources support and coordination for the 
staffing, training and career development of the technical staff for capital facility projects in your 
organization. However, you are under no obligation to participate in this research nor must you 
answer every question. 
If you decide to participate, please complete this questionnaire. To get the most accurate results, it 
is essential that individuals provide detailed data and be candid in their responses. There are no' 
right or wrong answers to the survey questions. The survey will take approximately 30 minutes to 
complete, ,P!ease return your survey directly to the University of Texas, A pre-addressed envelope 
has been provided for this purpose. 
Your responses to this survev will be completelv confidential. All information gathered as part 
of this project will be treated in strictest confidence and kept under conditions of security at the 
University of Texas at Austin. We will provide your employer only with a summary of general 
trends and statistical relationships across all the projects and organizations included in this study. 
Specific individuals and jobs will not be named in this summary. The results of this project will be 
used to enhance project performance and human resource practices in order to improve the 
competitiveness of the US. construction industry-. 
Thank you for your participation. If you have any questions about this survey, or desire a copy of 
the survey results, please contact me directly at (512) 471-0872 or via e-maifat d.jxan-roserg mail 
utexas.edu or you may contact the study super\'isor, Dr. G. Edward Gibson, Jr. at (512) 47 M 522 
or via e-mail at ettibspn(ajmail,utexas,edu. 
Donna J. Ryan-Rose 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Civil Engineering Department 
University of Texas at Austin 
The survey begins on the next page. 
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CENTER FOR CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY STUDIES 
Universitj' of Texas at Austin 
Owner/Contractor Organizational Changes Study Team 
Note: These questions refer ONLY to personnel in the project architectural design, 
project engineering design or project construction management functions. 
Selection 
The following questions refer to your company's current hiring practices for the project 
architectural design, project engineering design or project construction management functions. 
Please circle which project function this survey addresses: 
Project Architectural Design       Project Engineering Design      Project Construction Management 
1.   When you hire externally for this project flmction on average how many qualified applicants do 
you have per position? 
• applicants per position 
2,   What weight do you give the following factors when hiring for this project function? 
a. previous experience in this project function 
with an owner firm 
b. previous experience in this project flmction 
with a contractor firm 
c. willingness to learn new skills 
d. ability to work with others 
e. quality of institution(s) where degree(s) 
were received 
f    completion of a master's degree 
g.   general experience in your industry 
Very Little          Moderate Very Heavy 
Weight                  Weight Weight 
i                                   i i 
1           2 3          4 5          6         7 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
12 3 
12 3 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
5 6. 7 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
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3.   How frequently do you use the following tools when hiring for this project flinction? 
a. Unstructured interviews 
b. Structured inter\'iews 
c. skills and abilities tests 
d. personality tests 
e. formal records of past achievement (e.g., 
transcripts, certifications) 











































4.   When hiring for this project function, indicate whether or not you formally screen prospective 
applicants for the following personality traits. 
Trait Definition 
a.   Agreeableness 
Ability to get along with others 
and be open minded to new 
ideas. 
Do you screen        Method used for 
for this trait?    screening for this trait 
b.   Assertiveness 
Willing to take risks and 
aggressively pursue a goal to 
its completion.  
c.   Confidence 
Trust in one's own ability to 
perform the required tasks and 
in the abilities of others to 
fulfill their responsibilities. 
Perseverance, responsibility, 
d.   Conscientiousness   and thoroughness in 
_conig!eting_tasks^ 
e,   Judgment 
Ability to differentiate between 
trivial and important details. 
Awareness of abilities and 
iimitationsjjf people and ideas. 
Persona! integrity and honesty, 
f    Trustworthiness       Ability to inspire others to 
have trust in one's self 
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Performance Appraisals 
The following questions refer to your company's current performance appraisal practices for this 
project function. 
1. What percentage of the personnel in this project flinction receives written annual performance 
appraisals? 
 % 
2.  For what percentage of the personnel in this project flinction are performance appraisals used to 
determine compensation? 
3,   In your company, what criteria are used to evaluate personnel in this project flinction? If 
available, attach a blank performance appraisal. If not, enter criteria used for evaluation and the 
weight of each criterion in the final appraisal score. 
Criterion Weight Criterion Weight 
a. % d. % 
b. % e. % 
c. % f % 
Training 
The following questions refer to your company's current training practices for this project function. 
1.   Indicate how much training personnel in this project function receive for the following skills 
during their first year on the job and annually thereafter (in days). If training is ongoing over a 
person's career, please estimate the number of days of training in a given year, 
Skill Examples 
Days of Annual days of 
training for training for 
new personnel personnel 
(first year) (after first year) 
a. Business skills 
Writing and managing contracts, 






management, and cultivation of a 
broad network of relationships 
.days .days 
c. Influence skills Mentoring, motivating, and change 
management davs , days 




Team building, delegating, political 
awareness, and the ability to see the 
big picture  
, days .days 
T,   ., , ■        Continually analyzms options, 
e. Proalem solving     ,     .      ■' .    ^ .^°.^ ,    ,'  ., 
,.,, planning, and considering both sides 
of issues 
days . days 
Understanding of the entire 
f Technical skills     construction process, engineering 
knowledge, and knowledge of 
information technology  
. days .days 
g. Other (specify) days -days 
Compensation 
The follovving questions refer to your company's current compensation practices for this project 
function. 
1. Which of the following forms of compensation are used for this project function? (circle all that 
apply) 
a. COLA 
b. Merit increase 
c. Bonuses 
d. Stock options-'grants 
e. Incentive pay 
2. What percentage of the pay for personnel in this project fijnction is tyTDically contingent on the 
factors listed below? Make sure each column totals 100%. 
Factor Proj ect Manager Project Engineer 
a.   Individual performance 
  
% % 
b.   Project performance 
  
% % 
c.   Office or SBU performance 
  
% % 
d.   Corporate performance 
  
% % 
Total for this column 
— 
% % 
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Career Paths 
The following questions refer to your company's current career paths for this project fiinction. 
1.  Describe the typical sequence of jobs through which personnel in this project function progress. 
If there is no career path, indicate NONE on the first row below. List jobs from lowest to 
highest hierarchical level. 
Job Title Typical amount of time at        % of jobs at this level filled 
 this job title from within in recent years 
_years °/o internal hires 
.years % internal hires 
_years % internal hires 
_years % internal hires 
_j'ears % internal hires 
2.   Of the job titles listed above, what is the highest job title typically attained by personnel in this 
project fijnction originally hired at the entry level? 
Organizational Diversity 
The following question refers to your company's diversity 
1.   Describe the distribution ofthisprojectjob function by age. Please describe the distribution 
of each age factor by gender. 
Factor Distribution Factor Distribution by Gender 
a. under 29 % % Male % Female 
b. 30-39 % % Male % Female 
c. 40-49 % % Male % Female 
d, 50-59 % % Male % Female 
e. 60-69 % % Male % Female 
f over 70 % % Male % Female 
Thank you for your participation. 
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CENTER FOR COWSrRICTION IXBTiS IKY STUDIES 
The Univei-stty of Texas; nt Ausltn 
Owner/Conlracwr Oi-gini^ational Cliftrtgci Study Ttsim 
Cratractnr Csipif^lFsciHrv' Projett Sui-vRy 
I urn cnc of a Amyp of reseaxhcTs trom the Vabetshy of Texas at Austin sti2dyin.| collshnratFve 
reJatJiTiriiihips between desigsi, engincerhig and constructicm oiafiaasmcnr nontraaors and owners fcr 
the coiisiructlon of capital facilitias. As part oranr T&sMrch, wc i-e conecting data on several 
spcuifx pro:ec:ts ir. approxim.'irfily 20 comTacwrDrgsni^stJona. Y.nu have been Envitcd to jj-irtiuEpate 
becau.iK ymr OQaniiation recently concfutJcd a iapitil wcilsy piujcji  However, VOH are under no 
obl'igatiDn 50 paitlcJpitc in thi.-; nssciicli n<^r rr:i5r you ar.jvi'cr svery i'usstioi. 
If yen decide to participate, pleasi ccirnp;ete ihis quss'ionnairc. To fi£t:he raast accurae rc.5!.ilts, If 
i? essential that incividuals provide detailed data and be caiuld in tTi?ir rsipanics.. Tliere arc no 
right or wrong ans'vers to the sur^'cy questions. The survey will take approdmatcly 30 minutes to 
CDtr.plctc. PkuRt: rcnirr your m^.'^y directly fn th? University cf TcKaj, 
Your t-esponyca to this survt^y will he compliMdv ccnfidgiitral   .•Vll int'onr.atiD-i £athe:-ed as part 
of this project will be trsited in strictest confidence and kept under oanditions of security at tie 
University nf Texas at A-Js-in, Wc will provide vour employer wkli only a summsi^- of setietal 
trenis. and statisticiil rcIcttiojHliips acros,^ KII rhfi jirnjeci'i and orsaniaatinnj paniciputingtq {his 
sDjdy. Specific individuals, loh.s.. snd prcj^ctK wdl jiot be named h thii summ-iry Tl-^e results of 
this project v.nll beuicd to suhLncc projeat pcrforramcjc and TO improve iJMinpnitivsness o?the 
U.S coastruGtson iaduuuy 
T-wtik ycu for your participation, f fyoii have any qui^qciors about this survey, or desire a cnpy of 
tlie surv-ey results, pleasi contaDt ine directly at (512) 471-0S72orvia e-mail'at d .gan-roi&gi mail, 
utexa'i ed-i or yo j may contact the study supervisor Dr. G, EdTOjrd Gibson, Jr ar (5 IS) 471-4522 
or via c-mall at tElb<,im{wmx i 1 .iitMasj:_d-.i 
T>onna J. Ryan-Rose 
Graduate Rj;sc£r:h Assistant 
Civil Hnginccririg Depattiiiiijt 
University of Texzj; a: Austir. 
The survey begins en the next page. 
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CK.VTERFOR CO'STRUCXION INDUSTRY STUDIES 
UnivcfSiJj- uf Texas at Austin 
0»vncr/CoHtractor Organteatitmsi! UliaagM Stittly Team 
Please idemifv fcui differs? capital fscilitv projecis Irorr. VQUC cov:ipmv for inckiKinn in this 
research. These four Dro;e;ts shculd be d.siinri from one another so tbat ih§y w^t^ hudmtd and 
scneduied s-eparately, Tiie criteria fnr eaci project vvil'. is listed bebw: 
Project One Moniuition 
The first prcjcct shouk! moet tli« folbvvint!: criteria: 
• Project pcrfbnriancc was above aver4i»t, 
• Coftplcled wltMn the last fouryeiis ('995.1999), 
• Don-.ts:;..- [ucatir.n (located withir the Nr:rl!i Ajn:rica"i 
• Ovijr $2 nt:!lion total pf0j?cc cost 
• PrimEry project manager still emptoyed by your co.iipany. 
• PriTiect v/as executed for an owner crgaiLizaLiim with wliicJi, you hav€ a formal or Jiiforni 
C-all6boral:vc rclatioiwliip 
1.  Project Kame; ,    
1   Who W'KS the primary pjojaci rrnnagi^r on this prQJcct'^ 
S. Itrcle Ihc letter by the ph:asc that best tjssiribes tie relaticins5i;p between your employer mi tius 
J^rojcct's owner orgafii^dtion 
t,   Forinal alliance. You and the cAvner lav^ m sllknce wicli NYrttteis Wi tns tirsd conditions, 
b   Marmai flniaiice. The ov-^cr js eonsiJcrcd m alliincc pnrtr.cr Isul no v^-rittsn acii tv!iier.t 
exists. 
c.   Preferred provider. Your oraanizadon is a llrs: choice contractor, bjt there h IID alHnncf- 
({,   Witinsng bid. Na special reaticn.-jKp. 
e. rirst use. No previp^is rclatioKsr-ip. 
'^.   Has the iiaturE! of your relstiottship with iKis owner chineed over tiics^? 
a. Y<;s 
b. Ko 
,V  If so, whf.t type of rdacinnship bs.u described ywur rsfariouship in the past? 
«.   lofiTia! alliance, Yoa and thK owner hav« an alliance with vvcSltcn terms snd conditioiss, 
b. IttfhrmH' B'liatiuc. The owner is considered a:i alliance oartjier hut no vwitteii a^Teement 
c. PrcFsited prwidc;. Yuur o::Eaiii/.aliL5n is a first Choice contractsr. but there is nc alliance 
d. Wituima. bid. No sprcial relationship, 
c. Pir.st use, Ko previous, relatiojuhip, 
f. Sam e B S currtn t rd at ion ship frosir qucsd D n 14 ahove. 
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Otht 
What arc tlie benefits Co your Employer of-Jus av.Ticr oi ij;Lpi?;atior, rctaticriship? (Circle 
apply. Then rank the selected afswers in order of irapcixanKtr^ with *t b«ing the most 
inipiM-tant) 
a.   Rediictidr ir; Ivjsiness dweiopriKTi: COSES 
Harly invoivettient in project planning 
CoiKlsienr flow Gi'wn-v- 
Iipprovsd Bhtl-ry to match OW-.E-'S jlSKds %vith kvd nf scn.'ire p;yvidcd 
Tinsly idsnlificrion iinc fcsoJuiioA ofprubkras 
Improved COmrntiaicati»n 
Timrfy cfccisions 
Improved project pi:rfi:«r,ance 
IraprovKtl cxdvimx of b:.sinc5s and prnject Jafjrraation 
a I. that 
Rarikinff 
Indicait the succtsa uf ihr: working 
jctttLionship vvi:li this owriKt firm Drt t'lis 
project. 






Please orplain your aniswcr tr. ciiesiiori 7 ab 
B, Rasi^d ^n the results c! thj.=. p-ojec:, I would lite to ni=ik= invcstnieKS in thcr movAr.a; practices 
(sathcr create or improve eodst.ng practice.';) n* iircate a cEost;- workir.g relat'onshjp with this 
ovvnei uriiiinizEcion. (Cinlc ail t.iat apply.; 
a.   stiared inrpTmaiiur, systenu 
&.   co-bcatinn 
c.  joint straiecjc plannnig meetings 
c,   reialtonshipceiorHinators 
c   formal contract 
_lliiw well do the statements bcloiv descriHe 
4. Wc die the primary sc-urce of design, 
fiiyinucrlRg anft-'or conitrjctto:^ Tnarjaeeineiil 










6        - 
10. This ow];er is reques.tng thai wc surply i 
m.orc diveriit'cc assonrnecnt nr!irrK.-inf>4 
2 3 4 S 6           7     ; 
f2 Our oiganizational cultures arc ati-jngly 
2'tgn.cd. 
2 3 4 5 6        7 
13 WK entered our relationship with a arong- 2 3 4 5 6        7 
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14. We meet r6gu!<ir!y to add-css emerging 
issues 
2 3 4 5 6 'r 
15 V/edtriiicJ.sii^uificijailsft.rour 
rd a ionship. 
2 3 4 5 6 .* 
](S, The cvner actively p;micipates in the capitsl 
ficilitv piTiifli;! process. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
17, V/E C'Tifiiate our relationship pertbrxancc 
ap.«inst ours;oa[i on a regular k^sl'i 
2 3 4 5 a 7 
1S Wc focus on learning and nnnriraiOLs 
Irrip-cA'enrertt. 
2 3 4 5 « 
19. Tht O'.tiier undersfands ±t capital faciliry 
projsct dcsii-in andcn^.i-nirtion pra:es; 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
20. The owner provides pojittve fesdDack on uur 
performance on a rt;i;i:lar basis 
2 3 4 5 6 
21. There :i it liujfgct set tip to cover the menvd   i 2 3 4 S € T 
owner rdstionshlp. 
Pkasc c-<plai:i ymiT iriiwsr tn any cuftstion trtatyirj ratsd 1 or^ 
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Irojett TwD Info i-rti/it ion 
ThK second prcject si'iould mser, thefollowins; crltcrh: 
• Project pirfomiir.c= was Iteluw average;. 
-   CdKiplt'ted ivs;hb the last foi:r years (1593-1909). 
• Dftmc sti c loca-.i on (] ocate;! within ihq Nort h A m nrir.^), 
• Over $2 rnfllion sotal proj-ssi co.^t 
• Primarj' prdoct niar/dgsr sriU emplovwd by v-gur oompmy. 
• Project w£.s (;?!,sciit€d xjr an owner orgarjj-ation with whic-h you have a hrirn] or ijitbrma! 
collaborative relationship 
1,   Project Name;  
2.   Who w£..=: the prinarj' project mana^i:: tm Ms proifict.?     
3 Circle the Setts- by the phrase that be.,r d^cr^bci; th? relationship between your ejnTjlcysr aaJ ihi.s 
project's ownr- nrgsni^a-icn 
s,   l'1-.nnal al1iariL-:c. VoM fiiid the owr.cr have asi illLricc with written tcims a;id eorsditisiis, 
h.  Informal alliaac;. '|-|ic owner is cotwicerDcJ an alliance partner hut no written aKreenietit 
e^i.sLs 
c. P-eferrcd provider. Your ■^rofmzz;hm is a tlrjt choice coa-rnctr^r, but there i.-; no Elliatice. 
d. Winning bid. No special rciatior.ship 
e. First use. Wnprcvoiis relitirsnship. 
4.   Ha; thy nature ofyour relationship with ihis o'A-ner changed over tine'? 
a. Yc3 
b. Ko 
If K, v/hattvpe l:I^^ela!ion.s^ip bsst dc<iiTil-gcf your rr!at:onsh:j: ir. the past? 
E.   rornai altif.nr.n Ycu and the owner have an iilliuru;; with written tcr.iis and conditions, 
b.  Ir.fornmi alliance. The owr.er h vcitsid'si ed m alliance fanner but no v/rt!tcn aQreciTiwit 
exists. 
€. Preferred pjovider. Vour orgEni^ation is a first choice oontra;tor, but tliwc h r.o all-arrp 
d. Win.".!ng bid. Ko .spc:ia! rKlHtionship. 
e. Firs: use Ko previous rdetiouship. 
f. Scm; as current rcSationsh'p fTi."m rjni-sdon ]i itbuvo 
i all tbst <>. What ars the bcnnfirs to your caipluycr of ttiis uv,T:.crorganisation rclatioaship'' (Crcis i 
apply Then lank the sele^cted ensv.'trs in orda cfi-nponance. with #1 being tte most 
'"^Tf^     •   .   - • ««*-ins 
a. Keducticn m busuiess cevelopment costs 
b. Eariv involvement -in project pUnrtn^ 
V, Conji^tsnt flow of'A'Qrk "" 
1 Impiovsvi afc-:lity to match owner's needs wiili Icve! of scn'ice provided ' 
•r. TimeJy idcntillcadon and icsuiuticn of piublems . 
f  Irr.provtcl Ct>t:i:nunicatioR  ' 
g. Timely decisions ' 
h. Improved pjuj cct p erft rman ae "'" 
j.   Improved KXfjhstngcofbtiiinKs.^ and project infertBitJon 
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Other 
7. Jjidicaw the sutiass oftiii working 
TCbtiortship with lliis owner firm on this | 
prcject 1 
PIKIKP: explain your ans'^-cr to qusstson 7 above: 
N«t at nil 
5U<:tr.5,sf!]S 
Moderntdy 
successful SU CCtssfu! 
8. Bssi-d on thj results of this project I WIMI!;! :ik? to mAi' invgsrmsHS in ths fiillowiRa pracfgcs 
(cither creat: or impiuve cTdstirrg practice^} Jo craats g closer working rektion^Wp with this 
cvviierorgarizawn   (Circle all thai apply) 
a. shared inforrnstion systeirss 
b. co-lficasion 
C   joint jtratcgic planning trseelinj.s 
d    re'at.onship coDrdir.stori 
e.   forrriiif contract 
: 9, Wc are t'rc primary sDuica of design, 
engineer'ng a-.d.'or constr'jctioi; raanagKment 










6        7 
10 This owner is requjsiing this 'AC siippiv' » 
rrorc diwrsifsyd assartncnt cil"sKn,i-M          i 
2 i 4 5 6 7 
12. Ourorganizatlmi:! culture;; arc strongly 
aligned. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 




4 5 & 7 
'A. We meet renulariyto address ernwging 
issufs. 
2 4 5 6 7 
7 ■-5. We defined specific goals for ojr 
relat-ftii.'ih'p 
1 3 ■i S 6 
16. T\K ov/ner activciy participates in ths capif:!!l 
facility pfojecl proccs.-: 
2 3 4 5 S 7   ; 
17, We Bvtluare ourrelaticir.ship perforraance 




3 4 5 6 7 
IS. We fiiaison learning and coHinucms 
improvement. 
3 4 5 6 1 
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19. Tiie owner imderstsndi, the capital facility 
projcctccsrgnard CDr.strdctifi11!iroc^ss. 
20. Th« owner provides positive fedbaM on an: 
perP3r[:iEnce on a rcKiiar ba?.i%^  
2! There ii a budgs: set up -a -j^ivcT the intcnial     ' ^ 
costs of rT,fiinta!n.n,g a-d devslajntig this        j 
owntr tektionshiD. 
Please tsplaiL your ar.swcr to sity quciEion tlui you r.itid 1 or 2. 
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Ilic folfowb" quKfiiins address owiicr-cantrnctur relationships in general. 
1, Please rank tic fbllowJng M ufreisdonship indiKtors ba^sc on their 3»ipcJtar,ce o the success 
oriiii yuTifi-conLraccor rditiDnship. (I'leaic use a .scale of 1 to 7, where I k the mast important 






The p-ojeo[ is dcli'/eted on or ahead of schcdale and budget 











Cont-actorpsriSdTTCcl undersianri owner's business objectives 
and opefiiting systeiTis: and procedures 
Rating 
Owner snd ccnlrartor work together repeatdly. using ntany of 
the same pcrsD n ncl from pro; ecT t<5 pro ect  Ownn r «nd 
con:racli>r deve):ip ctTertive cornrnunjcncbsi stracturej, a Marcc 
vorabiilarv; and a conman project cjlturc   Owner and 
cer-srscwr systems art integrated to ilia KxLcnt poss5ble. Trust 
develops bctvvesn owner ar.d coritraaor pej-sonael, Multiple 







Contractor itispcnds quick'y and ctYeotlvely So owner needs 
Coiiiractar informs owner as starly as pospibV about upcumirig; 
difficulties 
Contractu: -ji wiKing [D challenge owna- ideas, tKiojrimcnd 
irnprovcmerjts, and take riiks. 
The rc:at;urij,-!iip bensfits both owner ard contractor. Gains 
mack through a productive relationalup. s'jch as cosi saviiiKS, ar 
shared bctvvsea o<,vn,cr and contractor. 
Learning frorts tke 
relatior.s-hip is 
ffociitnented a.r.d 
Owner and coitraciorc^vpllrtirlv discuss and document tl:e 
lK';.=;oni kame^ froii each project. If possible, tkftse IsMons £ie 
intsgratcd into systems anc p;uce>Jurss that car. be reused on 
iu'.)s«-(liicrjt projects. 
7.. What do yoti think arc the nsost signillcan: changes ;t: ihe constnjotson irsdj&try In the past 5 
yii 
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3. What CO you timl will he the most significant changes in the cnnstRiction industry h\ thi rest 3 
vcars? 
4. Pisrisc rankihc ftil;owi:ig list tif skills and traits based or thdr iraportancs to the sbiltEv of: 
it). Contractor personnel h a k«y pnject pcsifinn to suoiejsrully ftiffill thsir duties and 
rfsponsibslities" 
b). Owner personrd m a key project position tn siicc«sifu[]y fulfil! their dulks snd 
responsibilities? 
(Plea:«: use- s 5.csle of 1 to 12 iji rarxking tlie^c itcmj, where / «■ */ic moxt in^torlant anrf i2 w 








Ahilig,- to jet alnnf, «it!; olhe3 ai^d be Open minded to r.cv 
ideas. 
W:li:ng tt? taks ti?l;5 ci-d aaiii-iisivdy piirsiisagKlto Its 
complstirjr. 
Cturxactflr 
'I ajst ir. QZic'% own ability to iififvirm ths rf qii.fei! tajife snd in 
tlis ubililit:s Df oihers (B fiilTtll r>isir rcsponstbilitiKs 
f er-vsvcfsnce, responsibi'ily. and tborouslutsjis iz\ completing 
task. 
AljISisy tu ditTLTCf,t;M!! b:Uvffi;ti Itiviut and impons.it cfexails. 
Av,-an:ticss <if Bhilitiss aud ILitiiUiduas ofpcop'c ajld idtJM. 
Tmj;t.vo!thitiess      ' PjrsoLial int5srit> and kDRc,t>-   Ability to inspsrtothe-s So 






WxiJJngand s»anngingcciUtrasts,N«cot!r,tiCin, M^LEIHB; 
budgets arid s-ahfdulcs 
Co.');din».tion/!iai:ii>;i, Corilict inajruigOTient 
Csltivat? brOLd netvvcfkof rekLiDnships 
M.;nlfiriiiK, Moiivatingj Chsn»5 jKanaFsment 
Teem builHirg, Debgitiisfr, PdittcaUy awfltre'see Big picture 
Pr<ihl;m Solvini; 
Tifclmisiil Skills 
(.'oittaually aTialyiii optiOTs/tsuiOvation, ?lamufig, Considsr 
tadi sirttfs of issurs, risk manciK.tient 
UaJerstiiii-J ctilirc constnctiiiii p.-iKxss, Mlslti^JSCipltaeiJ 
!)i:sijw3cdg« Dfsivcrat arass of eaginecnng), Inforn'tiition 
Icchnolag'.' skills 
CHr 
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Project Three Jxiformationi 
Tlic diliiJ picjucl should mest the foJIowing criteria 
• Pro] ec? pcrtorma:iCK waj. aUov-e ave rage. 
• Complftred within the last four yttrs (1995- [9'99) 
• DotriSiitic location (located v/JOiin the Nonh America) 
• Over S2 inJtliort iijtiil proicjt cost, 
• Pn:iiary project rnRTiaEer stiU eniploycd by your cnmp.iny. 
• Prcjecc was c:<ccut£([ "or an owner oTganrntlon v^-ith which vou Jo not have a ln3ruU or 
informa? coltaliorat've r?tstio;5sKip 
J,   FiOicL;! Name:  
2. Who is the pi-imary- projecl in^na^sr oa iliis project? 
3. Cli de ih: letter by tine ptoas; ;lia- bisi describes the rclitjojis-hb bcrft'€en your cmpbver and tris 
project's oivaer org.jnizaticin 
3.   Forma? alljance. Yoy ad the owner htw si- allL^rice with wrilttftn tcm-.s and r.^inditlon^, 
■5.   kformal hWlmci Ihc ov/v.tr is coiisl&rca an olUnna: partner but nvi writtai agisemcnt 
c. Preferred provider. Yum ;^rgEr.s2.i-i-j.p. is a tlr,=.t choice cotitractor, but there is no alliatscs 
d. Wiri-iingbid. Xo special rdatmnship. 
t.   FTS: U5.e   No previous' rclsctoiiship. 
4.   Indicate the s-jcccss of the working 
relationship with this owr.t-r Erni on this 
prbject. 
Not at a!I            Mnrteratfly Very 
SUCCfrS.«f(il             succrxsfiil iuccessM 
i                                     I I 1          2 3          4         5 6         7 
ife^^'^y-J2jMjggi!!£I!!L!^^!g}^^^ with tlib owner? 
Strongtv 
I 8. We definct? spp.cific g^s's for thir. proi-ect 
CQitractnr Dr£nrii7;«i!:ir..il Cliangcj £ti;dv VP Sur/cv • 
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y. The ciWTicr acdvely part.cipates tTi die. capita! 
fac.lhy project amccss. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
to We e^-'aluate our project pKrlbrmancc against 
our gcisis on a refcjular basis, 
11, \Vc fccus <m Icaraifig and canimious 
i-nprove.iient. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
12, The ovvTicr ur.dcrstands t'-c eapi'.ai faciljij' 
project design mid uonstnictio?! process 
1 2 
2 
5 4 5 6 7 
11, The ows.LN pryvidsE pir:iR:;jve ftcdteck on our    ' 
proiea perfornixncc on a rci;ulfij hnxh 
3 4 5 6 7 
Please explain, yciir answei K< any q'jes;ion tha: you rated 1 or 2. 
             
I'rojcct Fouf Informatiotii 
The fourcli project shDuk! mnet tfie fbilow'mg uriteria: 
• Project pcifuimincc A'a.s btiow averHge. 
• Completed with:ii the last fouryesf.? (J995-1999), 
• Domeuii: bcaticm (focated wifhia the N,srt> America]. 
» Over !t2 niillinn total project cost, 
• Pdmziy projeDt marir.gcr siili e.iipJDyad ty yoirr JOmpany. 
• P.-ojcc: w^s E;>;ccuted for an owtier organization with which y^i: do not have a foraml ar 
inform?,! cotUboradvg felf.tionship 
l.   Project Name:    
2. W3io is iho priniarv prnjcot nisinEgtr on ihis procct? 
1 Cirdt the letter hy t:iephra,;e ?hat best de5:fi3cs tnc relationship berivnf^n vuur crqpbyer and this 
project's owr^cr organizatirjn. 
a. PonnB? BFIian.ce. You gat! the owner liivc an alliance with wntten terms and condiiion.3, 
b. Informal alliaRce, The oaiier is cotsideicd an a.Jiir;ce psSDer '3u! no wittetj afirserrtenl 
exists. 
c. Preferred provide-  Yoar orgararation is a fir.a thri.-E csrstractnr, but thsre is 30 aLiance. 
d. Winning bid. No special relRtionship, 
f   First [:.<!ci   No previous reJatinnshJp 
Coiilroctgr OE-CLU'J«it!ora! Ctiaiisx^ Studv VP Snn'ey' 
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4. ItrJicacs tlia SUCCKSB of tte working 
relationship wrth ihis ouTier firri? on tliis 
project. 




5. Ouroi'liirizatJonal culto-ej flic sliongty 
aligned 















6. We er.tcrcH this project wUd a strong shared 
vision 
1           2 3 4 5 6 7 
; ". VVe ntset rs;g!.i!arly to jwidrrss emerging issues 1          2 3 4 5 6 jm 
i. WE defined spacifie goals kn this project 1            2 3 4 5 6 7 
S. Tile uwtiLT actively partlcip;it!;s ii the capital 
facititv project r^rocras. 
1           2 3 4 S 6 7 
10. We eviifuarc oar ptojcot psrffirraance against 
ni:r frprM Oil a rcsu ar b?.S!S 
1           2 3 4 5 6 7 
11. Wc focus, oil kiiiiiiiije .intj cOTtitiU-sus 
uiifjrijvcnicat. 
1           3 3 4 5 6 7 
12, The owner undeisctuids lh« cf.pi'.al facility 
prajccJ eii'.-ivm and coiisl;u!;lion prooens 
1           2 3 4 S 6 7    i 
13. The f>UTirr provides pvisitfve fcccbavk on aur 
profect performance an ti r«rj:!ar fciasis 
1         2 3 4 5 f, 7 
Pfe'dxe explain your tn.s'A'cr to ar.y quesiian that yo LI rated 1 or 2. 
—.-.- 
Thank j'DU foe yftiir pnrtjcipaCioo. 
Contractor Oi^iiniza'ioiiil C.iangts SluiJv VP Sutvcj' 
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CENTER FOR CONSTRICTION INDUSTRY STU DIES 
The Ifniverjilty of Texas at Austin 
O WMcr/Contmctfl r Organizado nal Changes Stu dy Tea tii 
OwTiei'Capital Facjlitj-Project Suri'ey 
Dear Project Manager: 
I am one of a group of resoarcheTS from the University of Texas at Austin stud viiig wlUiborative 
reiattgnships bccwsen cesisn, cogmccriiig and t;ur4itru'ctiDti management contractors and ovkti^rs for 
the ooDStiiictioii of capita! facilities. As part ofc-ur rsseaich, \f« arc collecting data on several 
specific projts:ts in appfosimately 20 contractor organizations. You have besn invited to participate 
because you w-ere a project manager for a recently taniluded capital fecility project  However, you 
are under no obligation to participate in this Mjsarch nor must you amwer every question. 
If you decide to participate^ pleflse compktc this (luesitDnnairf? witJi rcforetio* to only tlie particular 
capital facility project mcntfoned latei in fhc sun-'B)'. To get the most accurate results, it is essential 
that indi vkluals provicJe detaiM data on specific projects and be candid in thsir responses. Tliera 
are tio right or vmng laswets to the sur/ey questions. The survey will lake approximately 45 
minutes to compleie. Ptease icturn your survey directly to Th« University of Testas. 
Vopr resTionje; to this survey will be comoletclv cnnfidcnttal AlUtiforniatioii gathered as part 
of this project wl! be treated in strictest oc-tifcdeiice and kept under ccndksons of se-curiiy at the 
Univetsiiy uf Texas at Austin. We wilt pro\-'de your employe? with only a sitmrnar/ of generitl 
trends and statistical rclatioaships across all the projects and organfeations pajticipating in this 
study. Specific ifsdividuals, jobs, and projects will not be named m this suRnmary. The results of 
this project will be USfcd to enhance project perfbrmance and to improv* compirtitlveness of the 
U.S. CiMsstruction industry. 
Tluiiik yuu fu! yuut paiiiuipation. If you haw any questions aisout tbis survey, or desire' a copy of   ' 
the s^ir\'cy results, please contact rrjc directly at,{J12) ^71-0872 or via e-mail at drva3i-ttisg@ raati, 
utexas.edu of you may cc-ntact the stcdy st!per\'isor, Dr. G. Edward Gibson, Ir. at (S12) 471-4S22 
cr via e-mail at sgifeKSRlSmal [.utexa.s.edu, 
Doaia J, Ry£n-Rosc 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Civil Engineering Department 
University of Texas at AH.sfin 
The survey begins fln the nest page. 
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Note: (n the next severs! sections, the phrase "ths prefect" refers 
only to the prefect Usted below. 
The term "owner"rsfors to the orgsnizsHoir thai wfflown, occupy, 
andb« Rnanciafly respott&ibte for the operation and rnaintenance of 
the capitaffaciiffy being constructed. 
The term "contracfar" refers to the organization thatsuppfied 
design, engineering or censtructton management services tor this 
project it DOES NOT REFER TO THE COI^STRUCTION TRADE 
COMTRACTOR. 
n. Pkasc tdl us aboui this prnjftrt 
1-  Projacj Name;  
2.  In wlial (jtatc or pro-vitKe was the project located?. 
What type ftf ftpility is this project? 
a. Oi! EKploratioti'Prod'jcuon j. 
b. Oil Refining k. 
c. Pulp and Paper . 1. 
d. Clicmicat Mauufaciunng td. 
e. Enviroonienta! ti. 
f Pharmaceuticals Mar.tifacnifbig a 
g, Metals REftning.'Prowssing p. 
h... Microelestronics Manufacturing q. 
i.   CoTisumcrrradiucts Manufacturing i. 








Other (specify).  
4. Which of the following best describes the site en which this projsct w-as bulUV (If more •.han 





5. Please indicate if any of the following aspects of this project w«re us^iqjc for your companj'? 
(Circle all tbatt apply.) 
a. New fffocess techr.olagy for the cottipan,v,%cation 
b. First of a kinri proces-s ledmology for the iniJustry 
c. Nevt' project management process 
i.  Largest of its type in th; company 
e. First project with this desigu cuir.tsictcii 
f   Other {for example: equipment, locatiDn, eKesuuon, etc) 
g. Noihltig unique 
Coaliaclur Orgaitizalitraiiil Chanjss Sludy Projeci Maitiiicr Survty * 5 
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6.   Ifdicai^ how the «5i^pteed facility Serc7tlf      .v "^'^^      J^fuch better 
(cor^id«msth« final cost) compares Hgainst   p^"^*'"^='«*      «P'~^'*d    thaa exjr^ct^d 
cxpecfatbtis 
12        3 4 5 6        7 
7.   Was «stBgl5E/p/Ccontra:.i6r used or ware ■:pnsT!.'-»n*^;^„ c   •       ■     r.      • ■ 
Constrjctbti contractors used'.' ^        Dcs^g^.Engmr^nng, Procurement, md 
a. ""file E/p/C contractor 
t-   separate oorttractors 
'" T'S^tT'"^'' "'^^ '•'''' ^°^ '^'^ P^^j^"^ CS'.leci only ottc an...er)- 
b. Lump Sum with Jhcticstivc 
•c,   Cos-t Plus with Fee 
d, Cost Pfus \nth Incentive 
e. Other ,, , .^, 
— . ^ ij»tease specify) 
': StSt^SrtlXl"""' "=""" *' ""■■"■•'"I' ■■=™-"'»' ™i>i°«" - 
«.  1 iiJl use. No prtxnom reistiorishi?. <SWp lo SectJfin m) 
10. ApproHinmtety Ww tang itas your employer tnaimaioed a relationship vntK this owner? 
i I. Has^y nature cf your relationship ^xh thi. owner cha.£<.d over funs? 
b,  No 
^^ 7'Fn™'.rS'''^'t*'^"'^'^^''^ '^^'^''"^^^"^relationship i«the pm0 
^^mm alliance The trotter is considers! ^ adiaace partner but no written agreement 
S    First use. No previous njlaiionsWp. 
S.   Sa;ftc as current rcfalignship from question 9 above. 
ConeneiorOrjatkstJoiMl Oikifics Study 
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IV. Please tell us about the owner's team. 
Tc-iiTi members 
tit3«s (from, the 
owner's 
orioiiizitinn) 
Whit was the 
primarj' 
responjlbjlity of 




















this persaR oa 
any ptior 
pi oject? 
[, ycs'no i'ca'DO yes/iio yes.-'no 
2. 
>'e&''no ye5/no ye&'jio yes.'nD 
3. y«&'no yes'no ytsinn ys&'no 








7. ycs''no yea.'iia yes-'no 
8 ycs.'no yes/no yesJno ye&'nn 
9, yes/no yes.'no yex-'no yfes-'no 
to. j'e&'no yea^'no yes/iiij ycs'no 
'■   ^^^St^^S^ '^^"^^ '^^''^^-^' locaa.aof aw..a.d =o.t.ctorpc.o«ei 
a. Someov^-flerpejsormgfOT-locatedihcontrartor'aoRije 
h. Some contractor persormeE co-locatBd in ow-ncf's gEFiM 
C. Bafk contractor and owner perwnnel ua-located in the other's offices 
a. Neither contrwtar or owner p«w;njict co-[Dcated in the othcr^s o,01i:es 
3. I uquW ddsiOThe the amount of work that I do with this, owner n^ 
B-  gi"eater thar. that with Other owners. "      ~" ■■■  
b. less than that with other owTiprs. 
c. about the same as that Vkith orhcr owners. 
Coilto:tor Qrgaj5i7Al}onaL CJsanges Snjdj- PioJBC! Manager Surviy • 6 
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Ht. Please tell us about jTjurself and ihc otiier owntc ptrsonnrt who wtrkcd on this project. 
1,   SLIKC joinine your current employer, how mar.)' projects Iiave you workec on with tha cwncr? 
. projects 
2,  Have you e%'er been an employee of the owner or|aab:ation of this project? 
B,   Yss 
I %«%> b. Na. If no, skip td Question ^S, 
3.  If so, white employed by this awncr, 4iii yi>u ever work on projecLS for vojr current emplover"' 
li.  N3. If no, skip to Quchiiiun ^5. 
, projects 4. If so, how tmnv projects did you work on?  
5. Hoiv miny oontrtctor pcrsonriel, including yourseif, were assiped tc wark on this piuject'* 
 „ contractor persotj^el witt assigned fincluding inysetf) 
6. Including yourself, pkast^ Vmi the positions, and functions of cmp;oyccs ofyoui gytTipatiy 
(fiili-time, part-time, <jr s««rced contractors) wliu played R key rots in (he project. 
[Job title! Key fuactionfs) prGvide4 
ConfeBCtor OrBaiiisitiDnal a«n£S5 Stody Project Manager $\mw • 5 
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V. Pfcase tell us about thept-oject. 
1, Projects can be thoiight of as occjraRg in stages   During whir.h sfa^f^j of ilic project wers 
perSMlrid fmm yo-.ir firm mvolvcdO (Pleas^^ cireia rf thai apply iiiiJ^a'c' ihc !-ve/ of 
iKvalvemensJor each slaga an dafimd bela-.v.) 
Level of Involvement 
Pareiaf 
3 4 5 
a. FeaslbUtrj armfysi&'bustneax planning Xone 
The preparation of conceptuaf project design,    | 
scope, cost estimates, and risk scenarios, i 
b, Prs-projecl plannifig 
AK^uirmg stratesit information to address 
benefits and risks andcciramif fssnurrps. that 
irw-xeas^* the chance of project success. Also, 
project site and technology sctccfion mi 
detailed project scope dcvetopment. 1 Z 3 4 5 6 
c. Detailed design 
Thc! process of u-aaifcrring the scope of the 
projojt inlti plntiE, matcriai, fitid equip tsent 
specifications uid drawings. i 2 3 4 5 6 
d, Procitrement 
PlEJiTiing and cotltrot lo ensure (he coiteci 
itsale; lals anj instalied equipment are 
spec.ried in a fimciy manner, obtained at 
rcascnable cosi,, and available when necdwl.      1 2        3        4 5 6 
c, ConsSmction 
Building, including support required tc install 
facility equipmenfmaierials. i 2        3        i^ s (, 
Z Start-up 
Pcrbd from mechanical completion of tfts 
project to operation or occyp-moy, l 2        3 4 5 <! 
g. Operation 
Use oFthc facility for its iritcndsdpurpo.'se,        1 2        3        4 5 6 








3.  Pkise evaluate the folbwlug items; 
a.  Quality of the pre-projcct plan 





3 4 5 
ExcfcUcmt 
I 
6        7 
Contontor OgEnlzattonal Ciiangss Study Prajsci Maragcr Surrey« 7 
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4. rie«e indicate bow well defmEd e.ch ^hrr.ent cf the pj^j.c-t waspnW to the toiafprokti 
tmdgamitkommtin hy selMcing the description tJiat fo each ekmrat best, If an item is not 
ajiphrshle to this prcject. plcEJC check lu's. 
Teclinkat Elements 
a. PrncKsj flow sheets 
b, Site location 
e. Process and informatiop. dia^ranxi; 
d. H«it UDd material ba]^nces 
t. Ers'i'lroiutiental assessment 
f. Utllitj' sources w:th supply ccndJtiotii 
g. iWechantcii eqiiipm^n: tist 
L !ipsCEfiDatlons-proc:ssi.''mcKhaiii]Cnl 
i   Pk'ipJan 






O  Sit«char&Cteri:aio3(awiiia}>tevs requin;*:) 
p. Market strategy 
q. Project objectiviss statement 
r  Prujoa strategy 
s. Project design criteria 
t. RcSiability philosapliy 







1           2 3 
i 
4 . n & 
J . 
7 □ 
1          2 3 4 S 6 7 a 
1         2 3 4 s (> 7 □ 
1          2 3 4 5 6 7 o 
i          2 5 4 5 6 7 Q 
I           Z 3 4 S 6 7 a 
1           2 3 4 5 
€ 
7 p 
1          2 1 4 5 6 7 a 
1         2 i 4 5 6 7 a 











1           2 3 s 6 
1 
Q 
1          2 3 5 6 7 a 
1           2 3 5 & •t Q 
1           2 3 5 « T a 
1          2 3 5 ^ ■T a 
1          2 3 s 
€ 7 0 
I           2 3 s i / Q' 
1           2 3 5 «i 7 D 
1           2 3 5 6 7 a 
1           2 3 5 6 7 Q 
1           2 3 £ 6 7 n 
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To wlist cxt<:n:t were the followini; procssses used on this projecl. 
5.   A resource loaded schedufc forthe design 





To 2 largp 
extent 
6, A system was m place to ensure ths timely 
communicaliDn of change information to the   1 
proper design disciplines and project 
participants 
7, A formally do?n.»mented change mariaccmcnt 
process was used to actively manage the 
changes on this project, 1, 
8, A constmctability review was performed 
with the design team. i 
0.  A. formally dDcujncnt«l ijuality consrol 
progi'am wai- vst-i to actively manage design 
quality on this pnoj ect. 1 
10. A formally documented materials 
manEgemsn: anr! tracJdtig proc^M was used 
to actlwSy mtinogc the procurcmciit pioc-css 
on this project. l 
11. Long lead/crlticaJ equipment listings were 
dcsv'eloped for this prcject and uscri in the 
procureman". proccHi. i 
12. Fcrmally documented vendor prc- 
qualLficat JO[i and selection criteria were 
deveioped and actively «s«d in Om ptojcst.     1 
13. Bid analysis and award processes were 
developed and sctively applied to each bid 
package, 1 
14. Clear, comprehensive and project sp&iitfc 
material and equipment specifications were 
developed and inoorpsraied into the 










Cvritrairtor OiganlzaUonal, Giajigts Sttisly Pn>JK( ^faiBjei' Survey • 9 
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15 Ti> what extent did you and the awnp-r place simlla.' kvels of importajici,- on each of the 
following issues: 
a. Piujcu; cosf 
c. Respondmo: tn caajigcs in project scopis 
d. Respondbg to changes in project schcduie 
c, Bjildifigan ongaing relationship 






























How v.'cH do the stateiEientsbelow cfcscrifas youT personal CKpcrEence 'jn this project. 
16. My authorit}' matched the rcKponsIbilJttes 
aJ!signe!ii to ane, 
17, The o%vncr tnd conuaclur lcait:i mernhrr; 
had great abiiity as communica«Of5. 
18.1 t^tirked with two or more grosips on tlie 
team who operatsd quite differently, 
19, The cpmmuni cation between oviiier anj 
contraciurs5JTr.ukted an enthusissm for 
meeting the project's goats. 
20, My responsibilities were clearly defiised 
21 The owner had a gcoi way to oversee Ihs 
dctasted work of llie contractor team 
mcniiiei s on the prq'utt. 
22. lejfonnil communicatiot! betu-een ovvTier and 
contractor was active and «rcurat<:. i 




4  . 















24, The oviTicr wouldn't let the contractor tearn     | 
■nr.embcrs have am i-ifluence ovsr issues that    I 2 
were irJiportant to the project. 
25. The communication beiwsen ov/isef and 
contrartor made m« fee! a vital p£u t oPthc       1 2 
project. 
7AI would have bcca comfortable giving the 
Wfitractor team me tubers complete l 2 
fcsponsibiUtj' fcr the completion of this 
projoc:, 
27.1 v.-ould have been comfortable giving the 
contractor team merribcrs a task or problem     1 2 
which wiss critical to the prcject, even if I 
could not monitar them 
Neutral 
I 




3 4 5 6 
3 4 S fi 7 
3 4 5^7 
2i?. I fftceived the ii;f5jrmation needed to do my 
job frtim the ownsr in a daely manner, 
29.1 received incofflpstible requests about this 
pr ujucl frism two nr mor^. people. 
SO. I received an assignment without adequate 
nwaurt^s and materiaLs ici execute '«.. 
31. Latief] tbiuid myJielf involved in situaticins 
in which there were conflicting 
requirement.*;. 
32 1 didn't Jaiow wiiat was cspccsed of me as a 
mEnbar ofthls Tcstn. 
33. Explanations v.'cre clear of what had to be 
doms af a raembcr of this team 
34. CorJiets about this priycet were hatidled 
appropriately through ptopti cymmunieation 
channels. 
3 4 S (fi        7 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 7 
3 4 S 6 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 S 6 
3 4 5 6        1 
Cc.ni»a:tof Otjniiizatjonii! ClLaiij.cs Studi' Proj«et Manager ^inviy • 11 
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S''"«nSl>' Strongly 
Disagrtt IVeutral A^rcc 
T;, I ftU '.hit my firms project temu M,'Orked Wefi    I 
together. 
36, Communication practices between owner 
and oonfTactot were Rdiptatle to 
emergencies. i 
57. r fe:f that the combifsfei owt^r and 
contractor lOiupades invoSved m this 
project worked wdl together. 5 
38.1 ]ook forward to wo-I-mg with this owner in 
Ihc fiiturs I 
39,1 look forward (& working with the people 
ftom this ciwatt m the future. 1 
40,1 fett that t}-.c project team used its re.tonr;ei 
effectively. j 
i 1.1 fei; that tho project team accampJlEhsd its 
goaJa in £ timely itmimer. j 
42,1, felt tJiat the project tfcani rapid!v and 
efi'ectively solved prxibtems.      ' 1 
41 Wd^heprojectteaffl discovcrnev, rr.ethodsof ccmmimicatingv-ith each otSier? 
b.  Nu 
If yes, please describe     
Whit comrautiications metEsods did the project team teguSarly use?' 
44, Did the projsct team dcwfop TITO.- mcthoda for managing meetings? 
b.  NQ 
If yes, ptcase describe  
GjnliB-ityi Ors,TOJati3naJ CUitoses Studv 
P»jiKt MaJta^w SttTvej- • t2 
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45. Did Che project team -ievelfip now nsethadi; for schidjiing activities dm iig proiects"? 
a. Yes ' 
b. No 
If yes, ptea&e tlcstribe  
What schecfulitij? tool did you use? 
46. D:d the project team discDvsj- r.evv wavs ofcoordtLi.aiijig among leam msmbeis? 
a,   Yes 
b,   No 
If yes, please describe _ 
47. Did ihc project te«ni hai.'e a debriefing session of the entire project team, in which the team 
BssesKed any fer.sor.s learned daring the ptojecf^ 
a. Yes 
b. No 
TFye% pleasr describe     
48. If so, was any information gained froiti thij debriefing rworded in MHT.C form i^t fimire 
retrieval? 
ft.   Yes 
b.  No 
U'yes, please describe..  
4?. Has any inlbrmatiun gained from this debrsefittg been integrated into M-jm project'? 
a. Ye5 
b. No 
rf yes, ptease describe  
Centractar Or^nhathnA ChatiaBs Study ProJKt Manager Sxayey • ii 
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50. Pk£sc mdicate the planacd and a^maf schcdu.^ for Uie project in die labic below (If the rec:ords 






PlatiiiKd Schedule Actual Schedule 
^^^ Stop Start Stap 
jgg/jj^^.. irRn^<*-cM') (mtr/id/s-v'i (mrq.'dd'yy) 
Startup 
51. Please iodtcatc the budgeted and actual costs far the project by project phase. 
Pfojecc PJiasE Phase Bu%ct Amouni of 
J;£c4^3)ecmantimg 
Detailed Desman 




TuLalPrQiecTCDst $ S 
52, What was the tntfil vatu« of changn orders in Mkrs for this projeci'' 
^' ___„_ Df c!mng« ordets 
53. What was your percent of ptaiitted capacity at siv montbs? f latmed capacity refers to «hs 
nominsl rate oFthe fecility, which is used dyring engiTieerin^ and design to size equip:-n«nt and 
mccf«mca( aiid t4«ctrical systems. Konina! rate may be cspre^ed in tsm per yeai, bi^ds pex 
risy, fcibwatt^, etc. For jnfraitructxire ot buildings please tise the mca^tre ol'platmed ctoacitv 
thai you feel is best. 
 ~1—*'» of planned capacity at six ir.or.thi 
If the achieved cap^ci-y is much worse or maca better than expected, please briefly comment 
on the pi imary causes of the deviation. 
C»ni«iaorQrgam7a(brial Changes Stuiy Ftaject liffaiagfsf Survtj' -14 
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S4. f lease itKlscatt how the achieved eapacitj' of 
the comp! e:€d fiici lity comp ares against 
espectations documentsd in ike. p-oject 
execmfioH plan. 
Much Much 
worse ' better 
than As than 
expected expecre-r.) expected 
55, Iridicale tbe success of (he working 
Klntioriship with this nwner fimi on tlus 
praject. 






56. Pteass rate tbe following list of raSationsliip indicators based on their irnpoftaricc to the succ«is 
o\'m cwncT-contractor rcJationship. (Please use a scak of I to 7, where I is the m&it invariant 
and 7hthe least hnportaitt) 




The projesc is tfelivEred on or ahead ofschedule and budget 




ContractDf pctjiormst understand owner's husincsj objecEivci 





D'Aiier and contractor woric togsther rqye^dly, using many of 
the ffime personnel from project to project. Owner aad 
ccntrattor develop efFDativc cninraimicattoc stfuctuciis, a shared 
vocabulary, ar.d a commori project cultura. Owner and 
contractor systems are integrated to the extent posdblc. Trust 
develops between owae- and contractor personnel. Multiple 





Cotsiractor responds quickly and efTec.tii'cly tn nwrisr nftft-^n 





Coii'.f aaor is willing to challenge owner ideas, recommend 
Iraprovettiettts, and take risks. 
Operating for 
tnutnial benefit 
The relallotiship benefits both owner and contractor. Gains 
mads through a productive reJationship, such as cost aat'itigs, are 
s.h8r;d between owner and contractor. 
Louiiitig ficiii! the 
relationship is 
dkycomentcd and   . 
used 
Owner and coriti«aot explicitly discuss and dscument the 
lessons leartjed frosn each project. If possible, thKie iessons arc 
integrated into systems and procedures that can, be re.iscd on 
subsequent projects. 
CcntniaarOr^riTaritKia! CJailges Snuly Project ^■fcttagcr Survey ♦ IJ 
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VL Ple,^se tdl us alm.it youre^pmsnccs with your ciui>!«ycr. WhiteaiBwcri„<, tl.es* 
q...-..inmi, please consider more tha., lUtunmt projecl Erile« otlirmisespecinM. 
T.   I isd no need to defend tbk proiect whsn 




1          2 3 
1 
4   .      5 
■    Sti'c mUly 
grce 
7 
2.  T do not fee! like "part of tke fkraily" at this 
company. 1          2 3 4          5 C 7 
5.  My company rewarfs me iairiy fo: the 
amoiin! ofegon that I put fonh. 1          2 3 4          5 e 7 
4.   men Eoraenne praises this pfojict, it feds 
like » perional compltmKttt I          2 3 4          5 ■    fi 7 
5,  I would not rtjojinmend my j ob to s friend. I          2 3 4          5 6 7 
6,   I'his connpaEiy has a great <f«al of parsonat 
meaning forme. 1      a 3 4          5 6 7 
7   Tb» success or fitHure of my wrapany in tfig 
long run ti umnipurxant m me t           2 3 4          5 6 7 
&,   I am pknnjng to search for a new job during 
the next 12 months. 1          2 3 4          5 6 7 
9,   When^si^meotie crittcizEs my Dnirsps ny it 
feels like a pefscuial Insuk. 1           2 3 4         5 6 7 
10. Tl»s i;.wncr's succsss^s are my scccesses. 1          2 3 4         S 6 7 
11,1 do toj fee! a strong sense ftf bR'nnpng to 
this compsjiy.              •     •          '    ' I           2 3 4      '5 iS- 7 
12. My compa-iy rewards me fairly in view of 
th<i amount ofevpirience that [ have. I           2 3 4         S li 7 
13. i frequently think of qcittini; my job. I            2 3 4         5 6 7 
14.1 vauld be v-crr happy to spend xh& rest of 
my career w.nth thh (company. 1          2 3 4          5 6 7 
Oaiiinicar CWsaiizfltional Changsj Smdy Praject Majagsr Sufv ry.16 
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15, The genera! proccdirej u*c(3 to evaluate my 











6        7 
16. Kncw'mg what T Liou' npw, if I had to 
decide all over again, I wou'.d stilt take ny 
OTrrentjob. 2 3 4 5 6        7 
17. Genfitally speaking, I am satisfied with my 
Job. ■2 3 4 5 &        7 
18, tf tk owner is vie'A'«dl well by others In my 
organization, is unimportant to mc. % 3 4 5 6        7 
19.1 really fesel a& if this eonipany'g problems 
are my own, 2 3 4 S 6         1 
20, The genera! procedures used to dfitcrmlna 
Oiypay mcreajtcx iirc fair. 2 3 4 5 6         7 
21,1 sni very interested in what others think 
about my company. 2 3 . 4 5 6        7 
22, My company re^va^ds me fairly considftrittg 
tht m.firstsibilities that I have. 2 3 4 5 S        7 
23.1 do not fed "emotiorsaliy alLaohcd" tc X\i% 
company. 
24, My job does not tneasurc up to the sort cf 
job I wattted when I look it. 
25, Tiie general procedures used to evaluate uiv 
performance arc ftir. 
26, When I talk about the owner I usually say 
"■wfs" rather than "thev." 
6        7 
6        7 
6        7 
5 6        7 
Canttadnr Drganizaciona! CJiangfts Smdv ^ojKt Marisgw Sxirvc; • 17 
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vn, How W.II J. tu ««t.mem. bebw describey«„r e.p.ne.ce ,vith ihi, .w.er. 
" ^  
!. Wc arc the primary source of cesign, 
engineering and/or conitnictbn manauEment 











2   Tlnii owner is requesUng that we supply :i 
more diversified aKSArfmf.nt nf^rrn-irr- 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
3. Our orgamiatioiial culjurs are strongly 
aliened. 
2 3 4 & 
^ 
) 4. We entered our feJitioKsWp wift a r.rang- 
share-d visFoij. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
5. W« msef regularly to address cRierginc 
iSsuss,                                               *"   " 
2 3 4 S i 7 
6. We defir^qd specific goate for our 
rcklior.ship 
2 3 4 s 6 7 
7 ■ - '!!^* °™** s'^'vdy participates in rtie capital 
ra^ility profs« procew 
2 3 4 s 6 
S, We evaluate our relattonilijp pcrfcmanse 
1 against our goals onareRnkr hssis. 
2 3 4 s 6 7    1 
5. We focus un leirait^ and continuous 
tjr.pravemcnt. 
2 3 4 5 £ 7 
10. The owner understatids Tlie capital facilitv 2 3 i 1 ~ 6 
'11. Tiie owner provides positive f=«ibacfc on 
our perPormanoe on a rc??ihirh.^5lc 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
12. There ts B budget .ittt up K> cover the intOTial 
rastsof tnsintairiing and dcvdopin^ u,ii 
owner r«t£tionshii! 
2 3 4 5 tf 7 
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Vin.   Please telt us almut th* rhanges that hav* occurred in the comtmctioii industry over 
the past S yfjtn and what you Hfitlcipate veil! change in the toiistructioii iiiditstrv iti ttie next 3 
1. Wliit do you ihink are the most signifscant chaagcs in ttie construction irduscrj' in th^ past 5 
years? 
2.  WiaL lit) you think wii: 1>; the most significant changes if. the annstnintiob lrjdustr>' in ths rest 
3 years? 
3. Please rajc the foSlo-A-ing list of skills and iraits based en tMr impcrtance to the abilttj' of: 
»). contractor pjrsoroiel b E key project position td successfiilly MM tiieir duties and 
responsibilities? 
t) ovmer personnel in a key project position to succc.«fiilly flitfill their dutie-t and 
responsibilities' 
Trait Detinifloa Coiuractar •OvrJifer 
Aj.iccitV[i;[itss Abil ;ty to get alor.3 with others and be opon mitlded m nftw 
ideas. 
AsscrtiveLssa Willing to take risks sad s.efftsshx\\ pursue a goal to its 
completicffl. 
Confidcace Trust k Orte's own abiiity to perform the rcquincrf tapirs and hi 
the abiiitics of <rtiieis to fiilfill their rasponsibilitira. 
C<m£Cis»liQ£iSnES'; PcrsKVfmnc*, lespoiiLsibiJJty, !wd thoroughness in compl^tjng 
task. 
Judgment Ability to difforcj-.tiate betwsen triviil md impurtimt dslaiJs, 
Awarsacss of abilities and liniiiUitkitE uf pecole and ideas 
TtU2t\TOttciJnCS« Persca.ial uilfj;rily and hocssry. Ability to inspire others to 
hive trust in one's s«!f. 
Duiiaea SkUls WIWBI aad mari3|iiig contiacts, Ncgotiaticui, Mimagins 
budgets aad sfihedu 1 :s 
.CenvmunJMition 
SHIls 
Coordioatiottliaison, Conflict management 
Cultiv-atc broad ttet^vQTk of njlstiOftsUps 
Influence Skills Mentoring. Motivatirjg. Qiaage managemnnt 
Mansgcfis! Skiils Team huiMtng, rtekgating. Politicallv iwara'sse bij! picture 
Stills 
CDtttiiiuaHy analyze options/inaovfflioa, Planning, Consider 
both sides of IssueE. nA nmnai^cmcnt 
TeclinicaJ Sliills Undirstsuid entire constructum pfutcss, MultMisoiplin^d 
(i;ncw1odgo ofsevetal aj aw vfcn^inccrLng), Infciffuatioii 
twhnobgv skills 
Thank >'Dufcr your participation I! 
CDntractorOrjsaidaititiiuiICIiaagis Stisfy Project ktiitager Siirvijy ■ 19 
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What do you think are the most significant changes in the construction 
industry in the past 5 years? 
Management 
More project risks and liabilities are being passed down to the contractor 
Increased use of EPC and Fast Track project approach to construction 
Owner organizations are downsizing 
Level of project experience has dramatically decreased for both owner and 
contractor organizations 
Increased use of mid-management project mangers between the owner- 
contractor organizations 
The lack of new tradesman entering the workforce, in turn which is 
leading to a decrease in quality of work and causing budgets and schedules 
to be affected 
Less personal commitment 
Smaller companies are able to execute all but he MEGA projects in the US 




Loss of skilled labor 
Increase in per diem to attract additional resources 
Contractors are sharing more risk with the owners 
Use of computer technology has increased 
Safety awareness has increased 
Recognition of contractor staff as professionals 
Degradation of design documents 
Owner requirement of "faster and cheaper" projects 
Manpower resources not readily available 
Loss of skilled crafts 
Increased use of pre-project planning-construction sequencing 
Increased use of preferred provider vice winning bid 
Increased use of team building 
Use of integrated teams to cut costs 
A shift to primarily a service organization 
Outsourcing most services or organization 
Globalization of staff to manage work 
201 
What do you think will be the most significant changes in the construction 
industry in the next 3 years? 
Management 
More project risks and liabilities will be passed down to the contractor 
Significant project schedule compression and additional administrative 
requirements placed on contractor 
Increased owner contractor alliances 
Single point fully capability contract requirements 
EPC and Design-Build trend will continue to grow 
Increased use of turn-key work will continue to grow; E-commerce will 
become apart of contractor's business 
Project Manager 
Continued growth of turn-key strategy 
Continued increase and use of electronic information 
To success in the industry exchange of information will require the 
contractor to be a "24 hour" engineer 
As foreign firms increase in numbers the work will go overseas 
Forms of communication will change 
202 
Use of Design-Build will increase and project budget will decrease 
Increased failure of companies who fail to adapt; Consolidation of owner- 
contractor companies 
Globalization of companies and workforce 
Paperless administrative requirements are rapidly changing durations of 
projects 
Increased use of negotiated bidding 
Labor shortages 
More trust and alliances between companies (owner-contractor), Increase 
in the use of EPC contracts 
Labor wage increases to attract craft laborers 
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■ fl POSITION 4PPR 4? B? C? D? E? F7 c;? ft3 R3 C3 D3 E3 F3 hi METH0D4A B4 METH0D4B C4 METH0D4C D4 METH0D4D 
4» 
? 7 7 4 S 3 3 fi 7 2 1 3 7.00 1.00 3 1.00 3.00 2.00 »l 1.00 3.00 
a S S S 4 f. f. 6 7 5 3 2 5 • 1 2.00 2 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 
i 
8 1 
DC 3 4 7 S S 1 7 6 7 S 7 7.00 1.00 2 1.00 2.00 2.00 wl 1.00 2.00 
PC 3 6 7 7 4 2 6 7 5 1 2 6.00 1.00 4 2.00 • ! 1.00 4.00 2.00 «l 
pcm F ? 7 7 S 3 6 S 6 5 5 • 1 1.00 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
pcm a R fi 6 s 4 S 5 t 1 3 • I 1.00 2 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 
?n 6 f, 4 5 2 6 6 2 1 2 • I 2.00 • ! 2.00 *! 2.00 • ! 2.00 • 1 
• 1 4 (, (i 3 1 6 4 4 *! • 1 • 1 • 1 1.00 • ! 1.00 • ! 1.00 • 1 1.00 • 1 
ped ? 3 7 4 S 3 2 6 2 7 1 S • 1 1.00 2 .00 • 1 .00 »l 1.00 2.00 
ped 3 fi fi fi fi 4 2 7 6 6 1 1 • 1 1.00 4 1.00 4.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 
ped 3 7 2 S 6 4 2 7 t 1 1 1 • 1 1.00 2 2.00 1.00 2.00 .1 • 1 • 1 
« F4 METH0D4E  F4 METH0D4F G4 METH0D4G PAl PA2 PA3A PA3A¥EIG PA3B PA3BUEIG 
(1 1 nn 3.00 1 nn 3.00 «l 1.00 1.00 BKperience .50 mqt skill .20 
a 1 nn 2.00 1 nn 2.00 «l 1.00 l.OG business acumen »l client/colleque • 1 
0 ? nn •! 1 nn 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 1 *! I ? nn •1 2.00 • 1 «1 1.00 1.00 • 1 *l 
1 nn l.GO i.on 1.00 • ! .05 1.00 • ! *! 
1 nn 2.00 1 nn 2.00 • t 1.00 1.00 • 1 • 1 
? nn • 1 7,nn • ! *! .00 .00 no criteria • 1 no criteria • 1 
1 nn «l 1 nn • ! • ! 1.00 • 1 «! *l 
0 1 nn 2.00 1 nn 3.00 *! .85 .00 adaptability .11 attitude .11 
< • 1 nn 4.00 • 1 4.00 »! n j 1.00 1.00 Quality • ! quantity *! 
w 
• 1 *l • ! • ! • ! 1.00 1.00 client qoals • ! prof qoals *l 
0 PA3C PA3CWEIG PA3D PASDffEIG PA3E PA3EVEIG PA3F PA3FWEIG TIAN TIAA TIBH 
tech skill .10 leadership .10 »l 3.00 .50 .50 
communication »l team effort • 1 creat/innovate deleqation • 1 2.00 2.00 .00 
; e *t *! • 1 2.00 2.00 .00 
• 1 • ! • ! 3.00 4.00 1.00 
i |j • 1 • ! • 1 .00 • 1 .00 
f8 • 1 •! «l • 1 5.00 • 1 
no criteria «l no criteria • 1 no criteria no criteria • 1 • t • 1 • 1 
»f • 1 • 1 .00 1.00 .00 i s client focus .11 comiti awareness .11 accountability .11 communication .11 .00 1.00 .00 
1 ! iob knowledqe • 1 initiative »! att/relationshi leadership • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 
jW busin dev qoal • 1 leadership • 1 • 1 2.00 1.00 .00 
I 
T1BA T1CH TICA TinH TIDA TIEN TIEA TIFK TIFA TIG TIGH TIGA CIA CIB CIC CID CIE C2APM 
50 50 .50 50 .50 .50 .25 .50 .25 • ! «t • 1 1.00 1.00 • 1 »l .80 
nn nn nn ? nn ?,GQ 2.00 2.00 10.00 15.00 • ! • ! • 1 1.00 1.00 • 1 »l .50 
nn 3 nn 2.nn l.OG 1.00 .00 .00 2.00 2.00 IT skills 2.00 1.00 • ! 1.00 1.00 • 1 • ! 1.00 
3,00 1.00 4.00 .00 4.00 .00 3.00 5.00 5.00 • ! • 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 1 »l .90 
• 1 nn • 1 .no • ! .00 • I 100.00 • I leadership 4.00 4.00 • ! 1.00 1.00 • 1 1.00 .70 
5 on • ! 5,00 • ! 5.00 • 1 5.00 • ! 5.00 •! • ! • ! 1.00 1.00 • 1 »1 .20 
• ! • ! • ! • ! • 1 • ! • I • 1 4.00 safety 1.00 12.00 • 1 1.00 1.00 • 1 »l 1.00 
.1 nn 1 nn 00 1,00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 1 ») 1.00 1.00 1.00 • ! • 1 .50 
9 
50 .00 .50 .00 2.00 .GO .50 3.00 3.00 •! • 1 • 1 1.00 1.00 • 1 • ! .95 
.1 .1 • 1 • ! •1 • ! • 1 «l «i total 5.00 5.00 • ! 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .50 
i.no 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 • ! • 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 1 1.00 • 1 
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.BO .10 .10 • ! • 1 .10 .10 proi enqr 6.00 .70 proi mqr 10.00 
.50 .50 .50 • ! •! • ! »! staff arch ehqr 5.00 .00 sr staff arch 7.00 
1.00 al «l «l • ! »l • 1 • 1 «l • 1 
.95 .00 .04 .02 .01 .00 .00 asst enqr 2.00 .05 engr 2.00 
• 1 .30 *! »| «i • r «l proi coordinato • 1 »l asst proi mqr • 1 
• 1 .50 • 1 .20 »! .15 »l disc field enqr 5.00 •1 lead field enqr 2.00 
1.00 • 1 «l >r «l • 1 •! proi enqr 5.00 .00 proi mqr 10,00 
.75 .50 .25 »l • 1 ■ 1 • ! • 1 • 1 •! 
1 
.90 .05 .02 .00 .00 ,00 .00 enqr I 2.00 .00 enqr II 3.00 
.00 .50 .20 • ! •! • ! «i enqr I-V 15.00 .80 supv disc.enqr 4.00 
• ! .60 • 1 .40 1.00 >l *! enqr I 1.00 .00 enqr II 2.00 
Ffl CPIBUITH CPlC CPICTIME CPICUITH CPID CPIDTIME CPIDUITH CPIE CPIETIME 
n ,50 proi mqr 15.00 .30 • 1 • ! »l [Q «! sr proi 7.00 »! manaqer »! • 1 desiqn dir »l 
t a 
*l «l • ! *! • ! «l 
.80 proi enqr 3.00 .75 proi mqr 3.00 .75 proi exec 1.00 
*! proi mqr »! «l sr proi mqr • ! «l bus unit mqr *! 
»l enqr mqr 2.00 «l constr mqr 3.00 «! site mqr. 5.00 
.75 construction mq 5.00 .90 »! «l »l 
*l • 1 *l »l »! «! 
.98 enqr III 3.00 .90 sr enqr 10.00 .80 prin enqr 10.00 
' 9 .80 proi enqr PE 7.00 .80 proi mqr 7.00 .85 sr pm • ! 
1" .80 enqr III 3.00 .75 sr enqr 8.00 .65 »! 







wl proi mqr .01 .67 .19 ,62 .38 .83 .34 ,93 .08 ,87 .00 • ! 
• ! director .23 .64 .42 ,ee .27 .85 .08 ,88 .00 ,00 .00 .00 
«l construction mq .10 1.00 .10 .75 .15 1.00 .63 1.00 .02 1,00 .00 .00 
.90 proi eKec .25 .80 .32 .85 .25 .96 .10 1.00 .02 1,00 .00 .00 
• 1 .15 • ! .42 «! .29 *! ,13 • ! .01 «l .00 • 1 
• 1 site mqr • 1 •! • ! • 1 • 1 «l »l • ! • 1 • ! ■ 1 • 1 
• ! construction mq .00 .00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 • ! • 1 • 1 • 1 
• 1 .20 .80 .30 .90 .40 .90 ,10 .90 .00 ,00 .00 .00 
.75 .10 .87 .16 .79 .24 .89 ,32 1.00 .16 1,00 .02 1.00 
s .90 proi enqr mqr .00 .00 ,12 1.00 .54 .86 ,31 1.00 .04 1.00 .00 .00 
H «! .10 .60 ,20 .80 .30 .90 ,25 .95 .15 1.00 .00 .00 
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flTXEYRS EHPOVIIER OViJEP OHKERYRS CLASS STATE 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 IIIO nil 1112 nil 1112 nn ni4 ni5 
b 19B0 19.90 B.SO 3.00 .00 crl TX .1 • 1 66. 0( ,0C 4.0C 
23.00 10,00 3,00 00 cr2 »\ • 1 2.0C .OC B,OG 
h iqfi? 13,00 13  00 5.00 ,00 nrl • 1 • 1 1,0C ,00 10. OC 
00 nr2 >l • 1 ■ OC .OC 6,00 
1  00 1.00 U.OO IK r. b 5  Ot a e e • 1 1,0C 2.0C 800.00 
b 1981 19,00 4  00 2 00 2,00 TH c h d 4 nr a c b 6,0C 1 3 3.0C 2 OC 18,00 
I'^R; 33.00 5.00 10 00 2,00 •> KY T b f 4  00 n a d >l 1,0C 2.0C 70.00 
2  QD nrl HJ d 6 OC b n • 1 1,0C 2,0C -1 
1.00 1,00 3 00 nT2 HY d Cf 7.00 h b d • 1 l.Ot : .OC 2.0C 120,00 
a 4.00 1   00 3  00 18.00 HY T b a 7.0C h b d ■ 1 l.Ot 2,0C 132.00 
b 1988 12,00 12.00 4,00 00 • 1 • 1 5.0C ,0D 40.00 :  _ b 1979 21,00 19  00 4  DO .00 crl TX h n f 6 on n. c 9,0C 0 ,oc ,00 7,00 
: a b 19fi7 33  00 3.00 3,00 00 
rrl AI f1 b nb 5  00 h d 7.0C b 2.0C ,oc 135.00 
19fi7 21,00 8  00 3.00 1  00 1,00 13.00 • 1 • 1 2.0C ,00 50.00 
h b 1971 26,00 25.00 4  00 -00 nr2 »l >l -OC ,00 
100,00 
b 1971 29 00 7,00 4,00 • 1 cr2 • ! • 1 4,00 ,00 110.00 
n 30.00 8. 00 3.00 1.00 2,00 10.00 crl DV d b n 7.00 b d 15.OD 1 25. OC 2.00 60.00 H b 1977 23,00 23  DO ,50 2  00 cr2 KY i b 4,00 b 5.00 2 4,0C 2.00 • 1 
i 19fi7 25 00 25.00 17.00 2  00 crl OH d b 5.00 b c b 34   00 1 4,00 2,00 220.00 1.00 10  00 crl HC r 6.00 n 20.00 1 2.00 1  00 2,DO 390.00 
u 8.00 2.00 CT2 nc 
r b 5 00 n a c 5.00 1 2,00 2,00 170,00 
6.00 1   00 1   00 2.00 HC r d 7 00 n d c 5 00 1 2.00 2.00 250,00 
^- s 2.00 2,00 KY 
1 b 3.00 b c d • 1 18,00 2,00 
b 1996 4.50 4.50 .50 2.00 HY 1 h 4 no « B c 20 00 2 15.00 2,00 12.00 1,50 
• 1 • 1 • t TX h h d 7 on b « 15 00 1 3.00 .00 85.00 
.1 crl TX h h d 6.00 5 n 20.00 1 2.00 00 87.00 
• 1 .00 nrl n h 6  00 A c 4,00 0 1.00 .00 25,00 
• ! 23.00 22 00 ,25 .00 TX h 5 nn n a rt 4,00 1 1,00 .00 20.00 
• 1 26.00 10 00 3.00 1,00 6.00 16  00 TX n 4 nn b n d ») 1.00 ,00 20,00 
• 1 18  00 18,00 2,00 00 TX T- n 5  DO b a 2,00 0 l.OD .00 28.00 
2.00 nrl CA h 6.00 b • 1 ,00 2 00 6.00 
4 00 2.00 CA 4.00 h e e .! 1,00 2.00 10,00 
b 1981 30  00 20.00 1,00 • 1 CA j. rt 5 on b e a 10  00 1 10,00 2,00 25.00 
b 19ftl 20.00 13.00 1.50 1  00 1.00 2,00 CT2 HV r n 2  00 d 3,00 1 6.00 2.00 4.00 
1,00 2  00 crl 11 b q 7,00 n 30.00 '1     U 6.00 2.00 70.00 
«l 32 00 32.00 15,00 2  00 CA d b Cf 4  00 h c d • 1 ? 2,00 2,00 750 00 
• 1 32.00 32  00 15.00 2.00 nT2 TX d S 4.00 b c d_ «l 1,00 2.00 500.00 
III6 IVl IVli IV141 IV1A2 IV1A3 IVli4 IVliS IVIB IVIBI  IV1B2 IVIES :V1B4 iviBS 
•1 7.00 owner rep 1  00 1,00 1  00 1,00 user rep 1-00 1-00 1-00 1-00 
3  00 3,00 VP Real Est 1,00 1-00 1-00 -00 proi  jiqr 1-00 1-00 .00 .00 
10  00 3,00 Hanaqer 1  00 1,00 1-00 -00 President 1-00 1-00 1,00 -00 
6 00 4,00 owner  rep 1,00 .00 1-00 -00 »ep rep -00 1-00 ,00 .00 
7 00 3,00 owner rep 1  00 1,00 1-00 2-00 onsite coor 1-00 1-00 1,00 2-00 
6  00 3,00 Proi  Hqr owner rep 1,00 1,00 1-00 1-00 Elec Enqr elec scope 2-00 2-00 1,00 2-00 
• 1 3.00 Proi  Dir f inance 1,00 1,00 2-00 2-00 Proiect Manaqer coordination 1-00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
7.00 3,00 ovner owner 1,00 1,00 1-00 2-00 Director owner liasion 1-00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
6.00 9.00 Proi  Mqr proi overview 1.00 1,00 1  00 2-00 Contracts Mqr ccntratcts,   COs 1-00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
B.OO 6,00 dir of  const total  proiect 1,00 1,00 1-00 1-00 const «qr 1-00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
10.00 4.00 dir of   fac owner 1.00 1.00 11-00 .00 lead user centa user rep 1-00 1-00 1-00 -00 
0 7.00 3,00 Droi  »qr owner  iiason 1,00 1.00 1-00 1.00 real estate »qx owner -00 1-00 1-00 1.00 
• ! 4.00 proi  »qr owner 1,00 1.00 1-00 .00 proi   leader 1-00 1-00 1-00 .00 
S.OO 5,00 CEO 1 1,00 1.00 1-00 .00 Proi  Mqr 1-00 1-00 1.00 .00 
I   h 6.00 3,00 1.00 1.00 1-00 .00 
Operartions Rep 1-00 1-00 1-00 -00 
7.00 3,00 1.00 1.00 1-00 .00 PCS lead 1-00 1-00 1-00 .00 
m 
c 
:  n 
10.00 5,00 Proiect Lead total proiect 1,00 1.00 1-00 2.00 Tech support process techno1 2,00 1-00 1.00 2.00 
10,00 8.00 Proiect Mqr total proiect 1-00 1.00 2-00 1-00 Elec Liasion coordinate elec 1.00 1-00 1-00 1.00 
6.00 3.00 Proiect DFP Dept Head 1,00 1-00 1-00 1-00 Proi  Enqr Proi  Lead 1,00 1-00 1-00 1.00 
16.00 7.00 Capital Mqr proiect   financi 1,00 2-00 2-00 2-00 Proi  Mqr total proi 1,00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
4.00 3.00 Proi  Hqr total proi 1,00 1-00 1-00 2-00 Vendor Tean Lea tech^desiqn inp 1,00 1-00 1.00 2-00 
5.00 4.00 Proi  Mqr 1,00 1-00 1-00 2-00 Vendor Team Lea owner rep desiq 1,00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
6,00 6.00 Director head of  orq 1,00 1-00 1-00 2-00 Assoc Dir aesthetics 1,00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
4,00 1.00 1,00 1-00 • 1 1-00 «l • i • ! »l 
10  00 2.00 owner 1,00 1-00 -00 -00 mep coor mep desiqn 1,00 1-00 .00 -00 
4,00 2.00 owner 1,00 1-00 1-00 1-00 asst pa asst pn 1,00 1-00 1.00 1-00 
9,00 1.00 Owner's rep 1,00 1-00 1.00 -00 • 1 •1 *l • 1 
6,00 2.00 Owner's rep ,00 1-00 1-00 -00 owner's consult 1,00 1-00 1.00 -00 
8,00 • 1 • 1 • 1 • ! • I • 1 ill • 1 • 1 
10,00 • 1 «l • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 «l • t •1 
6,00 4.00 Proi  Mqr construction 1,00 1-00 2,00 2-00 Proi  Mqr »2 const nqt 1,00 2-00 2.00 2-00 
10,00 6.00 VP Real Esta owner rep 1,00 1-00 1,00 2-00 Fac Mqr bldq  »qt 1,00 1-00 1.00 2-00 
5,00 2.00 Proq Dir owner rep 1,00 1-00 1.00 2-00 asst dir Site owners rep 1,00 1-00 1.00 2-00 
4,00 2.00 Proi   Mqr schedule/cost 1,00 1-00 2.00 2  00 CM Constr Mqr 1,00 1-00 1.00 2-00 
6,00 2,00 contract »qt 1,00 1-00 1,00 2-00 asst  Proi   Mqr prod »qt 1-00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
9,00 10,00 overall  proi 1,00 1-00 1,00 2-00 Enqr Mqr desiqn  team 1-00 1-00 2-00 1-00 
9,00 7,00 Proi  Mqr overall  proi 1,00 1-00 1,00 2-00 Enq Mqr desiqn 1-00 1-00 1-00 2-00 
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architect l.OD 1.00 1,00 1.00 d n ?   00 3 nn 4   DO 7 on 7,00 7  OC 3.or nn 3.0D 4 on 4 nc 2.0( 2  OC 2.0C 2.0C l.OC 
1.00 .00 1.00 .00 r- r ? no R nn R nn 7 nn 7 no 7 on 4 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7 nn 4 nn fi on 5 nn or 6.0C 7.0C 
1,00 1.00 1.00 .00 h h ]   DO 1 nn 4 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn 1 nn 1 nn 1 nn 1 no 4 nn 4 nn 4 on 4 nr DC 5.00 
bldq  Kointenanc 1,00 .00 1.00 .00 d 5.00 4.00 3,00 6.00 7.00 6.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 6.00 6.00 6  00 ,on 1.00 4.00 
l.OD 1   DO 1.00 2,00 d h 7 on 7   OD 7  00 7.00 7.00 7.0C *  00 1,00 5.00 5,0C 4.00 7.DC I nc 3.0C 2.0t 3.DO 
2.00 2.00 1,00 2  00 d r fi nn fi nn 7 nn 7.00 7.00 7  00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4,00 4.00 6.00 4.00 3,0C fi  OC 4.O0 
1.00 1   00 l.OD 2.00 d n 1 no 1 nn 6 on 2,00 7   00 7.00 2 no 1.00 2   00 2.00 5.00 7  00 3.00 00 s.oc 6  00 
1.00 2.00 1.00 2   00 d h 7 nn F nn 6 nn 7 on 7 nn 7 on 1 ,nr 2 on 6.01: 4.01] 7.0C 7.0[ 6  OC ,0C 6  OC 4.00 
Schedule Enqr schedule 1.00 1.00 1,00 2.O0 b 1.00 1.00 1   00 l.DO 7.0D 3,00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.DO 7,00 7,0C 4,00 ,00 6.0C 7.00 
1 l.OQ 1.00 1.00 2.00 d 1 or 1 nn ? nn 7 nr 7 nn R nr 1 nn ? nn 5 nr • 1 nr ,nr fi nr ,0D 6  OC .00 
lead user conta 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 d 7, DO 7,00 7,00 7.00 7 no 7.00 3  00 1.00 6  00 7.00 .00 7.00 7,00 7,00 4,00 7,00 
1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 h 6.00 5.00 4.00 6.00 6 no 5.00 3.00 ,00 5.00 5  00 5  0<] 5.0G 3.0C 2,0C 3,0D 4,00 
1  00 1.00 1.00 .00 d n 7 nn 7 nn 7 on 7 no 1   00 1   00 1   00 1   00 6.00 7  00 3.00 7.00 2   00 2,0C 5.0C 6,00 
1.00 1   00 1.00 ,00 P 4 nn 4 nn 7 on 7 nn 7 nn fi nn 6 nn nn fi on fi on 5 on 7 nn 5, or 5   OC 7. Of 5.00 
u 
.   c 
I&E 1.00 l.OD 1   00 00 nh h 4. on 1.00 7.00 7.00 «i «i 1.00 00 >l •1 7.00 7,00 4 00 7,00 7.00 6.00 
1,00 1   00 l.DO .00 n n 3 nn 4 nn 7 nn s.nn 7 no 1.00 1 no 1.00 4.0D 3.0D 3.00 6.00 3,00 3. DC 6,0C 6.00 
n 
a 1.00 l.OD l.CO 2,00 
r r, fi nn 7 nn F nn 6 nn 7   DO fi nn 6 no 1 no 6.00 fi  OD 7  00 7. on 7  00 6,00 7.0C 7,00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 n 1 nn fi nn 7 nn 4 nn ? on 7 nn 1 nn 1 nn 4 nn 4 nn 3 nn 4 on 4 nn 3 nn 2.00 3.00 
i Field  Coor Diant   interface 1.00 1   00 1.00 l.OD b 3,00 3.00 1.00 4  00 7.00 6   00 i.on 5.00 6.00 5.00 6  OD 5,00 3,00 4.00 2,0D 6.00 Proi  En err desiqn  coord 1,00 1.00 2.00 1.00 b 7,00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7,00 7   DO 4,00 2.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 7.00 5.00 4,00 7,00 7.00 
% field oversiqht 1.00 1   00 1.00 l.OD 
n i.on 4.0D 7  00 7.00 7  00 7. DC 1   DO 2,00 3.00 E,00 :* nn 7 on 2 on 3.00 7,00 7.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 2.0D c n 2 nn ? on 7  00 7  00 7.00 7  00 4.00 2   00 4.00 4,00 2.00 7.00 2   00 2,00 4   00 6,00 
2 1-00 1   00 1.00 2,00 d h 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn fi nn fi no 5 nn 1 no 2,nn 6 no fi   00 no 5 on ,00 00 ,00 ,00 d 6.no 6.0D 6.00 5   00 5   00 6 on 1.00 2   00 4.00 5.00 .00 7.on 00 .00 2  00 3,00 
•1 • 1 •1 »i r n 7 nn ? nn 5 nn 7 nn 7.00 7.00 5.00 1.00 7.00 7.00 ,00 7.00 S  00 ,00 ,00 ,00 
• 1 »l • ! • 1 d e ? nn 4 nn 4 nn 3 no fi nn fi on 6 on 1   00 4.00 6.no 6.00 6.00 6  00 ,0D 6.00 6,00 
•1 • 1 ■ 1 • 1 1,00 1   00 1 on 7.00 7  00 7.00 5  00 .00 4.00 4.00 ,00 .00 ,00 ,00 ,00 6.00 
»l «l «l d n ? nn 1   00 4.00 5  00 7.00 7.00 • ! 1.00 6.00 6.00 «l »\ • t • 1 *1 • 1 
• 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 d b 1 nn 1 no 3 nn 4 nn s nn ^   00 5 on 00 • 1 00 DO EDO ,00 00 6.00 
• 1 • 1 • 1 «l b 1 nn 1 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn 4 nn on 4 nn 4 on ,nn no ,00 no ,00 6  00 
Pro-i  Mqr *3 constr  »qt 1.00 2.00 2.00 2  00 d b 5.00 7.00 7.00 7  00 7.00 7  00 1,00 2  00 5  00 4   00 4   00 7,00 5   00 5,00 3.00 5,00 
const   Itqt 1.00 1   00 1.00 2.00 d 7. on 4.00 6   00 7.00 7  00 7.00 5  00 2.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 6.DO 5,00 s.oo 5.00 6.00 
»l • 1 • ! «! h c 4 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 no 7 on 7 no 7.00 1 no 5.00 5   00 1   00 7.00 1.00 1,00 3,00 1,00 
• 1 
• 1 »i • 1 d 1 nn 2 nn 3 on 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn 1 nn 1 on 7   00 7 on 1 nn 7 nn 1 on DO 1.00 4,00 \- «l ■! >l .| • 1 • \ 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn :i nn 1 nn 1 nn fi nn fi nn fi nn s nn fi nn fi.on fi   00 5.00 
Const  Mqr construction 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 h i.no l.OD 7.00 7.00 7   00 7  00 2 on 1.00 5  00 3.00 3.00 3.00 • 1 6.00 3.00 4,00 
Const  Mqr construction 1,00 1   00 1.00 2.00 d 1.00 1.00 S   DO 5.00 7   DO 4,00 l.OD 2.00 2  OD 4.00 6,00 7  00 6.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 
■ ■ 
■.    0 
;   1 
;? ■■. It 
i 
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V4I V4K V4H V4N V40 V4P V40 V4P V4=; V4!I V5 V6 V7 ve V9 VID Vll V12 VI3 VI4 VlfiA V15B Vise VISD VISE VISF V16 
1 nn 3 nn 1  nn 3 nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 on ? no 1 nn 5   00 5.00 3   00 3   DO 4.00 4.00 2   OD 7.00 7   00 7   00 7   00 7 nn 7   00 7   OC 7  OC 4   OC 7.0C 7.0C 7   00 S.OC 7.0C 7   OC 7.00 
7  00 6.00 fi.on fi  00 nn 6 no fi nn 6 nn fi nn on 00 n on 6   OD 6 nn fi.OC fi   OC 6.0C 4   OC fi   00 4.0C 4   OC 7   OC 7   OC 6  OC 6   OC 6.0C 7.0C fi or S.OC 7 or 7 nc 7 on 
3   DO 2.00 3.00 3  00 4.00 4.00 5   00 4.0D 4.00 4 no 4.00 fi nn 4 on 4. no s.nn 1   OO 2.0D 4   00 4   00 2,00 7 nr 7   00 5  0.) 7  OC 2   00 7 nc 7.0C fi nn fi.OC 7.0C 7  OC 7,00 
4 nn 3 (in 1 nn 4 nn 3 nn fi nn 4 no S.OD 4.00 DO 6.00 4.00 4   DO 2.00 3.00 I.OO 4.0D 7  OC 4 on 1 no 5 OC fi on 1.01 S.OC 3   00 7.0C 7.0C 5   DC S.OC S.OC 4.0C 2  00 
6  OD ■^ fin 6.00 t; nn 4 nn 1 nn fi nn 1 on 4 on =; nn 4 nn 5 no 4   OD :i or 2.DO 5  00 4.0C 6  OC E   OC 3   OC 3  OC 6   OD 2   OC 3  OC 2   OC 7, DC 7.0C 6   OC 6  OC 6. DC 6 nc 6,00 
6.00 6   00 7.00 6.00 .00 5,00 6.00 5.00 6   00 nn fi.OO 5   00 6   OD 4   OD 4 nn 4   00 5   OD 6   DO 2.00 2   00 S.OC 5.00 fi   Oi 7.0C 6   00 6  00 e.oc 5.00 5. DC 6.0C 7.0C 2.00 
7.00 7.00 7   00 5   00 s.oo 6   00 6   00 6   00 5   00 5.00 S.DD 4   00 fi  OC 4   OC 3   OC 4   OC 6   OD .01 6   OC 6   OC fi nc 6.0C E.OC 6   OC 4.0C fi.OC 6   00 
7   OD 6   OD .00 E   00 6   00 6.00 6   OD .00 4.00 4   00 fi no fi nr fi on 6   00 4   OC 7 nr 4.0C 4   00 4   OC 6.0C 7.0C 7   DD 
7 nn 7 nr 6 nn 7 fin nn nn 7 nn 4   00 7 nn DO 7   00 5   00 7.00 00 .00 6.00 7   00 7.00 7,00 4   00 7.00 7   00 4   00 7.00 7   OC 7  00 7. DC 7   DC 7   OC 7.00 7.0C 6   DO 
nn fi nn on 7 fin • 1 a) • I ■ 1 • 1 ■ 1 aP .OD 6   OG 7  OD 6.0C OC OC 6.0D fi   OD 6   OC fi.OC 6.DC fi   OD fi or 7   OC 5   00 7. or 7   00 
7,00 7  00 OD 7.0D 6  DO f nn fi nn 6   00 fi on on 7 nn 7 on 7 no fi no DO fi   OD fi   00 6.0D 6.0C 5 on S.OC 6.0D 4   00 S.OC 7.0C 7  OC fi.OC 6,0C 6   DC 7,00 7. DC 7 on 
4.00 4.00 3  OD 3.00 2  DO 1 nn 6.00 fi nn fi nn nn f nn fi nn 4 nn fi no OD 2 no 4 no 5.00 5   DC 2.00 4.00 6   OD 5.00 6   00 3.0C 6   OC 7.00 4.0C 7.0C S.OD 6,0C 6.00 
4.00 3.00 6   OQ 4   00 7.00 4   00 3   00 3.00 fi  OD nn 6 no 6 nn fi.on 6   DO 00 7   00 7.00 7.00 7   00 7.00 7.00 7   00 6   OC 7.00 7   OC 7   00 fi   00 7   OC 7.0C 6.00 7,0C 7.00 
7,00 S  00 b   00 7   OD 6.00 5   00 6.00 6  00 6.00 4,0D 6.00 fi or 7   00 6   DC 6 on 6   OC 0.00 7   01 6   OC 6.0C 6   OC 6.0D 6,0t 6.0C 7,00 6   DC 7,00 
7 nn 4 nn s on 5 on 7 nn 7 nn 7 on 7,00 7,00 DO 7.00 7.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 7   00 7.00 7,00 7  DO fi nn 7   00 7 on 6   Di 7   00 7   DC S   OC S.OD 4. or 4.0C 6.0D 6   OC 6,00 
fi nn 3 nn "; nn 3 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn fi nn 4   OD 7   DO 7,00 5 nn 3  00 3.00 4   OC E on 3   OC 3   OC 6   OC 4   OD 7   OC 6   00 6   OD 6   OD fi   OC 6   Ot 6   OD 3  OC 3,0C fi.OO 5   DC 6 no 
7  00 7,00 7,00 7 on 7.0D 7,00 7   DO 7. no 7.00 G   00 7 nn 7.00 7   00 7,00 6.0D 7   00 7.00 7 or 7   CD 7   00 7   00 7   OD 6   00 7.0D 7   00 7.0C 7.0D 6   00 7.0C 7,00 7   00 6.00 
B  00 5.00 4. DO 4   00 6.0D 6.00 6  00 5.00 4   00 4.nc 4   00 3   00 3.0C 3 nr 4   DO 4.0C 5   OC 3   DC 3.0D 3   OC fi   00 3   OD 1   00 fi   OG S.OC 6.00 2   DO 4.0C E.OO 7   00 6.00 
fi.on 4   OD 6.DD 6.CD 6  00 5.00 6.00 6   OD 6,00 6.00 fi  00 4 at 5 no fi nr 6   DC 4   00 6   OC 6   00 6   OD 6   OD 6   00 6.0E 6.0D 4   DO S.OC 4.O0 fi   DO fi.DO 
7 nn fi nn 7,00 • 1 7 nn 7 nn 7  00 7.00 4   00 OD 7,00 7,00 7   00 4,00 3  00 7   00 7,00 7  00 5  DD S.OO 6 or 7   OD 4   00 6 or 7 on 7.00 E.OO fi on 4.0C 4.0D 5   00 7.00 
■* nn 4 nn fi nn nn 4 on 7 on fi on 4 nn 7 on no 7.0D S.OO 3 nn 7 on 4   OC 7   00 7   00 5   OC 5  OC 7   00 S.OC 7  00 6   00 7.O0 7 nr 5 or 7,0D 4 no 7 nc 7 no fi on 7  00 
2.00 2,00 6   00 2.0D 7.0D 7.00 7.00 4. on 4   00 7   OD 7  OD 7,00 3   00 6   00 6   00 7.00 7.00 7  00 6.00 £.00 7   OC 7  00 7.00 7   00 5 nn 7.0D 7.O0 5 no 7.0C 6,00 6.00 fi  00 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 6   00 fi  00 £1D OD 00 fi   00 on OC E   00 7   00 6.00 S.OC 6   DO fi.OC 7,0D 7.00 7.00 7.00 7   OC 7,00 6.00 6  OC 4.0D fi.OO 6   00 
7   00 .00 4   00 5.00 .00 5   00 6   OD 4   OD 5   00 6.00 5 nn 2.00 3   00 fi   00 5 on 1.00 1   OC 6   OD 1.00 4   00 7   OD G.OC 6   OD 6   DO fi.OC 4   OD 6,00 5.00 
f nn fi nn fi nn fi nn fi nn 1 on 5 on on 00 l.OD 7   OD 7   00 7.00 7   00 7.00 7.00 7   00 7.00 7,00 7   00 7   00 7,00 .00 DO S  OD 6  00 7.00 7.nn 7.00 7.00 7,00 7  00 
fi nn fi nn 7 nn fi nn fi nn fi on fi nn 6 nn fi on 5   OD fi   OD 6   OD 6   00 6   00 6.00 6.00 6   00 6   00 6.0C 6   00 6   00 6   OD 6.00 6  OD 6  OD 5  OC 5   OD 5,DO 5   00 5.00 6,00 6   00 
6.00 fi nn nn nn 6  00 fi on 6 nn fi nn nn fi on OD fi on 6 on 00 00 nn fi   DO fi.OO S.OC 6   00 7   OC 6   00 6  00 6.00 5   OD 6   OC 6.00 6.0D 5   OC 5.00 7,00 6  00 
■ 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 •! .1 .1 6. DO 6   00 6.00 6   OC 4   00 6   00 fi   00 6   OD fi  OD 5   00 7   00 7.00 2.00 6   00 5   00 7,00 7.00 
6  00 5   00 5   00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 nn or no on nn 00 E   OD 5   00 6   OC .OC .00 .OD 8   00 .01 5.0D 5   DO 6.0D 6,00 4   00 4.00 2,00 7.00 S.DD 
6 nn fi on nn nn fi nn fi   OD 6.00 s nn 5 on .00 .00 .00 6.00 00 4   00 .00 6   00 6   00 .00 5.00 5  00 6 no fi  01 6 on 6 no 5   OC 7   00 6.0C 6   OC 4.00 6,00 6.00 
r nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 on 4 nn fi nn fi nn 5 nn 4 on 4.0D 5 on 4.00 3   OC 1  00 5.00 S.OC 6   OC 6.00 6  OD 6   00 6.00 6.00 6  DD 7,0C 7.00 6  DO 6.O0 1   00 ?   DO 7,00 
7.00 6   00 6.00 6   00 5.00 7.00 6.00 6.00 5 nn fi nn 5   00 6 no 7.00 7   00 6.00 4   00 7.00 4   00 7,00 4  DD 3 00 4   00 4   OD 6  00 7.00 7   00 7.00 4.00 5   00 2.00 6,00 7.00 
1 nn 1 nn 6,00 1 on 1 no 1   OD 1 on 1   00 6.0CL e 00 5.0D 6.00 3   DO 1.00 5.00 1   DO 4,00 7   00 7 no 7   00 4  00 7   00 7   00 7  00 7   00 7.00 7,00 7   00 7.00 7.00 7   DD 7.00 
^ nn 3 nn fi nn fi nn fi nn 4 on 4 on 4 on fi nn 00 2.00 2.DO 2   00 2 no 3.0C 1   DO 1,0D S.OD 6   00 4,00 5  OD 5   00 S.OD S.OD 4 no fi.OC 6  00 3 on 4.00 4   00 5   DO 6.00 
6   00 fi nn fi nn 6 no fi nn fi nr fi on 6 nn fi nn fi on fi   OD fi   DD 6 nn 6.00 fi   OG 6   00 7.00 7   OC 7   00 7.00 6  OD 7   00 7.0D 6  00 7   DO 7.0D 7  00 7   00 7.00 7.00 7   00 7,00 
6   DO 6.00 6,00 6   00 5,00 6.00 7 OD fi nn 5 no fi   00 fi   OD S.oo 6   DO 5.00 5.00 4   OD 4.0D 7   00 fi   00 4   OD S  00 5   00 5   00 6  DO 6   00 7,0D 7.00 6   00 5.00 7.00 6   00 7,00 
6.00 6.00 6,00 6   00 5.00 6.00 6   00 6  00 6  00 5 oo 6.00 6.00 E   00 5.00 4   OD .1 • 1 .1 >l • ) •1 • 1 >l • 1 7.00 7.00 S.OD 5.00 fi.DO 7.00 7.00 
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7 00 7.00 7.00 7 nn fi nn 7 nn 1 nn ? nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 on ^  nn 7  nn • 1 5 nn 1 00 7 on 7.00 7.0D 7.0D 7.00 7,0C 7.0C 7.0C 7,0t 7.0C ,00 .OC .DC 
6 nn ? nn 7 nn 7 nn ■^ nn fi nn 7 nn 7.00 2.00 6 DO ] 00 7.00 5.0D 7,00 7.00 7.O0 7.0C 7.0C 7.0C 7,0t 6.0C .OC .OC ,0G 
7 nn 4 nn 5 nn 1 nn 1 nn 4 nn 7 00 l.OD 6.DC s or 7 OC 7,0[ 4 OG l.OD 6.0C 4.0C 6.0C 6.0C l,Ot .01 .OC 
5 00 7.00 5.00 ? nn 1 nn q nn ? nn 1 nn fi nn 4 nn 6 on ■; nn 7 nn 5 nn 7 nn 5 on 3 00 3 00 5.00 5,0C 6.00 6.00 6.0C 5. DC 6.0C 2 OC .00 .OC l.OD 
?  nn ? nn 6 nn 1 nn 5 nn 5 nn 5 nn 2.00 5.00 7 nn 6.00 5 DO 6.0C 6.0C 5.00 6,00 S.OG 5.0C 6.0C 6.0C 2.0C 2.0C 2.00 
■; nn fi on 4 nn f; nn fi nn 6 nn ? nn 7 nn 6 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7  nn 4 nn 5 nn 4 00 1 .00 6 00 5.DC l.OC 6.0C 4.00 6.0C 5.0C 3.00 3.00 5 00 2.0C 2.0C 2.0D 
"; nn ? nn ? nn ■; nn 6 nn fi nn 7  nn 6.00 5 00 5 00 1 00 4.00 5 DO 7.0C 5. DC 5 00 s.ot S.OD S.OG 4 OC 6,0C 2 DO 2.0C 2,00 
t; nn f, nn 7 nn F, nn 4 nn 1 nn 1 nn 1 nn ^  nn 1 nn 4 nn 6 nn 4 no 1 no ? 00 1.00 6 00 6.DC 5.0C E.OC 6.00 7.00 7.00 6 00 6.00 7 DC 2.DC 2.0C 2 00 
7.00 2.00 7.00 R nn 7 nn 7 nn 1 nn ? nn 4 nn 7 nn 7 nn fi nn ? nn 1 nn 1 nn 1 nn 7.nn 7 on 7.0C 7.0C 7.00 7.00 7.0D 7.0C 7,0C 7.0C LOG 2.00 2.0C 
7  nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn T nn 2.00 2 00 2.00 7 00 6.00 7.00 6.00 7.00 7.00 7,00 7 OD 7.0C 7.0C l.OC 2-OC 2. DO 
6.00 4.00 7 nn 7 nn f. nn fi nn 1 nn 1 nn 7 nn ^  nn ■; nn 6 nn 4 nn 7 nn ? 00 ? 00 6.0D 7.00 7,00 7.0C 7,00 7.00 7.00 7,00 7.0D 6.00 i.OO .OC .00 
fi nn ? nn T nn 6 nn 6 nn 6 nn 6 00 2.00 2,00 2.00 1.00 1.00 5,00 5,0C 5.0C 5. 00 7.DO 7.00 6.00 6.0C S.OD .OD l.OC .00 
■■ i. ^  nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn ■; nn s nn 1 nn 1 DO l.OD 7 00 7 Of] 7.0C 7.0G 6.00 7.00 7.00 7 DO 7.0D 7.0D .OD OC .00 
6.00 7 nn ^  nn 7 nn *; nn 6 nn 7  nn ? nn 6 no 4 nn 6 nn 6 nn ? nn 5 on son 1 00 6.00 6 00 5.00 6.0C 6.00 7.00 7.00 6.00 6 00 S.OD .OD .OD .00 
u 5 00 =; nn 4 nn 6 nn 6 nn 7 nn 1 nn 1 nn f- nn 5 no =; nn 4 nn ? nn ? no 2  OO 1.00 6 00 6.00 6.00 6.0C 6.00 2.0O 5.00 5 DO 5.00 5 00 .OD ,U(J ,00 4.00 6.00 4 nn 1 nn 4 nn 4 nn f, nn 4 nn 5 no 6 00 6 nn 3 nn 6 nn ■^  nn 7 on 3 00 3.00 3 00 3.00 3.0D 3.00 7.0O 7.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 1.00 l.UtJ ,uu 
V    W 5.00 6.00 7 nn 7 nn 6 nn 6 nn 7 nn ? nn 6.00 6.00 6 nn 5 nn ? nn ?.on ? 00 2.00 6 00 7.00 6.0C 6.00 6.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.0D l.UO 1.00 1,00 
••'   S 4.00 ■; nn t; nn 1 nn 7 nn 6 nn 6.00 4 00 4 00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 5,00 5,00 6.00 5.00 6.0U 2.0U 2.00 2.00 
' 1 s.oo 5 nn 6 nn 4 nn =; nn ?.oo 5 00 4 00 6.00 5.00 6 00 5.00 5.00 7.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 1,00 2.00 2.00 
6 nn 4 nn >; nn 1 nn 7 nn 3.00 7,00 1.00 6 00 5-00 7.00 7.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 5.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 
7 nn 5 nn 6 nn 5 nn 7 nn 1 00 7.00 1 00 5,00 fi nn 6 00 7.00 6 00 7.00 7.00 7,00 6.00 5.00 2 DO 2,00 2.00 
7.on 6 nn 6 nn 6 nn 5 on :i nn 3 00 1.00 7 00 5-OD 7 00 6.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6 00 7.00 6 DO 1.00 2.00 2.00 
IS 5.00 4 nn 4 nn fi nn 4 nn 4 nn 1 nn ? nn 4 on r; nn 6 nn :i nn 7  nn ? 00 1.00 1 00 6.00 6 OO 6.00 5.00 5 00 4.00 4.00 6.00 7 00 6.00 2.O0 2.00 2,00 4.00 4.O0 fi nn •; nn 4 nn 5 nn 1 nn ? nn 6 nn ? nn 7 nn 5 nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 00 1.00 6 00 5.O0 5.00 5 00 5.00 7 00 5.00 5 00 5,00 6 00 2.O0 2.0U 2.LtU 
r 0. 7.00 7.O0 7.00 7. 00 7 nn 7 nn 1 nn 1 nn 7 nn 4 nn 4 nn 5 nn 6 no ? nn 5 nn 1 nn 7.on 7 on 7.00 6.00 7.0D 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.00 1.00 ,00 1,00 
^ nn 6 nn 6 nn 6 nn fi nn fi nn 4 nn 2.00 3.00 2.00 6 00 6,00 6.0D 4.00 6.00 6 00 6.00 6 00 6,00 6.00 1.00 .00 .00 f" <^  nn ^ nn t; nn 7 nn fi nn ■; nn ? nn 4 nn 5 nn 4 nn s nn 5 nn 5 nn 3 nn 7.00 2 00 6.00 6.00 6,00 S.OD 6.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 6,00 6.00 .00 1,00 ,00 
7 nn ? nn ? nn ? nn 6 nn 6 nn 6 nn 2,00 4.00 4 no 6 OD 2.00 6.00 2.00 7.00 3.00 3.O0 5.0D 7.00 5.00 7.00 3.00 .00 .00 .00 
4 nn fi nn ? nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 nn 4.00 2 DO 2.00 R on S 00 6.0D 3.00 l.OD 1,00 l.OD 4 DO 6.00 6 00 .00 1,00 .00 
'=.  nn t; nn 4 nn 7 nn 1 nn 4 nn 4 nn 4 nn 3 no 4.00 5 nn 5 nn 4 nn 7 no ? on 1 00 6.0D 5 OD 6.00 4 nn 4.O0 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5,00 .00 1.00 ,00 
2.00 5.00 2. 00 4 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 nn 4 nn ? nn 4 nn 4 nn ? nn 7 nn 4 nn 5 nn 1 on 4 on 2 on 6 00 5.00 2.0D 1.00 1.00 5 00 7.00 7 00 2.00 2,00 ;^.oo 
>; nn 7 nn 4 nn 6 nn 7 nn 6 nn 6.00 1.00 5,00 1 no 5. CO 5 00 5.00 2 00 6.00 2.00 2.00 2,00 2.00 2,00 4 00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2,00 
7 nn 1 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7.00 3.00 1.00 4 00 1.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7,00 7.00 7 00 7.00 7.00 5.00 7.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 
s nn 5 nn T nn ■; nn ? nn =; nn 5 00 5.00 3.00 4.00 4 00 5.00 3.00 3,0D 4.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
7 nn 6 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn 1 nn 3.00 1 00 7.00 7.00 7 00 7.00 7 00 7.00 7.00 7,00 7.00 7.00 2.00 1.00 2,00 
ft nn 4 nn 6 nn 7 nn 6 nn 6 nn 4 nn 1 nn 7 on 7 nn =; nn 5 nn 4 nn 3 on 3 on 1 00 7.00 6.00 7,00 7.00 5.00 7.00 7.00 7. DO 6.00 5.00 1,00 2.00 1.00 




V46 V47 V4fi V4S V5n V51 V52 VK3 V54 V5S V56i VS6B 75 6C V56D V56E VS6F VS6G VI1 712 713 714 VIS VI6 VI7 Via 
nn • 1 1 nn 1 nn • 1 $9,548,629,00 S893 829 00 1 on 4 no 7.00 »l • 1 • 1 7 DO 1.00 6,00 7 00 3 00 5.0D 1,01 2,UU 
nn nn «i S26.300 825 00 S9.640.825.00 9n 4 on 6 00 »! • 1 • 1 >l • 1 • 1 • 1 6.00 2.00 4 00 6.00 2.00 6.on 2.0U LOU 
nn 1 nn nn nn »i E36.000.000.00 $500,000.00 33 4 no 6 00 «l >l • 1 »l «f «l ■ 1 1.00 1.00 5,00 7.00 LOU 7. on LOU l.UU 
«i $2,500,000.00 60 5 nn 6 00 •! • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 6.0D 4 00 2.00 5 00 6.00 4.0D 3 00 4.00 
«i S76.143.000 00 $1,700,000 00 •1 7 no 4 00 1 00 1.00 3.00 2.00 2 00 1.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 6 00 6.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 2,00 
«i 514.087,000.00 $1,541,482.00 1 on £ no 4.00 1.00 3.00 2 00 4 00 6.00 7.00 5.00 2.on 5.0C SCO 6.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 3.00 
• ) • 1 • 1 £62,625.649 00 S12.000.00D 00 1.00 4.00 5 00 1 00 2.00 6.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 6.0D 6 00 7 00 4.00 2.00 2.0D 7 00 4.00 
• t • 1 >i • 1 5150 000 00 •1 • 1 1.00 3.00 5 00 1.00 2.00 5.00 5 00 7.00 4 00 4.00 6,00 3 DO 5 OO 1.00 1.00 
2.00 1.00 1.00 1 00 • 1 S6.100.000 00 5000,000.00 • 1 «l • 1 »l • j • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 «l • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 
2.00 2.00 2,00 2.00 • 1 $4,100,000.00 $689,000 00 ■ 1 • 1 • 1 1 nn ? nn 1 on 1.00 1 00 1.00 1.00 7.00 4,00 4.00 7.00 S.OO 6.00 2.00 3.00 
.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 1 S85.200.000.00 $1,270,000.00 »i • 1 7 no • 1 • 1 «i «! •1 • I 4.0D 1.00 6.00 6.00 1.00 7.00 LOO 2.00 
.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 1 • 1 • 1 6 nn 6 nn 1 nn 6 nn 7 on 3.00 7 00 4.00 5 00 6.00 1 00 S 00 6.00 1.00 6.00 6 00 LOO 
00 l.OD 1.00 1.00 • 1 $58,500,000.00 $8,500,000.00 • i R nn .i • 1 • 1 • 1 »! • ) 7.00 1.00 7.00 7.00 1 00 7.00 1,00 LOO 
.00 nn • 1 • 1 • 1 $884,000,000 00 $8,700,000.00 1 15 5 nn 7 nn • 1 • 1 • 1 »l • 1 • ! • 1 7.0D 2 00 4 00 4.00 6.00 2.00 2 00 4 00 
00 .00 fli $87,000,000 00 1 on 4 on 5 nn • 1 • 1 «i .1 • 1 »l • 1 6 OO 1,00 6 00 6.00 S 00 7.00 1.00 LOO 
.00 1.00 1.00 1 00 «i «i • 1 1 nn 7 on • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 1.00 1 00 7 00 6.00 LOO 7.00 1.00 1 00 
2 00 1.00, 1.00 1 nn ? =;n $62,941,000 00 $1,870,000 00 .80 6 nn 7 nn 1 nn 4 00 7 00 S DO 3.00 7.00 6.00 6.00 3 OC 1.00 7.00 7,00 4.00 7 or 7.00 s 2.00 1 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7  nn $23,600,000 00 SI.900,000.00 75 4 nn 4 no 1 on 6.00 4 00 2.0D 5.00 7.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 6.00 7,00 4,00 6.00 2.00 2.00 
£ $250,000 00 1 nn 5 nn 6 00 2.00 2.00 3.00 l.OD 3 00 3.0D 2.00 2.0D 4.0D 2 00 6.00 3.00 S.OO 1.00 4.UU 
«i $53,109,000 00 $2,145,000 00 1 nn =; nn 4.00 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 7.0D 2.00 S.OO 7.00 1 00 3.0D 1,00 4.00 
4» 
0 
S26.225 000 00 S83B.OOO.00 • \ • 1 7 00 2 00 3 00 1.00 7.00 6 00 5 00 4,00 6,on 1 00 7 00 7.00 LOO 6.O0 1 00 LOO 
S212.000 000.00 510,000,000 00 1.00 5 DO 7.00 1.00 5 00 2 00 4 00 7.00 6,0D 3.00 7 on 3.00 4.00 7,00 2 00 4.O0 1,00 LOO 
i 2.00 2.00 2 DO S1B9.470 00 $0.00 1 nn 4 no 5 00 1.00 3 nn 7 nn ? or 6 on 5.on 7 00 6 on 2.0D 7 00 6.00 LOO 6.00 2.00 LOO 2 00 2.00 2,00 2.00 $40,000 00 $400,000 00 .00 4.00 6 nn 1 nn 3 nn 5 00 ? 00 4 00 7.00 6.00 3.00 4.00 5 OD 6.00 2,00 4.00 2.00 3.on 
tu 
.00 1 00 1 nn 1 nn 814.247.224.00 $830,495 00 «i R nn 7 nn 6 nn 7  on J 00 3.0G 4.00 5.00 7,00 7,0D l.OD 7.00 7.00 1 00 7.00 LOO LOO 
nn 1 nn 1 nn 1 nn 515.000,000 00 5806,000.00 • 1 7 nn 6 on : on 6.00 3.00 2.0D 4 OD S.OD 5 00 6,00 1.00 6 00 6.00 6,00 6,00 7 UO LOU 
5300,000 00 "1 • f 6 nn 1.00 2 00 5 00 3.0G 6,00 4.O0 7.00 6 OD l.OD 6.0D 6.00 1 00 6.on LOU l.UU 
64,300.000 00 $308,411.00 3S 3 nn 4 00 1 00 1.00 3.00 l.OC 1 no 3 00 7.00 7,0D 1 OD 7 on 7 no LOO 7.00 1 00 1 00 
«l 868 000 00 • 1 4 nn 2.00 1.00 3.00 7 00 1.00 2.00 7.0D 7.00 6 OD l.OD 7.on 7.00 1 00 7.0D 1.00 1,00 
S2,700,000 00 $71,000.00 «l • 1 5.00 1 00 3 00 4.00 2 OC 6.00 5.00 7 00 6.0D i.on 6.on 6.00 1.00 6.0D l.OD LOO 
525,500.000.00 54.000,000.00 1.00 5,00 3.00 1.00 2.00 6.00 3.00 4 OD S.OD 7.00 6.0D 2.on 6.on 7.O0 S.OO 6,00 1.00 LOO 
• 1 S45.000.000.00 55,000.000.00 .75 4 00 2.00 1.00 2,00 2 00 l.OC 2,00 2.00 3.00 l.OC 2. on 6.on 6.00 2 00 5.00 2.00 4.00 
• t • 1 5.00 1 00 i.on 3.00 2.0C 2 OD l.OD 6.00 2.0C I.on 6 00 3.00 4,00 4.0D 2 00 2.00 
• 1 59.621,572.00 51.000.000 00 • 1 2.00 3,00 1 00 2 00 1 00 2.0C 2,0G S.OD 3 00 3.0C 2.on 6.on 4.0D 2 00 6 00 2.0D 2.00 
2.00 2.00 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • I • I 7 nn 7 nn 5 nr 7 OC 6 OG 7 OD 7.00 7.0C 2 on 6 on 7,0D 4.00 4.O0 3 00 LOO 
2 00 1 DO 1.00 1.00 1 "in $93,052,151.00 SI.996 007 00 • r 5 DO 6 nn 1 nn 4 nn 1 nn 1 no 1 OC 5.00 2.00 7 OC l.OD 4. on 4.00 4 00 6.00 1.00 1.00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 • t 5.00 6 DO 1 DO 7.00 5 00 2.0C 3.00 4.00 6.00 7,0C LOG 4 on 4.00 4.00 6.0D 1.00 LOO 
209 
VT«t vnn VTIl VTl? vm VT14 VI15 7TU VI17 VTIfi VI19 VT?n VT21 VI22 VI23 VI24 VI25 VI26 VIII VII2 VII3 VII4 7II5 VII6 VII7 VI18 VII9 Vino 
11,  c 
c 
^   a 
: h ;.    0 ■   n B 
d 
2 
^ nn 7,00 7 nn 4,00 4 nn 7 nn 5.00 6 on 5,00 1.00 6.00 5.00 7.00 5,0D 3 DO 3.00 5   00 4   00 4   00 5,00 5 OD y DO 6.0C 7.00 7.0C 7.0C 5-OC 7,00 ft nn 7.00 1 nn 6.00 1 on fi nn 6.00 6 nn fi nn 4 no 5,00 6,00 6   00 3 on ? 00 2.0D 6.00 6.00 4.DC 7.0C 6.0C 6 0[ 7.0C 7.0( 6  OC 7,00 7. DC 6.00 
1 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 nn 6.00 6 nn 6.00 ? nn 7,00 5,00 7.00 5 on 1 00 1.00 5.00 4.00 l.OC l.OC lot l.OC 7.0C 6,0t 6,0C 1,0C 7, DC 4,00 
=; nn f; nn 4 nn 2  00 4 nn 4 nn 3.00 4 nn 4.DO 5 nn 3.00 2.00 4,00 2,00 4 00 4.00 2.00 2   00 4   00 5,00 3,00 4.00 5.00 2.DC l.OC l.OC 4.0C 1,00 
f. nn 5.00 ? nn 6.00 ? nn 6 nn 6.00 5 nn 5,00 ? nn 6,00 6.00 6.00 5   00 2 OD 2. DO 6.00 2.0D 6   OC 4,00 5,0C 5 00 2.O0 2, DC 2.0C 2.0D 2.0C 5.00 
■; nn 7 nn =; nn R nn T nn t; nn 5.00 6 nn 5   00 1 nn 5,00 fi nn 5.00 6   DO 4 00 2.00 3.00 6.00 5.DC 4.00 5.0C 5 OC 4,00 5,0C 5   DC 5  OC 6  OC 6.00 
fi (in SOD 4 nn 7.00 1 nn 5 nn 6. DO 6 nn 6 nn n nn 5.00 fi.OD 6.00 7 on 3 00 2.00 6   OD 3   DO 7.00 5.00 2.0C 4 00 5,00 5.0C 7.0C 4.00 5.0C 7.00 
fi nn ■; nn 4 nn ] nn fi nn 5. DO fi nn 6.00 f- nn 3,00 4   OD 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 7.00 1.00 6,0C 6 00 5.00 6.0C 4.00 5,00 5.0C 4   00 
• 1 • ! • 1 • 1 • 1 «l • 1 • 1 "1 • 1 • 1 •1 wl wl «t • 1 • 1 «< •>! »l «l • 1 • 1 *l «l 
T nn 4 nn ? nn nn 4.00 <=■ nn 5,00 ? nn 5   00 4   00 6  00 4 nn 5 00 2,00 4,00 5,00 1   00 2.00 2.00 6 DO 6,00 6.0C 6,00 6,00 6.00 6.00 
t; nn $.00 7 nn 6   00 ? nn 6 nn 5   00 7 nn 6.00 3 nn 5 nn fi nn 5.00 fi nn 2 nn 1.00 6 on 6  00 7   00 2,00 7.00 7 DO 7.0C 5-00 6.00 5.00 7,00 6  00 
7 nn 7,00 1 nn l.DD ft nn 6 nn 1 nn 6 nn 6,00 1 nn 2.00 2.00 6.00 2.00 2 00 2.00 2,00 6,00 6   00 5,00 4.00 6 DO 6.00 6.00 6.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 fi nn 7 nn 1 nn ? nn 1 nn 7 nn 6.00 6 nn 6,00 ? nn 4.00 6.00 6   00 6,00 1 00 1.00 6.00 2.0C 2.00 2.00 3, OS 7 OC 7,0C 7.00 7   DO 6.00 7.0C 7.00 
? nn 7.00 4 nn 6.00 4 nn 1 nn 2,00 6 nn 4 nn 6 nn ? nn 4 nn 4.00 6 nn 3.00 2.00 2   00 4,00 2  00 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 2,00 7.00 2.00 2.0C 7.00 
6 nn 7.00 ? nn 6.00 1 nn fi nn 4 nn ^ nn s nn 5 nn 5.CO 5.00 6,00 6 on 2 00 3.00 5.00 4.00 7,00 1.00 4,00 5 00 6.00 7,00 7,0D 2.00 4.0C 6.00 
7 1 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7.00 7 nn 7,00 1 nn 7,00 6  00 7   DO 6.00 1 00 1,00 fi  00 7,00 4.00 6.00 4.00 6 00 4,00 6.00 6  OD 6 00 fi.OC 5.00 
fi nn 7.00 f nn 2.00 f. nn ? nn 1,00 7 nn 2.00 2.00 1,00 1,00 6   DO ] .00 6 00 6.00 1.00 7.00 7.00 3.00 6,00 7 DO 7.00 7.00 7,00 7,00 7,00 7.00 
f. nn 7,00 ? nn 6   DO ? nn f. nn 4 nn <; nn 4 nn 3 nn 5.00 4.00 5-00 5   00 ? 00 2.00 5   00 4  DO 5   00 3.00 6  OC 6 00 6.00 fi.OO 6.00 5.00 5.0D 6.00 
«; nn ? nn 4 nn ? nn 4 nn 6 nn 4.00 4 nn 5.00 7 nn 4,00 1  00 5  00 l.OD 2 00 2,00 3.00 6,00 6.00 5.00 5.0C 6 00 6.00 5.00 7.00 5,00 7,0C 6.00 
7 nn 7.00 1 nn 5.00 ? nn 6 nn 5,00 f. nn 6 nn 3 nn fi nn 2   00 7  00 3 nn ? on 1,00 3   00 3,00 2.00 2.00 l.OD 6 DO 1   00 6   00 6  00 3   00 4,00 4.00 
4 nn 7.00 1 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 nn 4,00 7 nn 7.00 ? nn 6   00 4,00 6. 00 7.00 4,00 1.00 4.00 4   00 6.00 7,00 5.00 4.00 7.00 5,00 7.00 7.00 5.00 4.00 
^ nn eoo T nn 5.00 1 nn f nn 5,00 6 nn 7.00 ? nn 5.00 5.00 6.00 5,00 3 00 1.00 4.00 7,00 7.00 5,00 4.00 6 00 G.OD 6,00 6.00 7.00 6.O0 7,00 
1 nn 6,00 1 nn 1.00 ? nn 4 nn 6 nn 7 nn 7,00 ? nn 6. DO 6.00 6   00 6 on ? 00 2,00 6.00 5,0D 1.00 2.00 1-00 4,00 6,00 7, DO 6,00 2.00 2.00 3.00 
nn •^ nn ? nn 6,00 ? nn 4 nn 5.00 5 nn 5,00 3 nn 5,00 5,00 5,00 5   00 S 00 3,00 5   DO 5.0D 5. DO 4. 00 4.00 4 00 6.00 3.00 6.00 2.00 4.O0 6.00 
7 nn 7,00 1 nn 7,00 1 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7 nn 7,00 1 nn 6.00 7.00 7.00 7 on 5 on 1,00 7  OD 7   00 4   DO 7.00 7.00 6 00 6.00 6.00 4. DO 6.00 7.00 7.00 
7 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7.00 7 nn 7,00 7 nn 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 1 00 1,00 7.00 7.00 4.00 5-00 6.00 6 00 6.00 6,00 4   DO 6,00 7.0D 6.00 
T nn 5.0D ? nn 6.00 1 nn 7 nn 6 nn 6 nn 6 no 3 nn 5,00 6   00 5   00 6 no ? on 2,00 fi   00 5,00 3.00 5.00 4,00 5 00 6   00 5,00 4   00 4   00 3.00 6   00 
7 1 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 nn 7.00 7 nn 7.00 1 nn 7,00 6.DD 7.00 7.00 1 00 1,00 6,00 7   DO 2   00 4.00 3.00 4 00 7.00 4,00 6.00 7.00 7.00 6  00 
7 nn 7.0D 1 nn 7.00 1 nn 7 nn 7. DO 7 nn 7 nn 1 nn 7 on 7 nn 7.00 7 nn 1 00 1,00 7 on 7   00 1 .00 1.00 1.00 7 OD 5.00 S,00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 fi nn 5.DO 1 nn 6.00 1 nn 7 nn 6.00 fi nn 6   DO 7 nn 5,00 6   00 6   DO 6  00 2 00 2.00 6,00 4,00 1.00 3.00 6.00 4 00 4   00 2,00 3  00 2   00 4   00 4.00 
7 nn 3.00 1 nn 6.00 1 nn 7 nn 6,00 6 nn 6,00 5,00 6,00 6   00 6.00 fi.OD 2 00 1,00 6.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.0D 5 00 3.00 5,00 4,00 3.00 3,00 1.00 
7 nn 6 nn 6,00 6 nn 6.00 ? nn 4,00 6   00 6.00 fi nn 2 DO 4.00 6   00 5  00 1   00 1.00 4.0D 2 00 5.00 2-00 5.00 1,00 4,00 1.00 fi nn 6,00 ? nn 6,00 ? nn 5 nn 7. CD 6 nn 6 nn ? nn 4,00 6. DO 4  00 fi nn ? on 2.00 6.00 6.00 3.00 2.00 4,00 6 00 S   00 6,00 6,00 4.00 2,00 5.00 
■; nn 5,00 7 nn 5,00 ? nn 5 nn 4.00 6 nn 6,00 ? nn 4.00 4. DO 5.00 4   00 2 00 2   00 4   00 4,00 4.00 1.00 2.00 5 00 2,00 5.00 4.0D 2.00 2.00 2.00 
7 nn &.00 F; nn 6.00 3 nn ft nn 4,00 6 nn 6   00 4 nn 4.00 5,00 5,00 fi.OO 3 00 3.0D 6.00 6  00 5   00 E   00 6.00 6 00 6.00 5.00 B.OD 4.00 5,00 6  00 
7 nn 7,00 1 nn 4.00 1 nn 1 nn 4,00 :i nn 4,00 1 nn 6   00 4.00 7,00 4 nn 1,00 2   00 4.00 5.00 7.00 3.00 4.00 4 00 7.00 6.00 7.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
7 DO 7,00 1,00 4.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 3   00 4,00 1   DO 6   DO 4   DO 7  00 4   00 1 00 2.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 3.00 6.00 5 00 6,00 5,00 6   DO 5  00 4   00 S.OO 
f-  VIIll VII12 VIIIIA VIIIIB 7niic viri2i VIII2B vrir2c VIII3J.C Vi:3BC viiicc VIT3DC yiI3EC VII3FC VII3GC Vn3BC vinic VII3JC VII3KC VII3LC VII3iO VII3B0 vnaco 
i. 7 00 1   00 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 >i • 1 • 1 a 
e 00 7  00 • r • 1 a| a • I • 1 • 1 • 1 al »t • 1 •1 "1 ■ 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 a 
• 1 ■ I • 1 • 1 a • I • i • 1 • 1 a| • ( • 1 •1 ■ I • 1 >| • 1 • 
• 1 • 1 a| • 1 al a| • t >1 • 1 ") • t • 1 >! ■ 1 ■ 1 •1 •I •1 a 
5 00 I   00 5  00 • 1 6 00 • 1 2  00 1,00 2,00 1   00 1.00 1.00 3,0C 2.DC 2.0C 3.0C 2,0C 3  OG 2.00 1.00 2.0i 
£  00 4.00 1.00 BI 3.00 ■ 1 1  00 e 00 6  OG 4.00 7.0C 2,00 10  OC 9,0E 3.0C E.OC 11.OC 12.00 2,on E.OO 9.00 
4   00 4  00 >l >r ■ 1 5,00 10  00 10,00 10  00 9.0C 10  00 e,oc 6  OC 6,0t 6,0C 8.0C 12.00 B,OG B.OG 6.00 
6 00 2  00 e 00 1 00 al a| • 1 • 1 • ( ■ t • 1 • 1 ») 
• 1 • 1 al a) • t >l ■ 1 X >i • 1 -1 • 1 • 1 •1 ■1 a| a) 
V 
• 1 al 12  00 9  00 6  00 e.oc 7,00 4.DC 2.0C 11,00 3.0C 5  OC 1,00 12,00 10. OG 9.00 
. *i a| ■ 1 -! • 1 ■ 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 •1 -1 
. 
• 1 «l ■ 1 8,00 9  00 11.OC 7  00 6  OC 2.0C 12 OC E OC 4,0G 3,00 7.00 B.OG 9.00 
1    0 
, 
• 1 a| ■ 1 -! ■ 1 •1 ■•1 a\ ■ • ( ■ 1 • i •1 
5.00 5  DO al «i «l ■ I • 1 ■ I • 1 • 1 ■ 1 • 1 • 1 ••1 • 1 • •t • F a) «t 
^ s EDO 1.00 • 1 • 1 
al ■ 1 >! al ■ 1 ml ■ 1 • 1 a| • 1 ■ t *l • •1 aF al •1 
4.00 6  00 -! a| al • 1 •! •>[ ■ 1 .) • f • 1 B| •1 B| • 1 • 1 • f • F a) •1 
'   » 7,00 1  00 2.00 ,| 1,00 • 1 6.00 9  00 7  DO 8,DO 10,OC 4  00 B  OC 2,00 12. OC 1   OC U,OG 3,00 6  OG 12.00 11,00 
• 1 l.OD at 4.00 10  00 5.00 3,00 2,00 12  00 6.0C 7.00 B  OC 9 OG 11 OG 1,00 9  OG 11.00 2.00 
; 1 S.OO 10.00 ■ 1 10,00 9  00 12.00 4.0D BOC 3  DO U.OC 2.00 e OC 1  OG E.QG 7.0G 11  OD S  OD 10.00 
• 1 12,00 10  00 U.DO 3,0C 5  00 8.0t 1,00 6  OC 2 00 4.0G 7.00 12  OD 11.DO 9,00 
U 6,00 1   00 6.0Q 4  00 • 1 11.00 12  00 1.00 6,00 S OC 2  00 9.00 3.00 4  OG 7 OG 8,00 10.00 U   OG 12  00 1.00 
6.00 5  00 1.00 5  00 12,00 13.00 • 1 12,00 9  00 6  00 E,OD 2  OC 1  00 7,0C 11.OO 10  00 3  OG B.OG 4.0D 9  00 7 OD S.OO 
1 4,00 2 00 5.00 • 1 7.00 a) 7.00 8  00 11 OD 9.00 10  OC S  DO e.oc 2.0C 3  OC 4  00 13  00 l.OO 6   00 12.00 9.00 S.OO Z 00 3.00 2,00 ■ 1 7.00 12  00 11.OD 4,00 S  00 9  00 e.oc 3.0C 10  OG B 00 2 00 l.OO 10  00 12.00 11.00 7.00 7  00 2.00 3.00 2,00 3 00 al 9.00 E  00 • 1 4  DO 1  00 8.00 7.00 10  OG e OG 3 00 2.DC 7,DO 8.00 
• 1 3,00 • 1 7.00 10  00 2,00 3,0D 9,0C 1,00 e.oc E.OC 4.0C .) 6  OD 7.O0 7,00 10,OD 2.00 
4  00 1,00 1,00 3,00 4,00 2,00 (OC 2,DO e.oc E.OC 4.0C 5.00 4  OD 1,0G 2.0D 4,00 4.00 
• 1 1,00 -1 3  00 2.00 1  00 2, Of 2  DD 1,0C S  OD 10  OG • f 1   00 3.0G S,OD 4,0D 7.00 
f • 1 4.00 «l 2  00 3,00 2,0t 2  DO 3,0C 3.00 I,OG 1   00 3.00 4.O0 -1 
^,, l.OD 3  00 1.00 3,0t 2,00 5,DC E.OC 4  OG 4,DG 3.00 l.OO 4.00 4,0D 3.00 :: 3.00 -1 11,00 7,00 s,oc 1.00 6,0C 2.00 12.00 8  OG 4  00 3,00 9. DO 6  OD 10  00 ^ 8,0D 9,00 • 1 12  00 9,00 4  00 2  OC 1.00 eoc 5 00 10  OG e,OG 3  00 7.O0 10,OD 9,0D 6 00 
• 1 1,00 2,00 2  00 1  OC 2.00 1  OC 2  OG 1,0C :,0D LOG 2  OO 1,00 2.00 1 00 
2  00 7  00 • 1 1.00 al 12.00 11  00 9  00 8  00 2  00 3  00 7.0C 6  OG 10.OO 1.00 4,0G 5  DO 12   00 11,00 9  00 ^" 6 00 1  00 13 00 14  00 7  00 al 1  00 1.00 1  00 1,00 1  OE 1,00 3,0C S.OG l.OC 3.0G 1,0D 5  DC 3.DD 1  00 12  00 
i:. &  00 6  00 S 00 •1 7  00 6  00 al 6  DO 7,00 12,00 e DO 11  OC 2,0D 5, DC 9  00 10.OG 4,00 3,00 1   00 e,OD 5 00 10  00 











:■   s 




VII3D0 VII3E0 VII3F0 VII3G0 VII3H0 VII3I0 VII3J0 VII3K0 VII3L0 VAR00004 
»! • ! *! *  j «! »! *! »! • ! • ! 
• 1 • ! *! « 1 «! »! *! «! «! • ! 
• ! «l »l « 1 •! • ! «! *\ »! *! 
«l • ! «! *  1 • ! • ! «j »! • ! • ! 
1.00 1,00 1.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 3,00 2.00 3.00 • ! 
10,00 3,00 1.00 6.00 4.00 11.00 12,00 8,00 7.00 *! 
10,00 8.00 6.00 10.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6,00 6.00 • ! 
*! «l »l «! »! •! • ! «! *! «j 
«l • ! «l «l «! • ! •! • ! »! «! 
8.00 7.00 6.00 5.00 2.00 11.00 1.00 4,00 3,00 *! 
«l »! • ! «l »! *! • ! • ! *! * j 
6,00 5.00 1.00 10.00 2.00 11.00 3.00 4.00 12.00 «! 
• ! • ! »l *l • ! •! • ! *l «! »j 
»! • ! »! «! »! *! • ! »! *! «j 
«l «l • ! • ! *! • ! *! •! • ! »! 
«l «l »! • ! »! • ! • ! «! *! •! 
8.00 5.00 4.00 *! 2.00 10.00 1.00 7.00 3.00 »l 
8.00 1.00 12.00 4.00 6.00 5.00 3.00 10.00 7.00 • ! 
6.00 9.00 4.00 12.00 2.00 7.00 1.00 3.00 8.00 «! 
10,00 3.00 5.00 7,00 1.00 4.00 2.00 6.00 8.00 *! 
6,00 5.00 2.00 9,00 3.00 4.00 7.00 8.00 10.00 *! 
8.00 2.00 1.00 10.00 11,00 12.00 4.00 6.00 3,00 *! 
10.00 3.00 5,00 4.00 7.00 8.00 1.00 2.00 11.00 »! 
7.00 8.00 9.00 6.00 2.00 1.00 5,00 4.00 3.00 *! 
9.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 »! 6.00 4.00 10.00 • I 
3.00 9.00 1.00 8.00 5.00 4,00 •! 6.00 7,00 *! 
3,00 6.00 3.00 2,00 7.00 6,00 3.00 4.00 1,00 *! 
4,00 5.00 2.00 5,00 1.00 5,00 10.00 • ! 5,00 4.00 
• ! *! »l »l • ! • ! • ! *! »! *! 
3,00 2.00 4.00 1,00 7.00 6,00 5.00 4.00 2,00 • ! 
7,00 6.00 1.00 5,00 2.00 11,00 3.00 4.00 12,00 «! 
3,00 2.00 1.00 8,00 5.00 10.00 7.00 4.00 12,00 *! 
2,00 11.00 2.00 1,00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2,00 »! 
5,00 2.00 1.00 8,00 3.00 10.00 4.00 6.00 7,00 *! 
3,00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3,00 3.00 2.00 1.00 •! 
7,00 4.00 2.00 1.00 8.00 11,00 9.00 12.00 3.00 •! 







•   a 
: s 
; » ! 0 
a 
.   ■ 
■■ 
:: 
RATING pn PI 4 PIR P16A P16B P16C P16D P16E P16F P16G P16H P16I P16J P16J0TH P17 P18A P18B P18C P18D 
RA 3.00 1 nn 4 no 10.00 7.00 3.00 2.00 5.00 8.00 6.00 9.00 4.00 1.00 1 7,00 wl w| 1.00 1.00 
RA 3.00 2.00 • 1 5.00 2,00 6.00 1.00 7.00 8,00 9,00 3.00 4.00 w| w! 5.00 w| wl 1.00   wl 
RA 5 on 1.00 5.00 3.00 1 00 • ! • 1 • ! «l • 1 2.00 • 1 «l w! 4.00 »l w| w 1.00 
EA 4 on ? nn wl ,1 • ! • ! • ! • 1 • 1 • 1 «l • ! wl w! 4.00 w| wl w wl 
RA 3 nn 1 nn 4 nn • 1 • 1 • ! 3.00 «! 2.00 • 1 »l • ! 1,00 2 6.00 w| wl w 1.00 
RA l.DO 1 nn 4 nn 6.00 4.00 7.00 2.00 5.00 3,00 8,00 1.00 • 1 • 1 w| 4.00 • 1 1.00 IOC wl 
RA 2.00 1.00 ? nn 3.00 6 nn 1.00 5.00 9.00 4,00 7,00 2.00 8.00 wj wl 5,00 wl w| l.Ot w| 
RA 2.00 2.00 «i 7.00 1,00 • ! 5.00 4.00 3.00 6,00 2.00 8.00 w| wl 6,00 wl w| w 1.00 
RB 3 nn 1.00 4.00 • 1 3 00 •! • 1 2.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 • 1 wj w| 6.00 w| w| w wl 
RB 2.00 2.00 »1 5.00 1,00 6.00 2.00 3.00 9.00 8.00 7.00 4.00 w{ wj 4.00 wl w| w 1.00 
RB 3.00 2.00 3.00 • 1 1,00 4,00 2.00 3.00 • 1 wl • ! 5.00 w| w| 5.00 w| wl w 1.00 
RB 3,nn ? nn »l • ! 1 00 •! *! 2.00 «t 3.00 • ! 4.00 • 1 wj 6.00 w| wl w 1.00 
RB R no 1 nn 5 nn • 1 ,1 • ! • ! • 1 • ! »! • ! «l w| w! 1.00 w| w| w .1 
RB 1.00 1 nn R nn 8.00 6,00 • 1 2,00 5.00 7.00 4.00 1,00 3.00 w! .1 5,00 wl • 1 w w| 
RB 3.00 2.00 R nn 1.00 • ! 2.00 3,00 • t • ! • ! 4.00 • 1 •! w| 4.00 wl w| IOC wl 
RB ? no 1.00 5.00 3.00 1 00 • 1 • 1 »! 2.00 • 1 • 1 • 1 wl 2.00 wl w| w w| 
HA R nn • 1 »i «l «l • 1 «! • 1 • 1 .1 wl wj wl 1,00 wl wl w wl 
HA 4 nn • ! • 1 «l l>l «l • 1 • ! «! »! *l w! wl 5.00 «l w| . wl 
HA ? nn «i • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 «t • ! • ! • ! *l w! wl 6.00 w| w| w wl 
HA 3 nn • 1 >! • 1 • 1 • 1 •! • 1 »! «! w! wl 6.00 w| wl w .1 
HA 4 nn • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 *t wj wl 4.00 w| wl w .1 
HA 4 nn »i • ! .1 • 1 • 1 •! • ! • 1 «l w! w! 4.00 w| w| w .1 
HB 4 nn • 1 • ! • 1 • 1 • ! • 1 • 1 • 1 »l w! w| 4.00 w| w| w wl 
KB 4 nn • 1 • ! .1 .1 • 1 • ! • ! • 1 «l wl wj 2.00 wl w| w .1 
HB F nn • 1 • 1 • 1 *1 • 1 • ! • ! • 1 ^1 «l wl wl 2.00 wl wl w w| 
NB 4 nn • 1 »l • 1 *t «l • 1 >! • 1 •1 wl w| 4.00 .1 wl w .1 
HB 1 nn • 1 • 1 .1 .1 «l • ! •! •! *! wl w| wl 6.00 w| w| w wl 
NB 4.00 • 1 »l • 1 »l »! • 1 • ! • 1 wl wj .1 1,00 wl wl » wl 
«i • ! • ! *! • 1 «! • 1 «l *l -! •! w| wl wl wl w| w w| 
P18E P19 PllO P11? PUS P114 P115 P116 P117 P118 P119 P120 P121 OCRIA OCRIB OCKIC OCHID OCRIE OCHIF OCRIG 
• 1 f. no 7 nn s.oo 5.00 7.00 7.00 4.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 .1 wj w w| w| wl wl 
• 1 5.00 2.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 1.00 7,00 2,0C 3,00 4,00 5.00 6.00 
• 1 2.00 4.00 4.00 7.00 5 00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 3,00 2,0C 6,00 4.00 1,00 7.00 
1.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4 00 5.00 4.00 7.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 S.OO 2.00 1.00 3.00 4,0C 1.00 2.00 1,00 4.00 
1.00 5,00 ? nn 4,00 2.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 4.00 3.00 6.00 5.00 1.00 2.00 6.00 4,0C 3.00 7.00 1.00 5.00 
• 1 s no f. nn 4 on 5.00 4.00 7,00 6.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 6,00 3.00 4.00 5.00 7.00 
«l 4 nn 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 6,00 6.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 6.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 5,00 2,00 6.00 4.00 7.00 
1.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 6 no 6 00 5,00 6.00 6.00 5.00 6.00 6.00 S.OO 1.00 2,00 1,00 1,00 3.00 2.00 2.00 
*l 4.00 R nn 3.00 3 no 4.00 3.00 5.00 6.00 5.00 5,00 6.00 3.00 ^, w| w wl wl .1 wl 
«l 5.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5,00 3.00 5.00 2.00 3,00 3,00 2.00 3.00 .1 • 1 w wl wl • 1 w| 
a 
»! 3.00 3 nn 3 nn 4.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 5.00 3.00 5,00 5.00 3.00 wl wj w wl wl w| w| 
a Q 1 no 6 nn 4 nn 6.00 6.00 5.00 6.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 .1 w| w w| wl wl wl 
I 
• 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5,00 4.00 7.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 4,00 1.00 w! • ! w wl w! w| w| 
.1 6.00 4.00 5,00 6,00 7.00 7.00 7,00 7.00 6.00 2.00 5,00 1.00 w| wj . wl wl wl w| 
wl s nn 4 on 4 nn 3.00 3,00 3.00 5,00 3.00 4.00 5.00 4,00 3.00 .1 • 1 w wl • 1 w| wl 
1 nn ? nn ? no 7 nn 5.00 2,00 4.00 4,00 3.00 1.00 5.00 2.00 1.00 .1 wl w wl w| w| wl 
.  a wl • 1 • 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 4,00 1.00 w 1 wj w| w wl «l wl w| 
■J »l • 1 «i 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5,00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 ,| wj w| w w| w| wl wl 
*l • 1 • 1 s.oo 6.00 6.00 6.00 6,00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 .1 w! wl w wl w| wl wl 
*! • 1 ,i 2.00 6.00 6,00 4.00 3,00 6.00 5.00 2.00 6.00 • 1 wj w| w wl wl w| w| 
«l • 1 • 1 5.00 4 no 5,00 4.00 6.00 3.00 4.00 4,00 3.00 «l wj .1 w wl w| w| wl 
.1 
• 1 *i ? nn 4,00 5,00 6.00 S.OO 6,00 5.00 4,00 2.00 »! • ! wl w w| wl wl w| 
*[ • 1 «i 1 nn 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 4,00 1.00 *! wl wl • wl wl • 1 w| 
»| «i .1 2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 2,00 2.00 3,00 2.00 w 1 • 1 w! w wl w| w| w| 
*l • 1 «i 2.00 3.00 4.00 S.OO 5.00 4,00 3,00 3.00 3,00 «1 w] wj w w| wl w| wl 
*l • 1 .1 2.00 3.00 ROO 5 00 5,00 5,00 4.00 4.00 5,00 * 1 w| wj w w| wl wl w| 
• 1 • 1 ,1 5.00 4 00 5,00 3.00 6,00 4.00 5.00 6.00 5.00 «l wj wj w wl wl w| wl 
^1 «i • 1 2.00 5.00 3,00 5.00 3,00 4.00 5.00 2.00 1.00 «! wj wl w w| w| wl wl 
• 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 •! • 1 *! «l • i • ! «| • 1 wj w| w wl w| w| wl 
212 
OCR? OCR 3 0CR4C1 OCR4C2 OCR4C3 OCR4C4 OCR4C5 OCR4C6 OCR4C7 0CR4CB OCR4C9 OCR4C10 0CR4C11 OCR4C12 
• 1 »l «! »l • 1 *\ • < «! • 1 «l «l •1 w| w! 
, 1 nn 1 on 1.00 11.00 10.00 8.00 6.00 7.00 9.00 2.00 12,00 3.00 5.00 4.00 
2.00 2.00 12.00 10.00 7.00 9.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 6.00 11.00 1.00 8.00 2.00 
• 1 • 1 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 • 1 2.00 4.00 1.00 
5.00 s nn 7.00 10.00 3.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 11.00 9.00 12.00 
a nn ? nn 10.00 11.00 12.00 8.00 9.00 3.00 6.00 S.OO 7.00 4.00 2.00 1.00 
7.DO 1 nn 11.00 10.00 9.00 8.00 6.00 7.00 5.00 3.00 12.00 4.00 2.00 1.00 
fi no 9 nn 9.00 6.00 7.00 5.00 8.00 3.00 10.00 1.00 11.00 4.00 2.00 12.00 
»1 • 1 • 1 • ! • 1 «! • ! • ! *l • ! • ! • 1 w| • 1 
«{ «l • ! »! *l • 1 «l • 1 • 1 «l «l wl w| 
d 
4^ *( • 1 «l • 1 «| *! • ! • 1 *l wl • 1 *! w| wj 
e 




• 1 «i wl «l -Mrl «! • I •! .1 »1 «! wj wj 
«i • 1 • ! «l «! • ! • ! • 1 *l «| *! »! w! wj 
*! .1 «1 «i ,| «1 • ! • ! *! • 1 w 1 «| wj w| 
• 1 • 1 »i • 1 ») »! • 1 «l «j «! • 1 .1 wj w| 
0 • 1 • 1 «l • 1 *! «f • ! •! *! • 1 »l wl w| wl 
s «! • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 «f • ! • ! .1 • 1 «l w| w| wl 
* I • 1 • 1 • 1 ») • ! .1 • ! *l «j • 1 wl wl wj 
*l * 1 «l «l «! «l • ! • ! .1 »! • ! w 1 wl wl 
»! • 1 * j • 1 *! *! «l «l *! »l • 1 w 1 wj wl 
* I «f «) .1 • ) id »! • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 w 1 wj w| 
,1 «! «) • 1 *! »l • 1 • ! *! »! «l w| wj w| 
*l • t »l • ! *\ *! • 1 • ! wl «( -! wl wj wl 
«i • 1 «i »l «! .1 • 1 • 1 • ! • 1 • ! wj wj wl 
»t »l «l «l *! «! »l • 1 • ! »| «l w| w| wl 
*I Ml «i •! • ! wl • ! • ! *! .1 wl wl wj w| 
«f »t *i • 1 *! wl • ! *l «l w! • ! w| wj w| 












0CR401 OCR402 OCR403 OCR404 OCR405 OCR406 OCR407 OCR408 OCR409 OCR4O10 0CR4011 OCR4012 
»! *! «! «l • 1 *l *! »\ »! • ! *l »! 
3.00 11.00 9.00 10.00 5,00 4,00 12,00 2,00 7,00 1,00 8,00 6,00 
11.00 10.00 8.00 9.00 6.00 7,00 3,00 2,00 5,00 1.00 4,00 12,00 
2.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 1,00 3,00 2,00 *! 2,00 4,00 11,00 
7.00 12.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 3,00 5,00 6,00 8,00 11,00 9,00 10,00 
7.00 8.00 11.00 12.00 5,00 4,00 9,00 6,00 10,00 3,00 2,00 1,00 
12.00 11.00 10.00 7.00 5,00 8,00 4.00 3,00 9,00 1.00 2,00 6,00 
9.00 6.00 7.00 5.00 8,00 3,00 10,00 1,00 11,00 4.00 2,00 12.00 
»! • ! *! »! • ! »! »! • 1 «l »! • ! »! 
«l «l *! *! » 1 • ! • ! • ! • 1 »! *! • ! 
• ! *l «! «l «I • ! *l • ! »l • 1 »l »! 
»! «i »! •! *! «l *l »! •! »\ «! »l 
»1 *l • ! *l «1 *l • ! »! »! «! «! «! 
»! «l »! «! *! «l *! • ! *! »! »! *! 
»1 *l • ! *! »! >! *! »! »! »! *! *! 
«l • ! • ! «! »1 *\ «! *l »! »! *l »! 
»! »l *! *! «1 »! »I *! *! *! »! »l 
• ! • ! »! «l «l «l *! *l «■! *l »! .1 
»! »! «1 *l «i »\ »! «l «1 • 1 • 1 «! 
• ! »l «1 • ! *! »l »1 *! • ! »! • ! • 1 
»1 »l «r »! »! »l * 1 *! *l *! *! »l 
*l • 1 «i • ! >l • 1 • ! .1 *l «! *! • 1 
«l *l »! »l » 1 • ! «! »l *! «! *! »! 
*] • ! »l • 1 »l »! *! »l *l »l • 1 *l 
• ! »! «l »! »! »! • 1 • ! *! • ! *! *l 
*l »l »l »! *! »l »! • ! «| *! • ! • ! 
*! • ! • ! • 1 * 1 »l • ! »l *! *! «l »l 
• ! • ! »l »l * 1 • 1 .! »! »! »l *! »! 
*! *! »! »! »i • 1 »! • ! «! «! 
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